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From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 1, 2011
Date: November 1, 2011 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 01, 2011
Today's Events
Periodic Table
All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Learn How You Can Help End Poverty
Campus Mass for All Saints Day
Three Fitness Classes Today
Halloween Around The World
Women of Color Interest Meeting
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Upcoming Events
WCCA Art Gallery Opening
Free Practice LSAT
Religion in the Public Sphere
United
Want to Study Abroad
Announcements
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors: Please Take this Survey
Spread the Warmth
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Fall Career Week is Nov. 7-11
Equestrian Club Clinic
 
Today's Events
Periodic Table
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS 
Cost: Free
Details: All chemistry majors and friends of chemistry are invited to our monthly luncheon. Grab your
Details: All chemistry majors and friends of chemistry are invited to our monthly luncheon. Grab your
lunch from your favorite venue and join the faculty/staff of the chemistry department for a lunch time
chat.
Contact: Tracey Southers
Email: southerstl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: All Saints Tolling of the College Bell 
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Learn How You Can Help End Poverty
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 219
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a conference call about RESULTS, a non-partisan grassroots advocacy
organization creating the political will to end hunger and poverty. RESULTS equips everyday citizens
with the knowledge and training to effectively engage Congress, the media and your community on
issues like economic opportunity, health care, and early childhood development. By being informed
active citizens, RESULTS volunteers create the political will for change. Come learn how you can help
end poverty in America. Date: Tuesday, Nov. 1 Time: 3 p.m. ET Location: Olin Building 219. RSVP to
Professor Begona Caballero-Garcia at caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu. To learn more about
RESULTS, visit www.results.org. 
Contact: Begoña Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Campus Mass for All Saints Day
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Mass for All Saint's Day will be celebrated today (Tuesday, Nov. 1) at 5:30 p.m. in
Mickel Chapel. All are welcome. Everyone is reminded that the Sunday Catholic mass on November 6
will be held in the AAAS Room in the Burwell Building rather than Mickel Chapel. The time will be 5
p.m., as usual. Masses will return to Mickel Chapel on Nov. 13 and will be held there for the remainder
of the semester.
Contact: Doyle Boggs
Email: boggsdw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4182
Three Fitness Classes Today
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @ 11:30, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Halloween Around The World
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Rooms of Greene and Carlisle RAs
Cost: Free
Details: Trick or Treat the RA’s of Green and Carlisle! Come out and Trick or Treat the RAs of Greene
and Carlisle while learning about cultures all around the world. It's simple, just visit the room of each of
the RAs in Greene and Carlisle where you can "trick or treat" for candy and get some cultural
information in the process. It's easy, fun, and a cultural event. 
Contact: Shakirah Hill
Email: hillsa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-529-1719
Women of Color Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS room
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us next Tuesday for cupcakes while we discuss our plans for the year! ALL
WOMEN ARE WELCOME :) Hope to see you there!
Contact: Lauren Watts/ SaNavia Paisley
Email: wattslm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-236-0161
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 11/1/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its November meeting today at 7 p.m., in room 104 of
Phase V. All students are welcome, Finance and Accounting majors and non-majors alike. Come learn
about the fund and watch as we present stock and other investment recommendations for the fund
portfolio.
Contact: Thomas DeLoache
Email: deloachewt@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-560-2588
Upcoming Events
WCCA Art Gallery Opening 
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Game Room
Cost: Free of Charge
Details: Wofford College Coalition for the Arts presents the annual Art Gallery Opening in the Campus
Life Game Room from 6 – 8 p.m. This is a catered event that is free of charge. Come out to view
student work and enjoy delicious hors d'oeuvres as we promote an art-conscious Wofford community! 
Contact: Katherine Kelly 
Email: kellykl@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-530-8820
Free Practice LSAT
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Religion in the Public Sphere
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Speaker: Bishop Will Willimon Topic: Christians, Religion & Politics 
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
United
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: United is a non-denominational, student-led worship experience that weaves together music,
prayer, and scripture into a time of meaningful Christian worship. United is open to the entire college
community, and we hope you will join us for this great time of fellowship.
Contact: Joseph McAbee
Email: mcabeejh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-3266
Want to Study Abroad
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: n/a
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study Abroad Fair.
Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-hand to answer
questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities through their programs. For
more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/.
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: x. 4490
Announcements
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors: Please take this Survey
Details: On Wednesday, Oct. 25, all Wofford sophomores, juniors and seniors received a request, via
e-mail, to take Wofford's Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey. The survey focuses on
students' perceptions of Wofford's spiritual and religious climate, and takes about 20 minutes to
complete. Those who complete the survey will be entered in a raffle for two Terrier Buck awards of
$100.00, four awards of $50.00, and eight awards of $25.00. The e-mail address from which the survey
was sent was postmaster@e-mail.studentvoice.com. We want to hear what you think! Please take the
was sent was postmaster@e-mail.studentvoice.com. We want to hear what you think! Please take the
survey, and feel free to contact Drs. Trina Janiec Jones, Ellen Goldey, or Ron Robinson if you have any
questions. 
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
Spread the Warmth
Details: Bring your used winter clothing to donate to those less fortunate in Spartanburg. Donation
boxes will be located in Zach's, Burwell, and Phase V during the fall semester. We will be collecting old
jackets, coats, scarves, hats, socks, pants, etc. to be donated to the soup kitchen to "spread the
warmth" to the homeless in our community. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Details: The Allocation Applications for Spring 2012 are available and will be due by Friday, Nov. 11, at
5 p.m. Applications are available on the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/content.aspx?id=27234. The application should be emailed to
Adrian McLellan at mcellanar@email.wofford.edu. All organizations applying for funding are required to
participate in an interview, which will be held on Nov. 15-16 from 6 – 8 p.m., in the Student Affairs
Conference Room. Upon receiving all applications on Nov. 11, an email will be sent out to each
organization's contact person including information concerning time slots available for interviews.
Interview time slots will be filled on a first come first served basis. Also, each organization is required to
submit an allocation submission form that is located on the Campus Union website as well. The form
should be turn in the Campus Union CPO in Student Affairs or CPO 1121. Please email Adrian
McLellan with any questions or concerns.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Fall Career Week is Nov. 7-11
Details: Fall Career Week will be held Nov. 7-11, and we have a full calendar of seminars, career
lunches/dinners, and workshops for students at all stages of their Wofford education. It's never too
early to get started planning for life after college. Faculty are also invited to attend any/all of the events.
To view the schedule, please visit http://bit.ly/nsBktQ.
Contact: Matthew Hammett
Email: hammettmk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
Equestrian Club Clinic
Details: The Equestrian Club will be hosting a $5 clinic this Sunday, Nov. 6, at Cannon Equine
Instruction in Moore, S.C. All interested students are invited to attend. If you want to learn how to ride,
or if you're just curious about horses, join us at the barn! You will have the opportunity to interact with
the horses and learn some basic horsemanship. The clinic begins at 12 noon. Transportation will be
provided if needed, but students are encouraged to carpool. Limited space available. For more
information, or to reserve a spot, please contact Tori Putnam.
Contact: Tori Putnam
Email: putnamvm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 980-254-7558
Lost and Found
Found: Found: set of keys on Evins Street, on the sidewalk outside of the Reeves Tennis Center. Ugg
boot keychain attached.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Event Announcement - Dr. Peter Caster - Tonight @ 7 p.m.
Date: November 1, 2011 at 11:44 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
The African/African American Studies program welcomes Dr. Peter Caster of USC-Upstate
who will be speaking on the topic, "Prisons, Race, and Masculinity," which is based on a
book by the same title which was published recently. The Wofford Community is invited to
attend this talk at 7 p.m. in Olin Theater. Please contact Dr. Gerald Ginocchio at
ginocchioga@wofford.edu for more information.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 2, 2011
Date: November 2, 2011 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 02, 2011
Today's Events
World Film Series: Tambien la lluvia
Mesa Española
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
BEAT FURMAN! Free Jimmy John's with Psychology Kingdom
Free Practice LSAT
Religion in the Public Sphere
World Film Series: Tambien la lluvia
Men's Faith Group
United
Upcoming Events
Want to Study Abroad?
Tri Delta's Charity Denim
Faculty Talk
Collegetown Access Interest Meeting
Film: Death on a Factory Farm
Guitar Virtuoso Mark Edwards at Wofford
Introduction to Kayaking Clinic
Equestrian Club Horsemanship Clinic
Announcements
The Quintessential Cup Survey
Wofford's Got Talent
Crew Sweatshirts only $14.95
 
Today's Events
World Film Series: Tambien la lluvia
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Iciar Bollain; Bolivia, 2010; 103 minutes; In Spanish with English Subtitles. In this
provocative film-within-a-film, director Sebastian heads to Cochabamba, Bolivia, to shoot a film about
Christopher Columbus's trespasses in the New World, only to find the locals protesting present day
exploitation of the poor. Sebastian is sympathetic to the cause, but realities collide when lead actor
Daniel, cast as a rebel against the Spanish, becomes a key figure in the current demonstrations over
the privatization of the water supply.
Contact: Iliana Villanueva
Email: villanuevaji@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Mesa Española
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed way? Join us at Phase V every other Wednesday
from 5 till 6 p.m. We will chat about any topic you may be interested in... en español por supuesto!
Contact: Rafael Valor
Email: valornavarror@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4906
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Full-Body Boot Camp @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:15!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
BEAT FURMAN! Free Jimmy John's with Psychology Kingdom
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Psychology Kingdom for a "tailgate" at the Wofford Women's Volleyball game
against Furman! Free Jimmy John's for the first 100 people at the game! There will be food, music, and
tailgate games in the BenJo arena November 2! Come out and support our Players!
Contact: Alexandra Zeldenrust
Email: Zeldenrustac@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 702-812-6706
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Religion in the Public Sphere
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 7:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Speaker: Bishop Will Willimon Topic: Christians, Religion & Politics 
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
World Film Series: Tambien la lluvia
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Iciar Bollain; Bolivia, 2010; 103 minutes; In Spanish with English Subtitles. In this
provocative film-within-a-film, director Sebastian heads to Cochabamba, Bolivia, to shoot a film about
Christopher Columbus's trespasses in the New World, only to find the locals protesting present day
exploitation of the poor. Sebastian is sympathetic to the cause, but realities collide when lead actor
Daniel, cast as a rebel against the Spanish, becomes a key figure in the current demonstrations over
the privatization of the water supply.
Contact: Iliana Villanueva
Email: villanuevaji@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Men's Faith Group
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 8:45:00 PM
Location: Java City in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian Student Association is hosting a men's only faith group. This is an informal group
open to guys of all faiths. This week we will be discussing drugs and alcohol as they relate to one's
faith. Come out and join us for this time of fellowship!
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
United
Date/Time: 11/2/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: United is a non-denominational, student-led worship experience that weaves together music,
prayer, and scripture into a time of meaningful Christian worship. United is open to the entire college
community, and we hope you will join us for this great time of fellowship.
Contact: Joseph McAbee
Email: mcabeejh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-3266
Upcoming Events
Want to Study Abroad?
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study Abroad Fair.
Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-hand to answer
questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities through their programs. There
will be door prizes and food available as well! For more information about studying abroad at Wofford,
see http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/.
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4490
Tri Delta's Charity Denim
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Varies
Details: Stop by Shipp Lounge this Thursday, Nov. 3, from 11 a.m. – 4 p.m. for some great deals on
designer jeans! Delta Delta Delta will be offering discounts on jeans of all brands and sizes, along with
tops, dresses, etc. in an effort to raise money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. $1 raffle
tickets to win gift cards and accessories from Ruby Red Boutique will be sold at the event. A
percentage of all clothing sales and all raffle money will be donated to St. Jude. We hope to see you
there!
Contact: Jessica Cook
Email: cookjl1@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-477-4657
Faculty Talk
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Cary R. Voeller, Department of English: 'Reform Culture, Masculinity, and Physical
Disfigurement in Mark Twain’s "Those Extraordinary Twins"' This talk will discuss Mark Twain’s
representation of 1840s American male reformers, representations often founded upon dominant
masculine traits such as violence, self-reliance, and emotionlessness. In light of these dominant male
figures, Twain utilizes a trope of disability—the conjoined twins—to ultimately envision an alternative
reform (and American manhood) based on emotion, community, and gentleness. 
Contact: Alan D. Chalmers
Email: chalmersad@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4360
Collegetown Access Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Global & Community Engagement Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a student who enjoys mentoring? If so, Collegetown Access is holding an interest
meeting to discuss mentoring local high school students on how to apply for college. Free food and
drinks will be provided during the meeting!
Contact: James Sieverding
Email: sieverdingjp@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-397-4912
Film: Death on a Factory Farm
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: You’re invited to join my Humanities 101 class, The Lives of Animals, to view the HBO
Details: You’re invited to join my Humanities 101 class, The Lives of Animals, to view the HBO
documentary film, Death on a Factory Farm (2010). The documentary chronicles an undercover
investigation into alleged abuses that took place at a hog farm in central Ohio. It’s a provocative film
and appropriate for anyone interested in animal ethics. 
Contact: Nancy Williams
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
Guitar Virtuoso Mark Edwards at Wofford
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Don't miss one of the finest, young guitarists performing today: Mark Edwards, a native of
Alabama and a recent graduate of Peabody. Mark has won top prizes in 20+ international guitar
competitions and is anxious to play for us here at Wofford. His music includes compositions from
Spain, France, Italy and Germany.
Contact: Jhon Akers
Email: akersjc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5022
Introduction to Kayaking Clinic
Date/Time: 11/5/2011 10:30:00 AM
Location: Spartanburg Swim Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Outdoors Club will offer an Introduction to Kayaking clinic to Wofford students,
faculty, and staff. The clinic will cover equipment, safety, and technique. No experience is necessary;
the clinic is appropriate for anyone who has an interest in kayaking. The clinic will take place at the
Spartanburg Swim Center on Saturday, Nov. 5 from 10:30-11:30 a.m. All equipment will be provided.
Participants should wear swim suits, be prepared to get wet, and be comfortable in deep water.
Enrollment is limited to eight participants and will be filled on 1st come 1st serve basis. Please email
Jacob Flanders (flandersjg@email.wofford.edu) to reserve a spot and receive registration forms. 
Contact: Jacob Flanders
Email: flandersjg@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4362
Equestrian Club Horsemanship Clinic
Date/Time: 11/6/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Cannon Equine Instruction
Cost: $5
Details: The Equestrian Club will be hosting a $5 clinic this Sunday, Nov. 6, at Cannon Equine
Instruction in Moore, S.C. All interested students are invited to attend. If you want to learn how to ride,
or if you're just curious about horses, join us at the barn! You will have the opportunity to interact with
the horses and learn some basic horsemanship. The clinic begins at 12-noon. Transportation will be
provided if needed, but students are encouraged to carpool. Limited space available. For more
information, or to reserve a spot, please contact Tori Putnam.
Contact: Tori Putnam
Email: putnamvm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 980-254-7558
Announcements
The Quintessential Cup Survey
Details: All Wofford Students: It would be awesome if you'd take this survey, which is part of an SI
project I'm currently working on. -Daniel Didok The link is:
http://freeonlinesurveys.com/rendersurvey.asp?sid=ml7r04w1iwwa9f8981925
Contact: Daniel Didok
Email: didokds@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 267-235-2311
Wofford's Got Talent
Details: Going out to all those who have talent! Wofford's Got Talent is being held on Nov. 9, at 8 p.m.,
in Leonard Auditorium. Go to the following link to sign up! http://www.wofford.edu/campuslife/talent/
Contact: Antonio Smith
Email: smitham4@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-767-1260
Crew Sweatshirts only $14.95
Details: Hey Everyone! The bookstore has crew sweatshirts for only $14.95. They come in gold with
black lettering or black with gold lettering. What a shock? They really do look nice so stop by and take
a look.
Contact: Andy Roush
Email: 0488mgr@fheg.follett.com
Telephone/Extension: 582-6514
Lost and Found
Found: Found: A pair of sunglasses and an iPod in Milliken. Claim at Campus Safety.
Contact: Catherine Kozlowski
Email: kozlowskica@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4352
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Fall Career Week
Date: November 2, 2011 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To All Faculty and Staff:
From: Lisa Ware
 
Fall Career Week will be held November 7 – 11.  Faculty and staff are invited to attend any of the
events (see schedule below), and we request your assistance in encouraging students to attend. 
 
You may be particularly interested in attending one of the career luncheons/dinners. Alumni
working in healthcare, business, law, and education will return to campus to talk to students about
their career paths (plus, there’s free food!). These are great education/networking opportunities for
students. Also, please encourage any students considering graduate school to attend the Personal
Statement Workshop led by Dr. John Miles.  Finally, we hope you’ll attend “How to: Deliver
Effective Presentations” led by Scott Cochran. Learn the elements that will make your
presentations engaging, persuasive and meaningful for your audience. 
 
For details, visit http://bit.ly/un67oc. (You do not need to register to attend the events)
 
If you have questions, please contact Matt Hammett (hammettmk@wofford.edu) or Jennifer
Dillenger (dillengerja@wofford.edu).
 
Thanks for your time, and we hope you can join us for any or all of these events!
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
FALL CAREER WEEK SCHEDULE
Monday, Nov. 7
·         8:30am – 6:00pm: First Access Career Fair, Harley Room, Richardson Building (employers
interviewing students)
 
Tuesday, Nov. 8
·         11:30am – 12:30pm: Healthcare Career Lunch     Anna Todd Wofford Center 
·         4:00pm – 5:00pm: Career Services 101 (First Year Students)     Conference Room, Center
for Professional Excellence, Phase V
·         6:00pm – 7:00pm: “How to Deliver an Effective Presentation”     Conference Room, Center
for Professional Excellence, Phase V
 
Wednesday, Nov. 9
·         12:00pm – 1:00 pm: Business Career Lunch, Conference Room, Center for Professional
Excellence, Phase V
·         4:00pm – 5:00pm: Career Services 201 (Sophomores), Conference Room, Center for
Professional Excellence, Phase V
 
Thursday, Nov. 10
·         11:30am – 12:30pm: Law Career Lunch, Anna Todd Wofford
·         4:00pm – 5:00pm: Career Services 301 (Juniors), Conference Room, Center for
Professional Excellence, Phase V
Professional Excellence, Phase V
·         6:30pm – 8:00pm: Education Career Dinner, Conference Room, Center for Professional
Excellence, Phase V
·         7:00pm – 9:00pm: Personal Statement Workshop, Success Initiative Room, Center for
Professional Excellence, Phase V
 
Friday, Nov. 11
·         4:00pm-5:00pm: Career Services 401 (Seniors), Conference Room, Center for Professional
Excellence, Phase V
……………………………………………………………
Lisa Mincey Ware
Director of Outreach Programs
The Center for Professional Excellence
Wofford College
www.wofford.edu
864.597.4263 voice
lisa.m.ware skype
@lisaware twitter
www.linkedin.com/in/lisamware
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 3, 2011
Date: November 3, 2011 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 03, 2011
Today's Events
Graduate Study in English Interest Meeting
Faculty Talk
Three Fitness Classes Today
Collegetown Access Interest Meeting
Film: Death on a Factory Farm
Guitar Virtuoso Mark Edwards at Wofford
Upcoming Events
How to: Deliver Effective Presentations
Wofford's Got Talent
Announcements
Daily Announcements
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Intramural Soccer Leagues now Forming
JOB: Student Assistant, Main Building
 
Today's Events
Graduate Study in English Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 11:45:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: A meeting for English majors and other students interested in graduate study in English. Any
interested student, regardless of year, is encouraged to attend. We’ll discuss what to expect, what to do
now, the application process, and job prospects. Feel free to bring plates from the upstairs cafeteria or
grab lunch at Player’s Corner.
Contact: John M. Ware
Email: warejm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4362
Faculty Talk
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Cary R. Voeller, Department of English: 'Reform Culture, Masculinity, and Physical
Disfigurement in Mark Twain’s "Those Extraordinary Twins"' This talk will discuss Mark Twain’s
representation of 1840s American male reformers, representations often founded upon dominant
masculine traits such as violence, self-reliance, and emotionlessness. In light of these dominant male
figures, Twain utilizes a trope of disability—the conjoined twins—to ultimately envision an alternative
reform (and American manhood) based on emotion, community, and gentleness. 
Contact: Alan D. Chalmers
Email: chalmersad@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4360
Three Fitness Classes Today
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff @ 11:30, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Collegetown Access Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Global & Community Engagement Building 
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a student who enjoys mentoring? If so, Collegetown Access is holding an interest
meeting to discuss mentoring local high school students on how to apply for college. Free food and
drinks will be provided during the meeting!
Contact: James Sieverding
Email: sieverdingjp@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-397-4912
Film: Death on a Factory Farm
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: You’re invited to join my Humanities 101 class, The Lives of Animals, to view the HBO
documentary film, Death on a Factory Farm (2010). The documentary chronicles an undercover
investigation into alleged abuses that took place at a hog farm in central Ohio. It’s a provocative film
and appropriate for anyone interested in animal ethics. 
Contact: Nancy Williams
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
Guitar Virtuoso Mark Edwards at Wofford
Date/Time: 11/3/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Don't miss one of the finest, young guitarists performing today: Mark Edwards, a native of
Alabama and a recent graduate of Peabody (www.markedwardsguitar.com). Mark has won top prizes
Alabama and a recent graduate of Peabody (www.markedwardsguitar.com). Mark has won top prizes
in 20+ international guitar competitions and is anxious to play for us here at Wofford. His music
includes compositions from Spain, France, Italy and Germany.
Contact: Jhon Akers
Email: akersjc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5022
Upcoming Events
How to: Deliver Effective Presentations
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Students, faculty and staff are invited to "how to: deliver an effective presentation." Scott
Cochran, Dean of the Center for Professional Excellence, will discuss how to inform, motivate, and
engage your audience. He'll also cover the most common mistakes presenters make and how to avoid
them. This is the second in our "how to" series. We hope to see you there!
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Sign up today for the Wofford's Got Talent show to be held on Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 8 p.m.!
Dancers, musicians, singers, poets, actors, bands, etc. are all encouraged to sign up. Monetary prizes
will be given to top three places, a fan favorite, a best dressed, and a most unique act! Go to this link
and sign up today: http://www.wofford.edu/campusLife/talent/ 
Contact: Anna Le
Email: leah@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-4568
Announcements
Daily Announcements
Details: Faculty, staff and students are reminded that announcements may be run twice in any one
week period. Announcements that are submitted more than two times in one week will not be run. If
you have questions please contact WoffordNews@wofford.edu.
Contact: WoffordNews
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Details: Flu Vaccines are still available in Health Services. No appointment needed. The cost for
Details: Flu Vaccines are still available in Health Services. No appointment needed. The cost for
students is $15, employees $15, employees that participate in the wellness program $10. 
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Intramural Soccer Leagues now Forming
Details: Signups are now being accepted for our Intramural Soccer Leagues. You can enter a team, or
sign up as an individual to be placed on a team. There is a league for men, and a league for women.
Games will begin on Monday, Nov.14. All varsity soccer players are not eligible to participate. Email
Coach Traylor to sign up.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
JOB: Student Assistant, Main Building
Details: Student(s) needed to work 1-5 p.m., Monday through Friday, assisting Main Building faculty.
Students may work a portion of the hours on different days each week. Pay is minimum wage and the
job is work-study eligible. Duties include making copies, running on-campus errands, and other
administrative tasks. To apply, please contact Abbey Bedenbaugh at 597-4050 or
bedenbaughal@wofford.edu.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 4, 2011
Date: November 4, 2011 at 9:22 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 04, 2011
Today's Events
"Friday Fitness @ 4:00" Doubleheader Today
Amy Horton Art Exhibit Opening Reception
Upcoming Events
Equestrian Club Horsemanship Clinic
Campus Mass, Sunday, November 6, AAAS Room
World Events Lunch
Chamber Music Series
Announcements
Flu Vaccines Still Available
How to watch Wofford at Western Carolina on Saturday.
Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Intramural Soccer Signups Now
Andrews Field House Closed at 5 p.m.
The Quintessential Cup Survey
 
Today's Events
"Friday Fitness @ 4:00" Doubleheader Today 
Date/Time: 11/4/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 4:00, Cardio/Kickbox @ 4:15!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Amy Horton Art Exhibit Opening Reception
Date/Time: 11/4/2011 4:30:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/4/2011 4:30:00 PM
Location: Martha Cloud Chapman Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. William O. Whetsell has established a fund in memory of his brother, Dan Whetsell, to
enable a Wofford student to study some aspect of the visual arts, with the summer’s study leading to
an exhibition on the campus during the next school year. The 2011 Whetsell Fellow, Amy Horton, spent
the summer working with the Spartanburg artist Isabel Forbes developing her skill in oils. The subject
matter generally derives from Ms. Horton’s study abroad in Spain during the spring semester of 2011.
The exhibition will include several phases of the work leading to the final results. Please join us for the
opening reception from 4:30-6:30 p.m. today, Friday, Nov. 4, in the Martha Cloud Chapman Gallery.
Contact: Dean Coburn
Email: coburnoh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4300
Upcoming Events
Equestrian Club Horsemanship Clinic
Date/Time: 11/6/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Cannon Equine Instruction
Cost: $5
Details: The Equestrian Club will be hosting a $5 clinic this Sunday, Nov. 6, at Cannon Equine
Instruction in Moore, S.C. All interested students are invited to attend. If you want to learn how to ride,
or if you're just curious about horses, join us at the barn! You will have the opportunity to interact with
the horses and learn some basic horsemanship. The clinic begins at 12-noon. Transportation will be
provided if needed, but students are encouraged to carpool. Limited space available. For more
information, or to reserve a spot, please contact Tori Putnam.
Contact: Tori Putnam
Email: putnamvm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 980-254-7558
Campus Mass, Sunday, November 6, AAAS Room
Date/Time: 11/6/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic mass for this Sunday, Nov. 6, will be held in the AAAS Room in the Burwell
Building rather than Mickel Chapel. The time will be 5 p.m., as usual. Masses will return to Mickel
Chapel on Nov. 13 and will be held there for the remainder of the semester.
Contact: Doyle Boggs
Email: boggsdw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4182
World Events Lunch
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell - AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Club World, the Wofford club for those interested in "things international", will host an open
forum lunch in Burwell to talk about current events from a variety of international perspectives. Please
grab your lunch and come join us!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4490
Chamber Music Series
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Chamber Music Concert with Violinist Cho-Liang Lin and Pianist Jon Kimura-Parker. The two
internationally renowned artists are Graduates of The Juilliard School in New York City and both hold
Distinguished Professorships at Rice University in Houston. Program will feature works by Debussy,
Ravel and Stravinsky. 
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: Leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4596
Announcements
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Details: Flu Vaccines are still available in Health Services. No appointment needed. The cost for
students is $15, employees $15, employees that participate in the wellness program $10. 
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
How to watch Wofford at Western Carolina on Saturday.
Details: The #9 ranked Wofford Terriers hit the road Saturday to face the Catamounts of Western
Carolina. Here is how you can follow the action: ON CAMPUS: Radio: ESPN 1400AM or 97.1FM
Online audio: espnspartanburg.com TV: (online) ESPN3.com. OFF CAMPUS: Radio: In Spartanburg,
ESPN 1400AM and 97.1FM. In Greenville, ESPN 1440AM Online audio: espnspartanburg.com TV:
Over the Air: 49.2 (South Carolina Channel) DirecTV: 33-2 (UNC-TV Explorer) Dish Network: N/A
Charter Cable: 198 or 115 Online: ESPN3.com
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Are You Interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Details: Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford? Let Fun Funds know! Sign-up sheets
will be at Burwell Monday and Wednesday from 11:45 a.m. – 1 p.m. and at Zachs on Tuesday and
Thursday from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Contact: Mary Frances Flowers
Email: Flowersmf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-587-3717
Intramural Soccer Signups Now
Details: Signups are now being accepted. There is a league for men and a league for women. Email
Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team. Games begin on
Nov. 14.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Andrews Field House Closed at 5:00 p.m.
Details: Andrews Field House will be closed at 5 p.m. on Friday, Nov.4 through 6 p.m. on Saturday,
Nov. 5, for set-up for the rifle match.
Contact: Randy Hall
Email: halljr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4351
The Quintessential Cup Survey
Details: Please take this 5 minute online survey, which is part of a success initiative sustainability
project. -Daniel Didok The link is: http://freeonlinesurveys.com/rendersurvey.asp?
sid=ml7r04w1iwwa9f8981925
Contact: Daniel Didok
Email: didokds@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 267-235-2311
Lost and Found
Found: A camera was found in Leonard Auditorium after the Religion in the Public Sphere talk on
Wednesday night. Please come by the Campus Ministry Office (Old Main) to claim.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Debate tickets for campus community
Date: November 4, 2011 at 1:06 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Community
From:  President Dunlap
 
Preparations are in full swing for Wofford to be the host location for the next debate among the
candidates for the Republican presidential nomination—and the first to be nationally televised on
one of the big three traditional networks.  The event is set for Saturday, November 12, beginning
at 8:00 pm in Benjamin Johnson Arena. 
  
Naturally, there is tremendous interest among students, faculty, staff, and friends of the college in
attending the debate.  However, understandably, the SC Republican Party controls the seats and
ticket distribution for this event, and only a small allocation (approximately 200 out of an
anticipated audience of 1,400) is being made available to the college.  We will be making a
substantial portion of our allotment available to students and employees through an online lottery
system early next week.  But please be advised that the demand for tickets will almost certainly far
outstrip their availability.  We will also make arrangements for an alternative campus location to
watch the debate on Saturday evening.
 
Details will be provided early next week.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Important Parking Information!
Date: November 4, 2011 at 3:43 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
 
To: All Members of the Wofford Community
From: COL. Randy Hall, Director of Campus Safety
Re:  Parking Information for November 4-12th
 
Many members of the staff are busy getting ready for Wofford to host the CBS/National
Journal Republican Presidential Debate on campus on November 12th. We need your
cooperation in creating space for CBS trucks and equipment. 
 
Tonight Spartanburg High School will play Gaffney High School in Gibbs Stadium.  After
the game, the parking lot in front of the Richardson Building which some call the Verandah
lot will be cleared of all vehicles.  Students and employees are asked not to park there so
trucks can move in and out of the lot.
 
By 11:00 pm this Sunday night (November 6th) the row closest to the Campus Life Building
in the Campus Life Building parking lot which some people call the DuPre parking lot must
be cleared.  The College's vehicles normally parked there will be relocated.  If you are to use
a vehicle, please check with Ms. Anderson for its location.
 
CBS will be airing their morning news show on Friday and Saturday  mornings from the
mall behind Main Building.  Therefore, the Horseshoe drive around the mall between Shipp
and DuPre must be cleared of all vehicles by 5:00 pm on Wednesday (November 9th). 
Faculty and staff who normally park in the horseshoe will be allowed to park in Gibbs
Stadium lot B on Thursday and Friday from 8:00 am-5:00 pm.  Anyone needing an escort is
asked to call Campus Safety at 864/597-4911.
 
The Campus Life Building/DuPre parking lot must be cleared of all vehicles by 5:00 pm on
Thursday (November 10th).  Patrons attending the Wofford Theatre on Thursday and Friday
night may park in the lot if spaces are available around the media trucks. People needing an
escort to or from the theatre are welcome to call Campus Safety at 864/597-4911.
 
Any vehicles not moved by the deadlines noted above will be towed at the owner's expense.
 
Thank you for helping Wofford make the CBS News Shows and the Debate successful.
 
 
 
 
Randy Hall
Director of Campus Safety
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 597-4351/(864) 597-4359(f)
halljr@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 7, 2011
Date: November 7, 2011 at 9:21 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 07, 2011
Today's Events
World Events Lunch
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader
Campus Union Meeting
Chamber Music Series
Campus Outreach Freshmen Bible Study
Upcoming Events
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Robert's Rules of Order)
La Table Française
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Tri-Beta Monthly Meeting
Free Practice LSAT
Faculty Forum - Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
What does that mean for me? - Drugs and Alcohol Edition
Faculty Forum – Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Are You Interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Last Week for Soccer Signups
After Wofford: Internships and Start a Law Firm
Spread the Warmth
 
Today's Events
World Events Lunch
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell - AAAS
Cost: n/a
Cost: n/a
Details: Club World, the Wofford club for those interested in "things international", will host an open
forum lunch in Burwell to talk about current events from a variety of international perspectives. Please
grab your lunch and come join us!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4490
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Full-Body Boot Camp @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:15!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Campus Union Meeting
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Union meeting will be held tonight at 6 p.m. in Olin Theater! 
Contact: Mary Lewis Griffin
Email: griffinml@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-727-8272
Chamber Music Series
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free Admission
Details: Chamber Music Concert with Violinist Cho-Liang Lin and Pianist Jon Kimura-Parker. The two
internationally renowned artists are Graduates of The Juilliard School in New York City and both hold
Distinguished Professorships at Rice University in Houston. Program will feature works by Debussy,
Ravel and Stravinsky. 
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: Leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4596
Campus Outreach Freshmen Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/7/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Outreach invites all freshmen to our weekly Bible study at 9pm in Greene Lobby. This
week we will be discussing how we view God. Please join us for a quick hour of studying the Word and
fellowship with one another. 
Contact: Weston Caswell
Email: caswellcw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-503-9880
Upcoming Events
Upcoming Events
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 11:15:00 AM
Location: Java City in Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for lunch, fellowship, and a discussion
of the book of Jonah. ALL are welcome! See you there.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (864) 542-7404
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Robert's Rules of Order)
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: N/A
Details: The next New Faculty Mentoring Lunch will occur Tuesday, Nov. 8, from 11:30 a.m. until 12:45
p.m., in the Holcombe Room. The topic for the luncheon will be the use of Robert's Rules of Order
during faculty meetings and committee meetings. This lunch series serves as a mentoring program for
junior faculty but any faculty or staff member is welcome to attend. Those attending can purchase lunch
from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a meeting at the 11 a.m.
hour is welcome to join us after his or her meeting concludes. Upcoming NFML topics: Nov. 22
(Athletics). 
Contact: Charlotte Knotts-Zides
Email: knottszidesca@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4534
La Table Française 
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell (Gingko Room)
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful language of Moliere?
Come and join us for a meal in a friendly and relaxed environment! It’s a fun and nice way to get to
know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way. Students of all levels of
French as well as Wofford Community members are welcome! Come enjoy a small chat in French and
meet cool people. 
Contact: Marie-Ange Rakotoniaina
Email: rakotoniainamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4938
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for dinner, fun, and fellowship. Enjoy a
free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First Corinthians! All are
welcome! See you there
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Tri-Beta Monthly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 9:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center 122 (the Pit)
Cost: Free
Details: To all Members: We will be having our monthly BBB meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 8, in RMSC
122 (the Pit). Remember, meetings are a great way to get involved in the organization and to earn
member points towards your requirement for the semester.
Contact: Arsalaan Salehani
Email: salehaniaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Faculty Forum – Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (Subject to Change)
Cost: Free
Details: The panel presentation and answer session will be moderated by Dr. Byron McCane, Albert C.
Outler Professor of Religion. Participants will include Wofford faculty members with expertise in various
international affairs areas.
Contact: Dr. Byron McCane
Email: mccanebr@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4562
What does that mean for me? - Drugs and Alcohol Edition
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 8:45:00 PM
Location: Java City in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian Student Association is hosting "What does that mean for me?" a men's only faith
group. This is an informal group open to guys of all faiths. This week we will be discussing drugs and
alcohol as they relate to one's faith. Come out and join us for this time of fellowship!
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Faculty Forum – Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (Subject to Change)
Cost: Free
Details: The second forum of the week will be moderated by Dr. William DeMars, Professor and Chair
of the Department of Government. Our Wofford faculty participants will be joined by visiting scholar Dr.
James Ceaser, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia.
Contact: Dr. William DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Details: The Allocation Applications for spring 2012 are available and will be due by Friday, November
11, at 5 p.m. Application are available on the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/content.aspx?id=27234. The application should be emailed to
Adrian McLellan at mcellanar@email.wofford.edu. All organizations applying for funding are required to
participate in an interview, which will be held on Nov. 15-16 from 6 – 8 p.m. in the Student Affairs
Conference Room. Upon receiving all applications on Nov. 11, an email will be sent out to each
organization's contact person including information concerning time slots available for interviews.
Interview time slots will be filled on a first come first served basis. Also, each organization is required to
submit an allocation submission form that is located on the Campus Union website as well. The form
should be turn in the Campus Union CPO in Student Affairs or CPO 1121. Please email Adrian
McLellan with any questions or concerns.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Details: Flu Vaccines are still available in Health Services. No appointment needed. The cost for
students is $15, employees $15, employees that participate in the wellness program $10. 
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Are You Interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Details: Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford? Let Fun Funds know! Sign-up sheets
will be at Burwell Monday and Wednesday from 11:45 a.m. – 1 p.m. and at Zachs on Tuesday and
Thursday from 11:00am-1:00pm.
Contact: Mary Frances Flowers
Email: Flowersmf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 7065873717
Last Week for Soccer Signups
Details: Sign up now for Intramural Soccer! Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to sign up as an
individual to be placed on a team. The deadline to enter is Friday @ Noon. Games begin a week from
today, Nov.14.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
After Wofford: Internships and Start a Law Firm
Details: LIFE AFTER WOFFORD from Government Department: Stop by AAAS tomorrow (Tuesday,
Nov 8) 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. for: • Snacks from Taco Dog • How can an internship get you a job? •
Government major graduate Robert Goings (’03) on law school and starting a law firm • Your favorite
Government professors. Open to all students.
Contact: William E. DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
Spread the Warmth
Details: Bring your used winter clothing to donate to those less fortunate in Spartanburg. Donation
boxes will be located in Zach's, Burwell, and Phase V during the fall semester. We will be collecting old
jackets, coats, scarves, hats, socks, pants, etc. to be donated to the soup kitchen to "spread the
warmth" to the homeless in our community. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 8, 2011
Date: November 8, 2011 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 08, 2011
Today's Events
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Robert's Rules of Order)
After Wofford: Internships and Start a Law Firm
Fall Career Week: Healthcare Lunch and CS 101
La Table Française
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Three Fitness Classes Today
How to: Deliver Effective Presentations
Fierce Green Fire
Canterbury: An Episcopal Campus Ministry
Tri-Beta Monthly Meeting
Upcoming Events
Free Practice LSAT
National Service Week Speaker -- Laura Ringo, Director of Spartanburg Partners for Active
Living
Faculty Forum - Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
Wofford's Got Talent
What does that mean for me? - Drugs and Alcohol Edition
Faculty Forum--Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Are You Interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Spread the Warmth
Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey
Intramural Soccer Signups Now
 
Today's Events
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 11:15:00 AM
Location: Java City in Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for lunch, fellowship, and a discussion
of the book of Jonah. ALL are welcome! See you there.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Robert's Rules of Order)
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: N/A
Details: The next New Faculty Mentoring Lunch will occur today, Tuesday, Nov. 8, from 11:30 a.m. until
12:45 p.m. in the Holcombe Room. The topic for the luncheon will be the use of Robert's Rules of
Order during faculty meetings and committee meetings. This lunch series serves as a mentoring
program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff member is welcome to attend. Those attending can
purchase lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a
meeting at the 11 a.m. hour is welcome to join us after his or her meeting concludes. Upcoming NFML
topics: Nov. 22 (Athletics). 
Contact: Charlotte Knotts-Zides
Email: knottszidesca@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4534
After Wofford: Internships and Start a Law Firm
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: LIFE AFTER WOFFORD from Government Department - Stop by AAAS today 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. for: • Snacks from Taco Dog • How can an internship get you a job? • Government major graduate
Robert Goings (’03) on law school and starting a law firm • Your favorite Government professors Open
to all students 
Contact: William E. DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
Fall Career Week: Healthcare Lunch and CS 101
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Various locations
Cost: Free
Details: Students and faculty are reminded that the Healthcare Career Lunch will take place today at
11:30 a.m. in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. Career Services 101 for First-Year Students will be held
this afternoon at 4 p.m. in the Conference Room of The Center for Professional Excellence in the
Phase V Building.
Contact: Matthew Hammett
Email: hammettmk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
La Table Française 
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell (Gingko Room)
Location: Bistro Burwell (Gingko Room)
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful language of Moliere?
Come and join us for a meal in a friendly and relaxed environment! It’s a fun and nice way to get to
know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way. Students of all levels of
French as well as Wofford Community members are welcome! Come enjoy a small chat in French and
meet cool people. 
Contact: Marie-Ange Rakotoniaina
Email: rakotoniainamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4938
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for dinner, fun, and fellowship. Enjoy a
free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First Corinthians! All are
welcome! See you there
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Three Fitness Classes Today
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, PILATES @ 5:45!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
how to: Deliver Effective Presentations
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Village Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: In the second installment of the "how to" series, Scott Cochran, Dean of the Center for
Professional Excellence, will discuss how you can develop a presentation that informs, motivates and
connects with your audience. All members of the Wofford community are invited to attend. 
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Fierce Green Fire
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 210
Cost: Free
Details: Join environmental advocates in Olin 213 to propose and discuss plans to exercise
environmental sustainability on and off campus. Go Green!
Contact: Katie Pearson
Email: pearsonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-323-6246
Canterbury: An Episcopal Campus Ministry
Canterbury: An Episcopal Campus Ministry
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: Episcopal Church of the Advent
Cost: Free
Details: Canterbury: An Episcopal Campus Ministry will meet on this Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Episcopal Church of the Advent (141 Advent Street) in the Parish and Community Life Center.
Please join us for dinner and bible study!
Contact: Jimmy Palanica
Email: palanicajw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-322-1537
Tri-Beta Monthly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/8/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 122 (the Pit)
Cost: Free
Details: To all Members: We will be having our monthly BBB meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 8, in RMSC
122 (the Pit). Remember, meetings are a great way to get involved in the organization and to earn
member points towards your requirement for the semester.
Contact: Arsalaan Salehani
Email: salehaniaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Upcoming Events
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
National Service Week Speaker -- Laura Ringo, Director of Spartanburg Partners for Active
Living
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: As part of National Service Week, Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring Ms. Laura Ringo, Director
of Spartanburg Partners for Active Living, who will speak on healthy living, exercising, and cycling.
Come out and learn how to live healthy in the Spartanburg Community! Free cups given out while
supplies last! This event fulfills a cultural event requirement for freshmen.
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Faculty Forum - Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (Subject to Change)
Location: Leonard Auditorium (Subject to Change)
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College students and faculty will engage in two forums this week as the college
prepares to host the live CBS national broadcast of the Republican Presidential Candidates Debate at
8 p.m. on Sat., Nov. 12. The first panel presentation and question and answer session will be
moderated by Dr. Byron McCane, Albert C. Outler Professor of Religion. Participants will include
Wofford faculty members with expertise in various international affairs areas. 
Contact: David S. Wood
Email: woodds@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4020
Wofford's Got Talent
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 8:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join W.A.C. for the 3rd annual Wofford's Got Talent Show! Hosted by student host Tyrell
Jemison. Come out and see some of the most talented Terriers around! Grand prize is $200.00!
Contact: Anna Le
Email: leah@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-4568
What does that mean for me? - Drugs and Alcohol Edition
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 8:45:00 PM
Location: Java City in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian Student Association is hosting "What does that mean for me?" a men's only faith
group. This is an informal group open to guys of all faiths. This week we will be discussing drugs and
alcohol as they relate to one's faith. Come out and join us for this time of fellowship!
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Faculty Forum--Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (subject to change)
Cost: Free
Details: The Second Forum of the week will be moderated by Dr. William DeMars, Professor and Chair
of the Department of Government. Wofford faculty participants will be joined by visiting scholar Dr.
James Ceaser, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia.
Contact: David S. Wood
Email: woodds@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4020
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Details: The Allocation Applications for Spring 2012 are available and will be due by Friday, Nov. 11, at
5 p.m. Applications are available on the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/content.aspx?id=27234. The application should be emailed to
Adrian McLellan at mcellanar@email.wofford.edu. All organizations applying for funding are required to
participate in an interview, which will be held on November 15-16 from 6pm-8pm in the Student Affairs
participate in an interview, which will be held on November 15-16 from 6pm-8pm in the Student Affairs
Conference Room. Upon receiving all applications on November 11, an email will be sent out to each
organization's contact person including information concerning time slots available for interviews.
Interview time slots will be filled on a first come first served basis. Also, each organization is required to
submit an allocation submission form that is located on the Campus Union website as well. The form
should be turn in the Campus Union CPO in Student Affairs or CPO 1121. Please email Adrian
McLellan with any questions or concerns.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Flu Vaccines Still Available
Details: Flu Vaccines are still available in Health Services. No appointment needed. The cost for
students is $15, employees $15, employees that participate in the wellness program $10. 
Contact: Tonya Foster
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Are You Interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Details: Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford? Let Fun Funds know! Sign-up sheets
will be at Burwell Monday and Wednesday from 11:45 a.m. – 1 p.m. and at Zachs on Tuesday and
Thursday from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Contact: Mary Frances Flowers
Email: flowersmf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-587-3717
Spread the Warmth
Details: Bring your used winter clothing to donate to those less fortunate in Spartanburg. Donation
boxes will be located in Zach's, Burwell, and Phase V during the fall semester. We will be collecting old
jackets, coats, scarves, hats, socks, pants, etc. to be donated to the soup kitchen to "spread the
warmth" to the homeless in our community. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey
Details: There are only a few days left to take Wofford's Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate
Survey. The survey takes about 20 minutes to complete, and those who do will be entered in a raffle for
two Terrier Buck awards of $100.00, four awards of $50.00, and eight awards of $25.00. We want to
hear what you think about Wofford's spiritual and religious climate. Please check your e-mail in-box to
find the survey link. Feel free to contact Drs. Jones, Goldey, or Robinson if you have any questions,
and thanks for your help! 
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
Intramural Soccer Signups Now
Details: Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team.
Friday at noon is the deadline. Games begin next Monday, Nov.14.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FW: Important Notice Campus Life Building
Date: November 8, 2011 at 11:08 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       The Wofford College Community
From:   Roberta Bigger
Date:   November 8, 2011
Re:      Campus Life Building
 
 
CBS crews are on campus and are working diligently to set up the Benjamin Johnson Arena
for Saturday night’s debate.  To make the final preparations, we must close Zach’s and Java
City in the Campus Life Building on Friday, Nov. 11.  On Friday, if you have class in the
McMillan Theater, if you have an appointment in Student Affairs or with one of the faculty
members in the Theatre Department, you may enter the building.  Otherwise, we ask your
cooperation in not entering the building on Friday or Saturday.
 
Thank you for your cooperation.
 
 
Roberta Hurley Bigger
Vice President of Student Affairs
Dean of Students
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
 
Voice: 864/597-4044
Fax:  864/597-4049
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT: Debate ticket lotter for students, faculty and staff
Date: November 8, 2011 at 4:13 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:                  All Wofford students and employees
From:              David M. Beacham, Senior Vice President for Administration
 
As announced by President Dunlap to the campus community last Friday, a substantial
portion of the small allotment of tickets provided to the college for the upcoming
Republican Presidential Debate will be offered to Wofford students and employees through
a lottery.  To access the lottery, log into myWofford and look for the Debate Lottery graphic
on the myWofford tab.  The lottery is open for your one-time registration NOW, and will
close at noon on Thursday, November 10. Those persons whose numbers are drawn for
the available tickets will be notified shortly thereafter by email of their selection.
 
Prior to registering for the lottery, please be aware that if you are selected, you must plan to
attend the event.  The Debate begins at 8:00 pm on Saturday, November 12, in Benjamin
Johnson Arena of the Campus Life Building.  Due to security and national television
considerations, all attendees will be required to be in their seats no later than 7:30 pm, so
attendees will need to plan accordingly. This means that you need to be at security no later
than 7:15. Please note that you will NOT be able to bring bags, water bottles, cameras etc.
into the Debate.  The Web coverage of the event extends until 9:30 pm (the television
broadcast will conclude at 9:00), so attendees must remain in their seats until that time.
 
For those whose effort to obtain tickets to the Debate are unsuccessful, there will be a
Debate viewing event in Leonard Auditorium for the campus community.
 
David M. Beacham
Senior Vice President for Administration and
Secretary to the Board of Trustees
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC  29303-3663
864/597-4206
www.wofford.edu
 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: National Service Week
Date: November 8, 2011 at 4:17 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Dear Members of the Faculty and Staff:
 
I would like to call your attention to several exciting events happening on campus this week,
Alpha Phi Omega National Service Week 2011. This year’s theme is “Improving Nutrition
and Exercise”. The Wofford chapter of Alpha Phi Omega has worked hard to put together a
schedule of fun, informative events, and I would encourage you all to check out this week’s
schedule and support our students in their endeavors.
 
I would especially like to highlight the Hub City Farmer’s Market, which will be visiting
our campus on Thursday. This is a great opportunity to not only support our students, but to
support the community by buying fresh, locally-grown produce.  Please contact Taylor
Thomas at thomastm@email.wofford.edu with questions.
 
Schedule of Events for National Service Week, November 7-11
Wednesday, November 9:
·         Speaker, Spartanburg Partners for Active Living. Lauren Ringo, Director of SPAL,
will speak on healthy living, exercising, and cycling. This is a cultural event for
freshmen. McMillan Theater, 7 PM. Free cups will be given out while supplies last!
Thursday, November 10:
·         Hub City Farmer’s Market. This mobile market will be on campus selling fresh,
locally-grown fruits and veggies in front of Old Main from 11-1.
·         Burwell will be sponsoring a healthy meal for lunch.
·         Capture the Glow, a campus-wide nighttime capture the flag game in front of Old
Main. Free glow sticks will be given to the first 50 participants. Lawn in front of Old
Main, 8 PM.
Taylor Thomas
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
 
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011
Date: November 9, 2011 at 9:17 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 09, 2011
Today's Events
Fall Career Week: Business Career Lunch & CS 201
"Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Tonight
Free Practice LSAT
National Service Week Speaker -- Laura Ringo, Director of Spartanburg Partners for Active
Living
Faculty Forum - Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
Wofford's Got Talent! TONIGHT!
What does that mean for me? - Drugs and Alcohol Edition
Campus Outreach Gathering
Upcoming Events
Hub City Farmer's Market
Pre-Dental Advising
"Check Your Insecurities at the Door" Beauty Peace Luncheon
Capture the Glow
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Faculty Forum - Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Black Out Southern Tailgate
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey
Intramural Soccer Signups
 
Today's Events
FALL CAREER WEEK: Business Career Lunch & CS 201
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: Various
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Students and faculty are reminded that the Business Career Lunch will take place today at
12:00 p.m. in the Conference Room of The Center for Professional Excellence in Phase V. Career
Services 201 for Sophomores will be held this afternoon at 4 p.m., also in the Conference Room. For
more information, visit http://bit.ly/nsBktQ
Contact: Matthew Hammett
Email: hammetmk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
"Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Full-Body Boot Camp @ 5:45, No Zumba Tonight.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
National Service Week Speaker -- Laura Ringo, Director of Spartanburg Partners for Active
Living
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: As part of National Service Week, Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring Ms. Laura Ringo, Director
of Spartanburg Partners for Active Living, who will speak on healthy living, exercising, and cycling.
Come out and learn how to live healthy in the Spartanburg Community! Free cups given out while
supplies last! This event fulfills a cultural event requirement for freshmen.
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Faculty Forum--Contemporary Challenges for US Foreign Policy
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (subject to change)
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College students and faculty will engage in two forums this week as the college
prepares to host the live CBS national broadcast of the Republican Presidential Candidates Debate at
8 p.m. on Sat., Nov. 12. The first panel presentation and question and answer session will be
moderated by Dr. Byron McCane, Albert C. Outler Professor of Religion. Participants will include
Wofford faculty members with expertise in various international affairs areas. 
Contact: David S. Wood
Email: woodds@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4020
Wofford's Got Talent! TONIGHT!
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 8:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 
Details: Need a study break? Make your way to Leonard TONIGHT to see some of the most talented
Terriers face the judges and compete for the grand prize! The show, hosted by Tyrell Jemison, is sure
to be a treat!
Contact: Anna Le
Email: leah@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-4568
What does that mean for me? - Drugs and Alcohol Edition
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 8:45:00 PM
Location: Java City in Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian Student Association is hosting "What does that mean for me?" a men's only faith
group. This is an informal group open to guys of all faiths. This week we will be discussing drugs and
alcohol as they relate to one's faith. Come out and join us for this time of fellowship!
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Campus Outreach Gathering
Date/Time: 11/9/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Outreach invites all students to our biweekly meeting tonight at 9:03 p.m. in Anna
Todd Wofford Center. Food and fellowship are a definite at this event. There is a 92% chance you'll
have a good time!
Contact: Weston Caswell
Email: caswellcw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-503-9880
Upcoming Events
Hub City Farmer's Market
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Varied based on price of fresh produce
Details: The Hub City Farmer's Market will be visiting campus as part of Alpha Phi Omega's National
Service Week. This mobile market will be selling fresh, locally-grown produce, so come out and support
healthy living and sustainable communities!
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Pre-Dental Advising
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:00:00 AM
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 306B
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Bass will be available for Pre-Dental Advising on Thursday, Nov. 11, from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Contact: Tracey Southers
Email: southerstl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
"Check Your Insecurities at the Door" Beauty Peace Luncheon
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: All women on campus are invited to celebrate their natural beauty at a Beauty Peace
luncheon this Thursday! Perry Hinson will be the speaker and there will be an Olive Garden lunch
provided*. This will also count as a cultural event. Women are encouraged to come makeup-free :) -
Food will be limited to about 60...please email boatengaa@email.wofford.edu if you haven't already
RSVP'd with Google calendar to join the guest list for the luncheon! 
Contact: Asantewaa Boateng
Email: boatengaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-236-0161
Capture the Glow
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: APO is sponsoring a campus-wide nighttime Capture the Flag game for National Service
Week! Come out to the front of Old Main to play! Free glow sticks to the first 50 participants!
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater, Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 students, $12 adults 
Details: Directed by Dan Day, Kerry Ferguson, and Dr. Mark Ferguson Thursday, Nov. 10 – Friday
Nov. 11 @ at 8 p.m. *No Saturday, November 12 evening show due to the Political Debate*
Wednesday, Nov. 16 – Friday, Nov. 18 @ 8 p.m. AND Saturday, Nov. 19 @ 10 p.m. $1 Late Night
Student Show. Wofford Theatre presents an evening of short plays which offers audiences an unusual
variety of sharp theatrical experiences: funny, sexy, terrifying, illuminating, confounding. The play
festival consists of five short plays, featuring the acting work of 17 students and Theatre Faculty
members Mark Ferguson and Dan Day.
Contact: Mark Ferguson
Email: fergusonma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4081
Faculty Forum - Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (Subject to Change)
Cost: Free
Details: The second forum of the week will be moderated by Dr. William DeMars, Professor and Chair
of the Department of Government. Our Wofford faculty participants will be joined by visiting scholar Dr.
James Ceaser, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia.
Contact: Dr. William DeMars
Contact: Dr. William DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
Black Out Southern Tailgate
Date/Time: 11/12/2011 10:00:00 AM
Location: Student Tailgate Lot/The Arbor
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Wofford Athletics and Recreation Committee and enjoy free Carolina Barbecue. The
tailgate lot opens at 10 a.m. and will close 30 minutes before 1 o'clock Kickoff. Join the Black Out
Southern campaign. Black T-shirts will be given out in the student section to students there before
12:30 p.m. Tables will be set up during the week and at the tailgate to make posters for the game. A
prize will be given out to the best poster in the game at half time. This is a deciding game in the
conference and is important to our playoff game Location. Show your support and BLACK OUT
Southern.
Contact: Sana Lalani
Email: lalanism@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-445-7867
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Details: The Allocation Applications for Spring 2012 are available and will be due by Friday, November
11, at 5 pm. Applications are available on the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/content.aspx?id=27234. The application should be emailed to
Adrian McLellan at mcellanar@email.wofford.edu. All organizations applying for funding are required to
participate in an interview, which will be held on November 15-16 from 6pm-8pm in the Student Affairs
Conference Room. Upon receiving all applications on November 11, an email will be sent out to each
organization's contact person including information concerning time slots available for interviews.
Interview time slots will be filled on a first come first served basis. Also, each organization is required to
submit an allocation submission form that is located on the Campus Union website as well. The form
should be turn in the Campus Union CPO in Student Affairs or CPO 1121. Please email Adrian
McLellan with any questions or concerns.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford?
Details: Are you interested in a Battle of the Bands at Wofford? Let Fun Funds know! Sign-up sheets
will be at Burwell Monday and Wednesday from 11:45 a.m. – 1 p.m. and at Zachs on Tuesday and
Thursday from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Contact: Mary Frances Flowers
Email: flowersmf@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 706-587-3717
Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate Survey
Details: There are only a few days left to take Wofford's Campus Religious and Spiritual Climate
Survey. The survey takes about 20 minutes to complete, and those who do will be entered in a raffle for
two Terrier Buck awards of $100.00, four awards of $50.00, and eight awards of $25.00. We want to
hear what you think about Wofford's spiritual and religious climate. Please check your e-mail in-box to
hear what you think about Wofford's spiritual and religious climate. Please check your e-mail in-box to
find the survey link. Feel free to contact Drs. Jones, Goldey, or Robinson if you have any questions,
and thanks for your help! 
Contact: Trina Janiec Jones
Email: joneskj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4638
Intramural Soccer Signups
Details: Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team.
The signup deadline is Friday @ noon, and games begin next Monday, Nov.14.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT NOTICE: Parking Information!
Date: November 9, 2011 at 4:34 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
REMINDER
 
To: All Members of the Wofford Community
From: COL. Randy Hall, Director of Campus Safety
Re:  Parking Information for November 4-12th
 
 
The Horseshoe drive around the mall between Shipp and DuPre must be cleared of all
vehicles by 6:00 pm TODAY
 
Faculty and staff who normally park in the horseshoe will be allowed to park in Gibbs
Stadium lot B on Thursday and Friday from 8:00 am-5:00 pm.  Anyone needing an escort is
asked to call Campus Safety at 864/597-4911.
 
The Campus Life Building/DuPre parking lot must be cleared of all vehicles by 5:00 pm on
Thursday (November 10th).  Patrons attending the Wofford Theatre on Thursday and Friday
night may park in the lot if spaces are available around the media trucks. People needing an
escort to or from the theatre are welcome to call Campus Safety at 864/597-4911.
 
Any vehicles not moved by the deadlines noted above will be towed at the owner's expense.
 
Thank you for helping Wofford make the CBS News Shows and the Debate successful.
 
 
 
 
Randy Hall
Director of Campus Safety
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 597-4351/(864) 597-4359(f)
halljr@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Faculty Forum Tonight at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium
Date: November 9, 2011 at 4:36 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Faculty Forum Tonight – Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
 
Wofford College students and faculty will engage in two forums this week as the college
prepares to host the live CBS national broadcast of the Republican Presidential Candidates
Debate at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 12.
 
The first forum – “Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy” – will be held from 7
to 8:15 p.m. tonight (Nov. 9) in Leonard Auditorium. The panel presentation and question-
and-answer session will be moderated by Dr. Byron R. McCane, the Albert C. Outler
Professor of Religion.
 
The second forum – “Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy” – will be held
from 7 to 8:15 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 11, in Leonard Auditorium. The panel presentation will
be moderated by Dr. William DeMars, Professor and Chair of the Department of
Government. Wofford faculty participants will be joined by visiting scholar Dr. James
Ceaser, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia.
 
Please see the attached PDF for complete information on the Forums and the participants.
Wed_Fri 
Lectures.pdf
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Faculty Forum Tonight at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium
Date: November 9, 2011 at 4:44 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Correction: The time for the Friday forum is from 3 – 5 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium
 
From: WoffordNews 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 4:36 PM
To: Wofford Staff; Wofford Students
Subject: Faculty Forum Tonight at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium
 
Faculty Forum Tonight – Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
 
Wofford College students and faculty will engage in two forums this week as the college
prepares to host the live CBS national broadcast of the Republican Presidential Candidates
Debate at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 12.
 
The first forum – “Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy” – will be held from 7
to 8:15 p.m. tonight (Nov. 9) in Leonard Auditorium. The panel presentation and question-
and-answer session will be moderated by Dr. Byron R. McCane, the Albert C. Outler
Professor of Religion.
 
The second forum – “Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy” – will be held
from 3 to 5 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 11, in Leonard Auditorium. The panel presentation will be
moderated by Dr. William DeMars, Professor and Chair of the Department of Government.
Wofford faculty participants will be joined by visiting scholar Dr. James Ceaser, Professor of
Politics at the University of Virginia.
 
Please see the attached PDF for complete information on the Forums and the participants.
Wed_Fri 
Lectures.pdf
Contemporary Challenges for U.S. Foreign Policy
Faculty Forum at Wofford College 
Wednesday, November 9, 2011, 7 - 8:15 p.m. 
Leonard Auditorium, Main Building 
Moderator:
Byron McCane is the Chair and Albert C. Outler Professor of  Religion. He was the recipient of  Wofford’s Philip 
Covington Award for Excellence in Teaching of  Humanities and Social Science in 2008. McCane attended the 
University of  Illinois and received his master of  divinity from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and his master of  
theology from Duke Divinity School. He received his Ph.D. from Duke University. McCane is considered one of  the 
foremost experts in the burial customs of  early Christianity and is the author of  “Roll Back the Stone: Death and Burial 
in the World of  Jesus.” He has been an expert commentator for a variety of  national television programs, including 
“Science of  the Bible” in 2005 on the National Geographic Channel and “In the Footsteps of  Jesus” in 2003 on the 
History Channel.
Panelists:
John Farrenkopf  is an associate professor of  government. He grew up in New Jersey and attended Trinity College in 
Hartford, Conn. He earned his master’s in government at Georgetown University and his Ph.D. in foreign affairs at the 
University of  Virginia. Farrenkopf  also spent four years at the University of  Munich in Germany as the recipient of  
two Fulbright and two Thyseen grants. His passion is studying world politics and history. Farrenkopf  is in the process of  
completing his second book with the provisional title being “Imperial Twilight: the American Empire and the Decline 
of  the West.” His first scholarly work, “Prophet of  Decline: Spengler’s Philosophy of  World History and Politics,” was 
published in 2001.  
Katerina Andrews is an associate professor of  economics. She was born in Delaware, but her family moved to the 
suburban part of  Athens, Greece, shortly after her birth. Andrews enrolled at the American College of  Greece, where 
she received a B.S. degree in business administration. Upon graduation, Andrews returned to the U.S. and completed 
the M.B.A program at Delaware State University. Later, she received a Ph.D. in applied economics from Clemson 
University. During her five years at Clemson, she conducted research in the area of  health economics and also taught 
statistics, microeconomics and macroeconomics to undergraduate students.
Clayton Whisnant is an associate professor of  history. He received his B.A. from Rice University, and his M.A. and 
Ph.D. from the University of  Texas Austin. Whisnant’s graduate studies focused on European history in the 20th 
century, with a specialty in German history. He also has an interest in the study of  gender and sexuality. Whisnant has 
taught at Wofford since the fall of  2001 and is currently working on his first book, titled “Between Persecution and 
Freedom: Homosexuality, Masculinity, and Family Politics in West Germany 1945-1969.”
Laura Barbas Rhoden is an associate professor of  foreign languages and the coordinator of  the Spanish program. 
She received a B.A. in Spanish from the University of  Georgia, an M.A. in Latin American studies and a Ph.D. in 
Spanish from Tulane University. Barbas Rhoden’s areas of  specialization and research are ecocritical approaches to 
literature; contemporary Latin American literature; central American literature; and community-based and service 
learning. She is the author of  numerous articles on Central American literature and Latin American ecocriticism. She 
also has published a book, “Writing Women in Central America: Gender and the Fictionalization of  History” (Ohio 
University Press, 2003), and has a second manuscript on ecocriticism near completion.
Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Lecture and Panel at Wofford College 
 Friday, November 11, 2011, 3 - 5 p.m. 
Leonard Auditorium, Main Building 
Lecture:
James W. Ceaser is the Harry F. Byrd Professor of  Politics at the University of  Virginia. He received his Ph.D. in 1976 from 
Harvard University, and has held visiting professorships at Princeton, Oxford, Harvard, and seven other universities.  He is the 
author or co-author of  15 books and more than 60 articles and book chapters on American politics and political thought, including 
a book length treatment of  each of  the past five American presidential elections.  
 One of  the foremost political scientists working today, Ceaser is regarded among the founders of  the field of  American Political 
Development, which examines contemporary politics in light of  the broad history of  American political thought and institutions. 
His book, “Nature and History in American Political Development” (Harvard University Press, 2006), was the culmination of  
his 2004 Alexis de Tocqueville Lecture on American Politics at Harvard University, with critiques from prominent scholars Jack 
Rakove, Nancy Rosenbaum and Rogers Smith. “His Reconstructing America: The Symbol of  America in Modern Thought” (Yale 
University Press, 1997) places contemporary American politics in the context of  more than two centuries of  European intellectual 
views of  American exceptionalism.  
 Ceaser is a presidential appointee to the National Archives Commission and has served as a consultant for the American Bar 
Association's Committee on Elections. He has traveled on many occasions for the U.S. Department of  State, advising on programs 
abroad for the study of  American politics. He taught as a Fulbright scholar at the University of  Basel and the University of  Florence, 
and has received honorary doctorate degrees from the University of  Bordeaux and Kenyon College, his alma mater. 
Discussion:
Mark S. Byrnes’ obsessive interest in politics and the presidency goes back to watching the Watergate hearings as a child. He 
has published “The Truman Years, 1945-1953” (Longman, 2000), and articles in Diplomacy and Statecraft and Presidential Studies 
Quarterly. He is currently researching the “Great Debate” over U.S. intervention in World War II. As associate professor of  history 
at Wofford, his teaching interests range across American diplomatic history, the Cold War, and censorship and free speech. He is a 
prolific blogger at “The Past Isn’t Past” [http://byrnesms.blogspot.com/].
Robert C. Jeffrey, professor of  government at Wofford, has been a careful observer of  American politics for more than 50 
years.  He has done graduate study in religious studies, philosophy, theology, American politics, literature, and political philosophy. 
At Wofford he teaches 12 different courses in American politics and political thought. He has used many of  James Ceaser’s books in 
courses since 1980. Named Wofford College Teacher of  the Year for 2002-03, he is famous for his recommended readings, “Books 
and Sundries for my Students.”
John D. Miles is assistant professor of  English and the director of  the Writing Center at Wofford. He teaches classes in writing, 
research, American and Native American literature, and American political rhetoric. He edited the volume “Teaching with Student 
Texts: Essays on an Informed Practice” (Utah State University Press, 2010).  His current research includes Native American rhetoric, 
rhetorical theory, and student writing.
Kimberly A. Rostan is Assistant Professor of  English at Wofford. Her teaching interests include African literature and the body 
politic, world literatures in English, literature of  witnessing and human rights, fiction and trauma, African women writers, travel 
writing and ethics, and critical theory. Her current research focuses on Hannah Arendt’s Speculative Witnessing in Eichmann in 
Jerusalem.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 10, 2011
Date: November 10, 2011 at 9:15 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 10, 2011
Today's Events
Hub City Farmer's Market
Healthy Meal in Burwell
Pre-Dental Advising
FALL CAREER WEEK: Law Lunch, Education Dinner, CS 301, and Personal Statement
Workshop
No Fitness Classes Today or Tomorrow
Capture the Glow
Upcoming Events
Math Departmental Tea
Faculty Forum - Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
LET'S GO: Terrier Volleyball at Home this Weekend
LET'S GO: Wofford  Hoops Opens Sunday
B3 (Bikes, Boards, and Beats) - Ski and Snowboard Fundraiser
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Muslim Student Association
Soccer Signup Deadline Friday
BLACK SATURDAY: Wear Black to Saturday's Football Game
Writing Center Closed Tonight 7-10 p.m. & Personal Statement Workshop
 
Today's Events
Hub City Farmer's Market
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Varied based on price of fresh produce
Details: The Hub City Farmer's Market will be visiting campus as part of Alpha Phi Omega's National
Service Week. This mobile market will be selling fresh, locally-grown produce, so come out and support
healthy living and sustainable communities!
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Healthy Meal in Burwell
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Burwell and Alpha Phi Omega are sponsoring a healthy lunch for National Service Week!
Please eat lunch at Burwell today for a way to eat healthy and support APO!
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Pre-Dental Advising
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 306B
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Bass will be available for Pre-Dental Advising today, Thursday, Nov. 10, from 11 a.m. – 1
p.m.
Contact: Tracey Southers
Email: southerstl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4630
FALL CAREER WEEK: Law Lunch, Education Dinner, CS 301, and Personal Statement
Workshop
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Various
Cost: 
Details: Students and faculty are reminded of today's Fall Career Week events: Law Lunch (11:30am),
CS 301 Juniors (4:00pm), Education Dinner (6:30pm) and the Personal Statement Writing Workshop
(7:00pm). Registration is required for some events. For locations and registration, please visit
http://bit.ly/nsBktQ. PLEASE NOTE: The Law Lunch will be held in the Conference Room, Center for
Professional Excellence, Phase V Building.
Contact: Matthew Hammet
Email: hammettmk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
No Fitness Classes Today or Tomorrow
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: There will be no fitness classes today or tomorrow.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Muslim Student Association
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Game Room, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Muslim Student Association (MSA) Wofford Chapter is a relatively new group on campus. The
purpose is to promote awareness of the Muslim students on campus and to remove the
misconceptions associated with them-- in a fun and relaxed environment!! So come join us for an
introductory MSA meeting in the Game Room of Campus Life at 7 p.m. Snacks will be provided. All
students welcome!
Contact: Amna Haq
Email: haqaj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-838-1517
Capture the Glow
Date/Time: 11/10/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: APO is sponsoring a campus-wide nighttime Capture the Flag game for National Service
Week! Come out to the front of Old Main to play! Free glow sticks to the first 50 participants!
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: n/a
Upcoming Events
Math Departmental Tea
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: FREE
Details: All math faculty, math majors, minors, or people that just really love math are invited to join the
Math Departmental Tea on Friday, November 11, from 3:00-3:30 pm in the math suite (Olin 204). Come
and get to know some of the other math students/faculty at Wofford. There will be food and drinks
provided. 
Contact: Dr. Hutton
Email: huttonse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5127
Faculty Forum - Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium (Subject to Change)
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College students and faculty will engage in a second forum this week as the college
prepares to host the live CBS national broadcast of the Republican Presidential Candidates Debate at
8 p.m. on Sat., Nov. 12. The second forum of the week will be moderated by Dr. William DeMars,
Professor and Chair of the Department of Government. Our Wofford faculty participants will be joined
by visiting scholar Dr. James Ceaser, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia. 
Contact: Dr. William DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
LET'S GO: Terrier Volleyball at Home this Weekend
Date/Time: 11/12/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Converse College/Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford volleyball team concludes the 2011 season with a pair of home matches this
Details: The Wofford volleyball team concludes the 2011 season with a pair of home matches this
weekend. Saturday at 6 p.m. the Terriers face Georgia Southern in a match to be played at Converse
College due to the GOP Debate in Benjamin Johnson Arena. Sunday at 1 p.m. the Terriers host
Davidson back inside the BenJo for the season finale. Admission to both matches will be free to all.
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
LET'S GO: Wofford Hoops Opens Sunday
Date/Time: 11/13/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free with ID, General Public: $12, $10, $8 (kids 3-12)
Details: Another season of Wofford Terrier basketball is here! The men open the home slate - loaded
with early season home games - this Sunday at 5 p.m. against Emory & Henry! The women open the
home schedule Monday night at 6 p.m. against North Carolina Central. For complete schedule
information be sure to log onto woffordterriers.com!
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
B3 (Bikes, Boards, and Beats!) - Ski and Snowboard Fundraiser
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 1:00:00 PM
Location: Front Lawn Main Building
Cost: $5 presale, $7 at door
Details: Welcome to the first annual Wofford Ski and Snowboard fundraiser. For 5 dollars, this is what
you will get: -Free Monster Energy Drinks and meeting the Monster Team -2 slices of pizza or Jimmy
Johns Sandwich -Grand Theft Auto and The Marcus King Band -Listen to our DJ spin the tables -Demo
longboards from Invert and bikes from The Great Escape. Be able to demo the Wofford Ski and
Snowboards, freebords and Jibbline. 
Contact: Cody Chesneau
Email: chesneauce@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-592--7320
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Details: The Allocation Applications for Spring 2012 are available and will be due by Friday, November
11, at 5 p.m. Applications are available on the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/content.aspx?id=27234. The application should be emailed to
Adrian McLellan at mcellanar@email.wofford.edu. All organizations applying for funding are required to
participate in an interview, which will be held on November 15-16 from 6pm-8pm in the Student Affairs
Conference Room. Upon receiving all applications on November 11, an email will be sent out to each
organization's contact person including information concerning time slots available for interviews.
Interview time slots will be filled on a first come first served basis. Also, each organization is required to
submit an allocation submission form that is located on the Campus Union website as well. The form
should be turn in the Campus Union CPO in Student Affairs or CPO 1121. Please email Adrian
McLellan with any questions or concerns.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Soccer Signup Deadline Friday
Details: Email Coach Traylor to enter a team, or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
BLACK SATURDAY: Wear Black to Saturday's Football Game
Details: BLACK SATURDAY - Wofford students, this Saturday the instructions are simple. WEAR
BLACK to Saturday’s SoCon Championship game against Georgia Southern. Kickoff is at 1 p.m. Be
sure to get your black apparel by visiting Ben Wofford Books from Monday through Friday as they will
have a 20% off sale on all black apparel in the store! (not applicable on gameday and excludes one
crew sweatshirt already promotionally priced at $14.95.) Ben Wofford Books is expecting a shipment of
black "Beat Georgia Southern" t-shirts Thursday. Be sure to stop by the bookstore to pick up your black
"Beat Georgia Southern" stickers as well. Get to the student section before 12:30 p.m. and you can
score a free black Wofford t-shirt! For more details on the game for all fans, click the link below or click
the Football Gameday icon at woffordterriers.com.
http://www.woffordterriers.com/news/2011/11/4/MKTP_1104112437.aspx 
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Writing Center Closed Tonight 7-10 p.m. & Personal Statement Workshop
Details: The Writing Center will not be open tonight from 7-10 p.m. The tutors will be helping with a
workshop for students writing personal statements for grad school applications. The workshop will
begin at 7 p.m., and will be held in the Success Initiative space in the Center for Professional
Excellence. All interested students are encouraged to attend!
Contact: Dr. John Miles
Email: milesjd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4364
Lost and Found
Found: A white and turquoise blue polka dot umbrella was found in the stairwell of Roger Milliken
Science Center. Please claim it in RMSC 231 with Ms. Thomas.
Contact: Susan Thomas
Email: thomassm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4646
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Parking in Admission Lot on Friday
Date: November 10, 2011 at 1:43 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To the Wofford Community:
 
Please be advised that the admission office has a total of 28 families registered to attend our 10am
information session and tour tomorrow (Friday) morning.  There will be reserved parking signs in
at least 28 spaces in the admission lot until after lunch for these guests. 
 
Please DO NOT PARK in a reserved admission spot.  It is important that their first impression of
Wofford is not driving around looking for a parking spot.
 
Thank you,
The Admission Staff
 
-----------------------------------------
Jenni Lister
Associate Director of Admission
Wofford College
wofford.edu/admission
864-597-4135
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: CBS News Broadcast Information
Date: November 10, 2011 at 2:46 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
The CBS Evening News with Scott Pelley will be broadcast live, anchored by Scott Pelley,
at 6:30 p.m. Friday from Wofford’s campus.  The broadcast will originate from the
horseshoe area on the back side of Main Building, on the Evins Street side.
 
CBS political correspondent Jan Crawford also will be providing live reports from the
same location during The Early Show on Friday and Saturday mornings, between 7 and 9
a.m. Also on set will be John Dickerson and Major Garrett of the National Journal.
 
The campus community is welcome to watch these broadcasts as long as they do not
interfere with the production.  While normal foot traffic around the area of Main Building
will not be impeded during these broadcasts, there will be no provisions for an “audience”
within the camera shot.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
 
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Important Information Parking!
Date: November 10, 2011 at 4:54 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
REMINDER
 
To: All Members of the Wofford Community
From: COL. Randy Hall, Director of Campus Safety
Re:  Parking Information for November 10-12th
 
The Campus Life Building/DuPre parking lot must be cleared of all vehicles by 5:00
pm today (November 10th).  Patrons attending the Wofford Theatre on Thursday and Friday
night may park in the lot if spaces are available around the media trucks. People needing an
escort to or from the theatre are welcome to call Campus Safety at 864/597-4911.
 
Students and employees who park in the Calvary Baptist Church parking lot on the corner of
Church Street and Pearl  Street must move their cars by 8:00 am Sunday morning.
 
Any vehicles not moved by the deadlines noted above will be towed at the owner's expense.
 
Thank you for helping Wofford make the CBS News Shows and the Debate successful.
 
Randy Hall
Director of Campus Safety
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 597-4351/(864) 597-4359(f)
halljr@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 11, 2011
Date: November 11, 2011 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 11, 2011
Today's Events
Faculty Forum – Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Math Departmental Tea
La U y Tu
FALL CAREER WEEK: Career Services 401 for Seniors
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Upcoming Events
BLACK SATURDAY: Terriers v. Ga. Southern for SoCon Title
LET'S GO: Terrier Volleyball at Home this Weekend
LET'S GO: Wofford  Hoops Opens Sunday
Speaker, Hal Herzog, "Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat"
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
2nd Annual 5K for Karl
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Physician Visits From USC School of Medicine
 
Today's Events
Faculty Forum – Race to the White House: Rhetoric and Democracy
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford College students and faculty will engage in a forum this afternoon as the college
prepares to host the live CBS national broadcast of the Republican Presidential Candidates Debate at
8 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 12. The debate this afternoon will be moderated by Dr. William DeMars,
Professor and Chair of the Department of Government. Our Wofford participants will be joined by
visiting scholar Dr. James Ceaser, Professor of Politics at the University of Virginia.
Contact: Dr. William DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
Math Departmental Tea
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: All math faculty, math majors, minors, or people that just really love math are invited to join the
Math Departmental Tea on Friday, Nov. 11, from 3:00-3:30 p.m. in the math suite (Olin 204). Come and
get to know some of the other math students/faculty at Wofford. There will be food and drinks provided.
Contact: Dr. Hutton
Email: huttonse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5127
La U y Tu
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 122 (The pit)
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Twin Towers and the Arcadia Elementary School students for a fun-filled afternoon
of Thanksgiving activities! Spanish is NOT required to participate. 
Contact: Sejal Naik
Email: naiksp@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-237-2223
FALL CAREER WEEK: Career Services 401 for Seniors
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, Village Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Fall Career Week wraps up today with Career Services 101 for Seniors. Graduation is just a
few months away - do you have all the skills you need to find the right job? Come find out how Career
Services can help prepare you for your professional life. Please register to attend at http://bit.ly/nsBktQ
Contact: Jennifer Dillenger
Email: dillengerja@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4262
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Date/Time: 11/11/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater in the Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 students, $12 adults
Details: Directed by Dan Day, Kerry Ferguson, and Dr. Mark Ferguson Thursday, Nov. 10 – Friday,
Nov. 11 @ at 8 p.m. *No Saturday, Nov. 12 evening show due to the Political Debate* Wednesday, Nov.
16 – Saturday, Nov. 19  @ 8 p.m. AND Saturday, Nov. 19 @10 p.m. $1 Late Night Student Show
Wofford Theatre presents an evening of short plays which offers audiences an unusual variety of sharp
theatrical experiences: funny, sexy, terrifying, illuminating, confounding. The play festival consists of
five short plays, featuring the acting work of 17 students and Theatre Faculty members Mark Ferguson
and Dan Day.
Contact: Mark Ferguson
Email: fergusonma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4081
Upcoming Events
BLACK SATURDAY: Terriers v. Ga. Southern for SoCon title
Date/Time: 11/12/2011 1:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/12/2011 1:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: Free with ID, General Public: $27, $12 (kids 3-12)
Details: BLACK SATURDAY Wofford students, this Saturday the instructions are simple. WEAR
BLACK to Saturday’s SoCon Championship game against Georgia Southern. Kickoff is at 1 p.m. Free
Carolina Barbeque will be available as WAR hosts the Student Tailgate Arbor on Saturday. The tailgate
lot closes at 12:30 p.m. Be sure to get your black apparel by visiting Ben Wofford Books from Monday
through Friday as they will have a 20% off sale on all black apparel in the store! (not applicable on
gameday and excludes one crew sweatshirt already promotionally priced at $14.95.) Ben Wofford
Books is expecting a shipment of black "Beat Georgia Southern" t-shirts Thursday. Be sure to stop by
the bookstore to pick up your black "Beat Georgia Southern" stickers as well. Get to the student section
before 12:30 p.m. and you can score a free black Wofford t-shirt! For more details on the game for all
fans, click the link below or click the Football Gameday icon at woffordterriers.com.
http://www.woffordterriers.com/news/2011/11/4/MKTP_1104112437.aspx 
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
LET'S GO: Terrier Volleyball at Home this Weekend
Date/Time: 11/12/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Converse College/Ben Johnson Arena
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford volleyball team concludes the 2011 season with a pair of home matches this
weekend. Saturday at 6 p.m. the Terriers face Georgia Southern in a match to be played at Converse
College due to the GOP Debate in Benjamin Johnson Arena. Sunday at 1 p.m. the Terriers host
Davidson back inside the BenJo for the season finale. Admission to both matches will be free to all.
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
LET'S GO: Wofford Hoops Opens Sunday
Date/Time: 11/13/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free with ID, General Public: $12, $10, $8 (kids 3-12)
Details: Another season of Wofford Terrier basketball is here! The men open the home slate - loaded
with early season home games - this Sunday at 5 p.m. against Emory & Henry! The women open the
home schedule Monday night at 6 p.m. against North Carolina Central. For complete schedule
information be sure to log onto woffordterriers.com!
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Speaker, Hal Herzog, "Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat"
Date/Time: 11/14/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Speaker Hal Herzog, Professor of Psychology at Western Carolina University, will talk about
his book, "Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat", a perspective on our complex relationship
with other species. Following this talk, Herzog will be at Hub City Bookshop at 5 p.m. to give a brief talk
and sign books. This event is co-sponsored by Philosophy and Environmental Studies.
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theatre in Campus Life
Cost: $5 students, $12 adults
Details: Directed by Dan Day, Kerry Ferguson, and Dr. Mark Ferguson Thursday, November 10 –
Friday Nov. 11 @ at 8 p.m. *No Saturday, November 12 evening show due to the Political Debate*
Wednesday, November 16 – Saturday, November 19 2011 @ 8 p.m. AND Saturday, Nov. 19 @10 p.m.
$1 Late Night Student Show Wofford Theatre presents an evening of short plays which offers
audiences an unusual variety of sharp theatrical experiences: funny, sexy, terrifying, illuminating,
confounding. The play festival consists of five short plays, featuring the acting work of 17 students and
Theatre Faculty members Mark Ferguson and Dan Day.
Contact: Mark Ferguson
Email: fergusonma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 597-4081
2nd Annual 5K for Karl
Date/Time: 11/19/2011 9:00:00 AM
Location: Steps of Old Main 
Cost: $20
Details: The Brothers of Kappa Sigma invite you to our second annual "5K for Karl" in remembrance of
Karl Alexander, with all proceeds benefiting the Karl E. Alexander Endowed Scholarship Fund. The run
will be held on campus starting and finishing by the steps of Old Main. Please register online via
https://www.wofford.edu/kappaSigma/5KforKarl.aspx prior to this Sunday (Nov. 14) to receive an event
t-shirt. Food and drinks will be provided. Participants may also opt for a one mile "fun-run." Hope to see
you there!
Contact: Davis Stibolt
Email: stiboltrd@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 832-331-8563
Announcements
Spring 2012 Allocation Applications Available
Details: The Allocation Applications for Spring 2012 are available and will be due by Friday, November,
at 5 pm. Application are available on the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/content.aspx?id=27234. The application should be emailed to
Adrian McLellan at mcellanar@email.wofford.edu. All organizations applying for funding are required to
participate in an interview, which will be held on November 15-16 from 6pm-8pm in the Student Affairs
Conference Room. Upon receiving all applications on November 11, an email will be sent out to each
organization's contact person including information concerning time slots available for interviews.
Interview time slots will be filled on a first come first served basis. Also, each organization is required to
submit an allocation submission form that is located on the Campus Union website as well. The form
should be turn in the Campus Union CPO in Student Affairs or CPO 1121. Please email Adrian
McLellan with any questions or concerns.
Contact: Adrian R. McLellan
Email: mclellanar@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-616-1001
Physician Visits from USC School of Medicine
Details: Dr. Jim Stallworth from USC School of Medicine in Columbia will be here on Tuesday, Nov. 15,
at 7 p.m. in Olin Theatre, to present information on the medical school and the admissions process.
Students will also have ample opportunity to ask questions relating to admissions, MCAT and the
program at USCSOM. Contact Dr. John Moeller or Dr. George Shiflet for more information.
Contact: George Shiflet
Email: ShifletGW@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4625
Lost and Found
Found: Found: A pair of sunglasses in a case in the lot in front of Marsh; a pair of sunglasses in
Milliken by printer; an iPod found in Milliken; an iPod found in Richardson. Come identify and claim in
Campus Safety.
Contact: Cathy Kozlowski
Email: kozlowskica@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4352
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Wofford Development Office wofford@reply.bronto.com
Subject: 5K for Karl is November 19!
Date: November 11, 2011 at 10:30 AM
To: Stone, R. Phillip StoneRP@Wofford.Edu
The Annual Fund
Gift Clubs
The Challenge
Wofford on Call
Development Staff
Trouble viewing message? Click to View!
5K race/walk to fund scholarship in
memory of Karl Edward Alexander
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity at Wofford College will host the "5K
for Karl" race/walk on Saturday, Nov. 19, 2011 at 9:30
AM on the Wofford College campus. The event is held in memory
of Karl Edward Alexander, 19, vivacious young man and member
of Kappa Sigma Fraternity, who passed away in 2010.
 
The 5K for Karl race is a moderate course showcasing the beauty
of Wofford College, a national arboretum. The course has rolling
hills on pavement and sidewalks. You can view the course on Map
my Run or as a pdf file here.  Packet pick up will be at 8:00 AM
and the race will start at 9:30 AM. 
 
The cost to enter is $20 per person, and 100% of the
proceeds will go toward funding the Karl Alexander
Memorial Scholarship to benefit a future Wofford
student.
 
Awards will be presented to the top 3 overall male & female
finishers as well as the top male and female finishers in each age
group: Under 18; 18-22; 23-29; 30-39; 40-49; 50 and over.
 
More 5k for Karl information
5K Race/Walk online registration - Registration has been
extended through this weekend
Make a gift to the Karl Alexander Memorial Scholarship
 
Contact Dr. Dave Pittman for more information about sponsoring
the event.
 
Contact the Office of Development
Contact development@wofford.edu
Wofford College | 429 N. Church Street | Spartanburg, SC 29303 | United States | (864) 597-4208
This message was sent to stonerp@wofford.edu
To manage your preferences or unsubscribe, please click here.
Forward this message to a friend.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Veterans Day
Date: November 11, 2011 at 12:19 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
On this Veterans Day, Campus Union salutes the following Wofford Alumni who have
served the United States of America. Our veterans took an oath to defend their country with
honor and dignity. Because of their efforts, millions here and around the world still enjoy the
blessings of liberty.  We thank them and all the other veterans.
 
 
MAJ GEN Forrest A. Abbott 1943
Mr. Dustin P. Abele 2008
Mr. Tillman J. Abell, Jr. 1966
Dr. Riddick Ackerman, III 1970
Mr. Dennis C. Adams 1968
Mr. Richard C. Adkins 1960
COL Clyde M. Aiken (Ret.) 1955
Mr. H. Wilder Aitken 1968
Mr. Clay T. Allen 1976
Mr. Robert L. Allen 1978
Dr. Sterling R. Allen 1971
Mr. James H. Amick, Jr. 1983
MAJ Douglas C. Anderson,
III 1979
Dr. Thomas C. Anderson 1972
Mr. W. Sterling Anderson 1964
Dr. Charles H. Andrews, Jr. 1939
Dr. James C. Andrews 1971
Mr. Ronnie A. Andrews, Jr. 1981
LTC Thomas M. Ariail, Jr. 1971
Mr. Edward H. Atkins, Jr. 1951
Mr. J. Larry Atkinson 1968
Mr. J. Larry Atkinson 1968
CPT Robert P. Aucoin 1982
LTC S. E. Awtrey 1954
Dr. James W. Baik 1987
Mr. James M. Bailey 2006
Mr. John T. Bailey, Jr. 1983
SGT Simon T. Baker 1979
Dr. C. Brooks Bannister 1968
Mr. Ernest R. Barefield 1960
Mrs. Shirley Ann Barrett 1975
Mr. Archie I. Barron 1958
Mr. William P. Baskin, III 1957
Mr. Andrew W. Batten 1987
Mr. Dow N. Bauknight 1971
Mr. S. Leon Beckham, Jr. 1967
CPT Fred T. Beiderbecke 1973
CPT Dennis L. Belcher 1985
Dr. Curtis P. Bell 1955
Mr. J. Michael Bell 1970
Mr. David L. Bennett 1951
Mr. Terry G. Bennett 1971
Mr. C. Michael Benston 1968
Mr. John D. Benton 1971
Mr. Herbert E. M. Berl 1967
Dr. Boyce M. Berry 1962
Mr. J. Wade Berry 1987
Mr. Peter D. Berry 1965
Dr. Stephen E. Berry 1969
Mr. Craig Byron Best 1985
Mr. Len T. Best 1982
SGM Leonza Best, Jr. 0000
Mr. Marcus C. Bethea, Jr. 1959
Mr. John C. Bills, IV 1970
Mr. John C. Bills, IV 1970
Mr. J. Roy Bishop, Jr. 1962
Mr. Clarence J. Blackwell 1962
Mr. Jack L. Bland, Jr. 1971
Mr. James T. Bland 1974
Dr. Bert G. Blomquist 1968
Mr. Richard M. Blum 1970
Mr. Jimmy W. Boan 1994
Mr. Preston B. Bobo, Jr. 1971
Mr. Jeffrey S. Boggan 1982
Dr. Doyle W. Boggs 1970
Mr. T. A. M. Boggs 1972
SSG Barton A. Bolton 1979
Mr. W. Ronald Bonds 1967
Mr. Sam L. Booke, III 1982
Mr. Phillip Bookert 1977
Mr. Joseph A. Borum, Jr. 1966
COL Reginald J. Bostick 1988
COL Steve G. Boukedes 1980
Mr. Charles H. Boulware, Jr. 1967
Mr. James R. Boulware, III 1965
Mr. Maxwell F. Boyle 1972
Mr. William N. Bradford, Jr. 1959
Mr. Dennis S. Bradley 1968
Mr. Charles J. Bradshaw, Sr. 1959
Mr. B. Ernest Branch 1952
Mr. James A. Brannock 1971
Mr. Marshall W. Breland 1960
Mr. William P. Brickle 1960
Mr. Lawrence N. Bridgers 1969
Mr. Thomas C. Brittain 1975
Mr.  James E. Brogdon, Jr. 1974
Rev. Boyce F. Brooks 1960
Rev. Boyce F. Brooks 1960
CAPT. Walter T. Broughton,
USN 1946
LTC Barton B. Brown, II 1986
Mr. Dullis F. Brown 1981
Mr. Freddie J. Brown, Jr. 1991
Ms. Gail D. Brown 1980
Dr. Hugh R. Brown, Jr. 1954
Mr. James B. Brown 1997
Mr. James M. Brown 1939
CHAP COL  J. Michael
Brown 1972
Mr. Lawrence W. Brown 1969
COL Sam A. Brown, Jr., Ret. 1966
Mr. William M. Brown, Jr. 1997
Mr. William T. Brown 1982
Mr. Ronald G. Bruce 1968
CDR William A. Bry 1974
Mr. Harry S. Bryant 1964
Mr. Wade T. Buchanan, Jr. 1952
The Hon. Perry M. Buckner 1971
Mr. Joe E. Bullington, Jr. 1969
Mr. Lewis P. Bullington 1957
Mr. Derrick B. Bulsa 1986
CPT G. Parks Bunch 2007
Mr. Jonathan I. Bundrick 2002
Dr. Charles A. Bundy 1951
Mr. R. Adrian Burch 1963
Mr. Russell G. Burch 1970
Mr. John H. Burchstead 1976
COL Robert L. Burgess, Ret. 1951
The Hon. E. C. Burnett, III 1964
Dr. Craig W. Burnette 1968
Mr. C. Weldon Burns, Jr. 1956
Mr. James C. Burns 1959
Mr. Ralph M. Burns, III 1973
Ms. Elana T. Burrell 2010
CAPT Harold W. Burrell 1975
MAJ J. Todd Burroughs 1994
Mr. John C. Burton 1938
COL Irvin S. Butler, Jr., Ret. 1960
Mr. Randy H. Butler 1984
Mrs. Rena C. Butler 1988
Mr. Michael G. Butt 1977
LTC Jeffrey K. Butts 1974
Dr. William D. Byars 1972
Mr. Alvis J. Bynum 1959
Dr. R. Haynes Cain, III 1978
LTC Donald R. Cake 1967
Mr. Woodward H. Caldwell 1997
COL Jerry P. Campbell, Ret. 1960
COL Kenneth H. Campbell,
Ret. 1959
CAPT Matthew H. Campbell 2007
Mr. Thomas J. Canero 1994
Mr. David S. Carter 1985
Dr. Lem C. Carter 1960
Mr. William F. Case 1950
Mr. John R. Cash 1965
Mr. R. Lee Cashwell, Jr. 1962
Dr. K. Clay Cathey 1950
Mr. Paul C. Catoe 1984
Mr. Michael E. Cavin 1960
Mr. Richard F. Cecil, Jr. 1966
Mr. R. Gerald Chambers, Jr. 1986
LTC J. Ed Champion, Ret. 1961
Mr. J. Harold Chandler 1971
CDR Anne Lynne Chapman 1989
Dr. Jack W. Cheek 1967
Mr. Jonathan C. Cheek 2004
Mr. Charles H. Chewning, Jr. 1961
Dr. Lawrence R. Chewning,
Jr. 1971
Mr. Mark S. Childress 1995
Rev. R. Kevin Childs 1982
Rev. Samuel O. Clardy 1960
Mr. David R. Clark 1965
Mr. Edward S. Clark, Jr. 1969
COL J. E. Clark, III 1977
Col. Niles C. Clark, Jr. R 0000
Mr. John E. Clayton 1968
SFC E7 Joseph L. Clements 1966
Dr. D. Michael Cline 1969
Mr. W. Hal Clinton 1969
Dr. Van G. H. Clouse 1970
Mrs. Amanda Leyland Cobos 2001
Mr. Theron G. Cochran 1960
Dr. Jeffery L. Coffer 1982
Mr. Anthony D. Coggiola 1985
Mr. Edward R. Cole 1969
Mr. Donald K. Colemon 1994
LT Alan Brent Collins 1980
LTC Ellis D. Colvin,(Ret.) 1983
Mr. William J. Colvin, Jr. 1938
Mr. William C. Connelly 1964
Rev. Jerry O. Cook 1959
Mr. T. Carroll Cook 1947
Mr. Jesse L. Cooksey 1954
Mr. Brian A. Cooper 1969
COL Edward L. Corcoran 0000
COL Edward L. Corcoran 0000
Mr. James H. Corn 1951
Mr. E. D. Cornelius 1968
Mr. R. Pat Counts, Jr. 1969
Dr. A. M. Covington 1940
LTC Michael C. Cox 1969
Mr. William D. Crawford 1967
Rev. Charles S. Crenshaw 1950
Mr. E. Dixon Crenshaw, Jr. 1969
Dr. William B. Crenshaw 1970
LTC Michael K. Crisp 1983
Mr. Robert V. Cross, Jr. 1977
Mr. John K. Crotts 1971
Mr. H. Hayne Crum, III 1975
Mr. Wilson E. Cudd, Sr. 1960
Mr. Gray T. Culbreath 1985
Dr. B. Spencer Culbreth 1963
Mr. James M. Cullen 1975
Mr. Thomas G. Cumming 1969
Mr. William R. Cunningham 1964
Mr. William J. Cutchin 1969
MAJ Gary Czvornyek 1975
AWCS Benjamin R. Dabbs,
III 1976
LTC Eugene A. Daniels 1987
Mr. M. Johnston Dantzler 1969
Mr. Robert T. Darnell 1965
Mr. A. Todd Darwin 1989
MAJ Justin E. Daubert 2001
Mr. Ronald D. Daves 1970
Mr. Andrew R. Davis 1989
Mr. Anthony R. Davis 1969
2LT Christopher J. Davis 1989
Mr. Gregory K. Davis 1991
Mr. Gregory K. Davis 1991
Mr. H. Keith Davis 1990
Mr. James C. Davis 1965
Mr. J. Kenneth Davis 1965
Mr. James C. Davis 1970
Dr. K. Joseph Davis 1959
Mr. Shaun A. Davis 2003
Mrs. Wynne Kerby Davis 1998
Mr. George W. Dawson 1968
Mr. Robert C. Deale, III 1969
COL Loretta Woods Deaner 1983
Coach J. Fisher DeBerry 1960
Dr. Charles D. DeLorme, Jr. 1961
Mr. John R. Dennison 1971
MAJ Troy M. Denomy 1996
Dr. C. Warren Derrick, Jr. 1958
Mr. Robert W. Derrick 1985
Mr. Perrin T. DesPortes 1965
Mr. Neal W. Dickert 1968
MAJ Jason A. Dickinson 1995
Dr. Michael L. Dillard 1982
MAJ Charles R. Dixon 2002
PO/3C D. Randall Dixon 1986
Mr. John F. Douglas 1975
Mr. M. R. Dowdeswell, Jr. 1955
Mr. G. Shep Dozier 1973
Mr. Charles H. Drawdy 1962
Mr. M. Graham Drayton 1965
Mr. Lawrence W. Dring, Jr. 1971
Mr. Harry W. Drotor, II 1975
Mr. Fred F. DuBard, Jr. 1957
Mr. Randolph K. Duke 1969
Mr. B. Thomas Duncan 1969
Mr. B. Thomas Duncan 1969
Dr. John C. Dunlap 1955
Mr. Donald M. Dunn 1987
Mr. J. Madison Dye, Jr. 1982
Dr. Michael C. Edwards, Jr. 1987
CPT. W. Brett Edwards 2002
Mr. Paul S. Ellison 1952
Dr. Roy J. Ellison, Jr. 1949
Dr. Thomas M. Ellison 1960
Mr. Christopher W. Elsken 2003
Mr. Joseph J. Embro, III 1982
Mr. Andrew C. English 1963
MAJ Vincent M. English 1970
Cpl. Larry P. Ephriam 1987
Dr. Laurie N. Ervin 1957
CPT Jennifer L. Etters 2001
Dr. Larry B. Farmer 1958
Mr. Stanley W. Farmer 1971
Mr. Frank W. Farnum, III 1966
Mr. Steve D. Farrow 1976
Mr. Charles J. Faulk 1974
Mr. Robert E. Faulkner 1974
Mr. H. Theron Few 1955
Mr. Robert C. Field 1984
Dr. George D. Fields, Jr. 1952
CPT Kenneth J. Fields 1988
LT Edward B. Fienning 2001
Dr. Coty P. Fishburne, Jr. 1959
Mr. L. Foy Fisher, III 1971
Mr. Wayne D. Fisher 1987
Mr. William E. Fisher, Jr. 1970
Dr. David D. Fitzpatrick 1988
MAJ John W. Fleming 1970
Mr. John Fleming 1951
CDR Lewis W. Flint, Ret. 1962
The Hon. Henry F. Floyd 1970
Mr. James K. Floyd 1939
Mr. C. Joe Fogle, Jr. 1975
Mr. Lee D. Ford 1955
Mr. John G. Forrester, Jr. 1968
Dr. John K. Fort 1974
Dr. Gaines M. Foster 1971
Mr. John E. Foster 1949
Mr. Julian H. Foster 1956
Mr. Arthur M. Fowler, Jr. 1968
Dr. Donald L. Fowler 1957
Mr. Randal R. Fowler 1977
Mr. Michael J. Foxworth 1969
Rev. E. Herb Franklin, Jr. 1988
Dr. John M. Freeman 1968
Mr. Wayne K. Freeman 1984
Mr. C. Russell Froede 1953
Mr. Christopher B. Frost 1989
Mr. Priest C. Fuller 1969
Mr. Steven C. Fulmer 1973
Mrs. Marcia Danzeisen Fultz 1986
Mr. Arthur G. Fusco 1969
Mr. Harry L. Gable 1972
Mr. Larry A. Gable 1972
Mr. Larry D. Gahagan 1975
MAJ Ron Gahagan, Ret. 1977
Mr. Anthony B. Gaines 1983
Mr. William E. Galloway 1956
MAJ Barry Reid Gambrell 1987
SSG Jerry C. Gambrell, Jr. 1978
Mr. James R. Gardin 1993
Dr. Thomas J. Gasque 1959
Mr. Leonard O. Gay, Jr. 1971
Mr. Pete A. Gbortoe 1995
Mr. George R. Geer, Jr. 1966
Mr. J. Michael Gelburd 1967
COL James D. George, Ret. 1964
Dr. James R. Gettys, Jr. 1968
Rev. Philip H. Gibbs 1951
Dr. Gerald W. Gibson 1959
Mr. James A. Gibson, Jr. 1962
Mr. Joseph W. Gibson 1961
Dr. Noah F. Gibson, IV 1968
LTC Phillip K. Gillespie 1976
LTC Anthony A. Gilliam 1990
CPT Paul W. Gilliam 1966
Mr. B. Ronald Gilmer 1968
LTC Peter J. Gitto 1977
Mr. Mason A. Goldsmith 1968
Mr. Joseph C. Good 1967
Mr. John E. Goode 1961
Mr. Floyd A. Goodwin 1957
Mr. Michael O. Goodwin 1997
CPT C. Bennett Gore 2002
Mr. Darrin Goss 1993
Mr. Holman C. Gossett, Jr. 1970
LTC Allan D. Graham, Ret. 1962
Mr. William B. Graham 1983
Mr. G. William Gramling 1998
Mr. Michael Gray 1972
Mr. William A. Gray, Jr. 1963
CPT Charles J. Grebinger 1975
Dr. James F. Green 1958
Mr. Logan R. Green 2000
Dr. W. Nettles Green 1989
COL Byron D. Greene, III 1971
Mr. Jimmy R. Greene 1980
Mr. William F. Greene 1989
Mr. Michael A. Greer 1994
Mr. Donald H. Griffin 1959
Mr. Tommy L. Griggs 1954
Mr. John F. Grigsby 1971
Mr. Marvin B. Grooms 1969
Mr. Baety O. Gross, Jr. 1969
Dr. R. DeWitt Guilds, Jr. 1941
Mr. R. Cameron Guthrie 2004
Mr. John E. Haas 1967
Mr. Duane B. Haimbach 1986
Dr. W. Dana Haithcock, Jr. 1968
Mr. Donald T. Hale 1949
COL J. Randal Hall 1983
Rev. Robert A. Hall, Jr. 1951
The Honorable Michael O.
Hallman 1969
Mr. Robert L. Hallman, Jr. 1967
Mr. James N. Haltiwanger 1969
Mr. Jack W. Hambrick 1955
Mr. Edward J. Hamilton, Jr. 1970
Mr. Robert A. Hammett, Sr. 1952
MAJ Charles K. Hammond,
Jr. 1967
Mr. F. Jay Hammond, Jr. 1956
Mr. John D. Hancock 1985
Dr. Jason S. Haney 1998
Mr. Lawrence G. Hardin 1974
Mr. George A. Hare 1981
Mr. George A. Hare 1981
Mr. Joe L. Harkey 1978
Mr. William E. Harkey 1969
Dr. Peter W. Harley, III 1962
Mr. Harvey J. Harmon, III 1981
Mr. C. Richard Harper, Jr. 1973
Mr. Fred L. Harris 1970
Mr. John D. Harris, III 1990
MAJ Ronnie A. Harris 1980
Mr. William B. Harrison 1966
Mr. David L. Hart 1967
Mr. Trapier K. Hart 1960
Dr. Dean S. Hartley, III 1968
Dr. B. Gerard Hartzog, Jr. 1967
Mr. Carl D. Hathcock 1972
Mr. Harper D. Hawkins, Jr. 1961
The Hon. John D.Hawkins 1991
Mr. H. Craig Hayes 1968
Dr. Raleigh R. Haynes 1966
Mr. William B. Haynes 1969
Mr. Thomas H. Hays, III 1981
Mr. Thomas V. Heard, III 1970
LTC Gerald D. Henderson, Jr. 1984
LTC Max B. Henderson, Ret. 1957
Mr. W. Harvey Hendley, III 1966
Mr. Arthur W. Hendricks 1990
Mr. John A. Hendrix 1968
Mr. William H. Henley 1967
Mr. M. Preston Henry 1961
Mr. William C. Herbert, IV 1993
Mr. Joe C. Heriot, Jr. 1953
Mr. Mark L. Herring 1986
Maj. Anthony J. Hester 1989
Maj. Anthony J. Hester 1989
Mr. John G. Hicks 1976
Mr. Richard L. Hiers 1966
Mr. Ryan G. Hill 2008
Mr. Lucien H. Hinson 1965
Mr. Robert N. Hinson 1971
Prof. E. Clayton Hipp, Jr. 1968
Mr. James H. Hipp 1973
Mr. Michael E. Hobeika, III 1982
Mr. Timothy W. Hodge 1986
Mr. Evans P. Holland 1957
Mr. F. Larry Holley, Jr. 1967
LTC William B. Holloway,
Ret. 1961
MSG Andrew J. Horton 1965
Mr. Frank H. Horton, Jr. 1965
Mr. Joseph L. Hosman 1963
Mr. William L. Howell, IV 1997
Mr. Jack D. Howle, Jr. 1969
MAJ Warren E. Hoy 1983
Mr. Kenneth D. Hrank 1974
Mr. William C. Huckeba, Jr. 1974
Mr. Jack W. Hudson 1950
Mr. John R. Hudson 1969
Mr. L. Morris Hudson 1969
Mr. R. Marcus Huff, Jr. 1957
LTC Ansel L. Huggins, Jr.,
Ret. 1961
Dr. W. Russell Hughes, III 1967
Mr. A. Todd Hunnicutt 1987
LTC Charles R. Huntsinger,
Jr. 1985
Mr. W. Vandy Huskey 1989
Mr. Louis H. Hutto, III 1986
Mr. Scott W. Hutto 1991
Mr. Scott W. Hutto 1991
CPT. Zachary P. Hyleman 1999
Mr. William B. Hynds 1949
Mr. Michael J. Ilderton 1976
Mr. Paul H. Infinger 1967
Dr. Ronald R. Ingle 1962
CPT M. Jordan Inman 2002
Mr. Michael W. Inzer 1984
Dr. A. Preston Irby, Jr. 1962
Dr. David W. Ivey 1968
Dr. Harold W. Jablon 1966
Mr. John M. Jackson, III 1969
Mr. Jimmy O. Jacobs 1969
Rev. Jerry M. James 1970
Mr. John H. Jameson, Jr. 1970
Mr. Hugh B. Jaynes 1989
Mr. Robert D. Jenkins 1959
Ms. Treva G. Jenkins 1994
Mr. John W. Jenrette, Jr. 1958
Mr. Albert L. Johnson, III 1966
Ms. Brooke J. Johnson 2006
Mr. David C. Johnson 1961
Mr. Edwin R. Johnson 1954
COL Fred W. Johnson, Jr. 1985
Mr. Glynn G. Johnson 1961
Mr. James E. Johnson 1969
Mr. J. Roy Johnson, Jr. 1960
Mr. James M. Johnson 1971
SSG Valerie J. Johnson 1987
Mr. W. Steven Johnson 1970
Mr. John B. Johnston 2002
Mr. Paul W. Jolley 1961
Mr. A. Shed Jolly, III 1966
Dr. Donald C. Jones 1961
Mr. Douglas L. Jones, Sr. 1969
Mr. Timothy P. Jones 1964
Mr. W. Ray Jones, Jr. 1984
Mr. William C. Jones 1968
Mr. John B. Jordan 1972
Mr. Jerry J. Josey 1967
Mr. S. Alec Joyner, Jr. 1972
Mr. Oscar H. Judd 1978
Mr. J. Clifton Judy, Jr. 1961
COL Jack L. Kaplan, Jr. 1969
Mr. H. G. Karegeannes 1958
Mr. K. Scott Katrosh 1993
Mr. David W. Kay 1963
Mr. Bernard V. Kearse, III 1972
CPT C. Brent Keepers 1978
Mr. Charles L. Kellett 1961
Mr. Russell A. Kelley 1972
Mr. Thomas N. Kelly, Jr. 1969
Mr. Richard M. Kennedy 1970
Dr. Kenneth R. Kennerly 1969
Dr. F. Michael Kimbrell 1971
Mr. Milton G. Kimpson 1983
Mr. Jack M. Kinard 1942
Mr. C. Sprott King 1969
Mr. Ralph A. Kirchenheiter 1961
Mr. Kenneth M. Kirkpatrick 1984
MAJ Steven B. Knable 1982
Mr. Thomas E. Kneece 1967
Mr. William T. Knott, Jr. 1982
Ms. Penny Koger 2000
CPT David T. Koon 1986
MAJ James P. Kump 1974
Mr. Richard P. Kump 1976
MAJ Bryan D. Lake 1997
Mr. J. David Lambert 1986
Dr. Peter J. Lampros 1964
Mr. John Land, Jr. 1966
Mr. Randolph C. Lane 1963
LTC William L. Lane 1965
Mr. Herbert A. Lanford, Jr. 1970
Mr. G. Robert Langford 1968
Mr. Andrew H. Lanier, IV 1996
Rev. Peter M. Larsen 1970
CPT Atheil C. Lashley 1981
Dr. Theodore W. Law, IV 1977
Mr. Jack W. Lawrence 1965
Mrs. Happy G. Laymon 1986
Mr. Joel M. LeBlanc 1968
Mr. Thomas J. Leclair 1971
Mr. James T. Lee 1969
Mr. John R. Lee, III 1990
CPT Stephen H. Lee, Jr. 1984
LTC Stephen H. Lee, Sr., Ret. 1960
Dr. Francis M. Lemmon 1960
Dr. F. E. Lentz, Jr. 1969
Mr. Kenneth L. Leonhardt 1982
Mr. D. Lee Lester, Jr. 1989
Mrs. Katina Holloman Lett 1994
Dr. Joseph M. Lewis 1959
Mr. Pat L. Lichtenberger 1971
Mr. T. Norwood Lide, Jr. 1966
CPT Anthony L. Likes 1991
Mr. Ben T. Linder 1970
Mr. Arthur B. Lindsay 1986
Mr. Arthur B. Lindsay 1986
Mr. Wayne T. Lineberger 1969
Mr. John P. Linton 1970
Dr. James A. Littlefield, III 1969
Mr. Robbie D. Littlejohn 1981
Mr. Richard A. Lloyd 1960
Mr. Forrest B. Long 1977
Mr. Harold Looney, Jr. 1963
LTC Brian A. Lovatt 1971
Dr. William L. Lowrance 1970
Mr. John D. Lowry, Jr. 1964
Dr. John S. Lupold 1964
Mr. Thomas H. Lyles 1971
COL Robert N. Maddox 1980
Mr. H. Thomas Maddux 1980
LT. Michael H. Malone 2002
Mr. James K. Mancke 1971
Mr. George L. Maness 1960
Mr. Milton B. Maness 1941
Dr. Malcolm L. Marion, III 1972
Mr. Paul R. Massengill, Jr. 1972
COL George Maughan, Ret. 1950
COL George P. Maughan 1974
Mr. John I. Mauldin 1970
Dr. Dan B. Maultsby 1961
Dr. Don M. Maultsby 1961
Mr. Samuel H. Maw, Jr. 1956
Rev. Luke H. Maybry 1998
Mr. T. Patrick McAbee 1962
CPT Patrick M. McCauley 1987
Mr. W. Hovey McClure 1954
Mr. E. Windell McCrackin 1951
2LT M. Brent McCullouch 1994
2LT M. Brent McCullouch 1994
2LT Alex A. McCullough, Jr. 1992
Mr. Clarence B. McCully 1984
Mr. Jack B. McCutcheon, Jr. 1968
Mr. Walter E. McDaniel, III 1966
Mr. J. Allan McDonald 1973
Mr. Harry B. McEuen, III 1985
LTC Joe D. McGaha 1983
CPT Raymond A. McGuire 1993
Mr. James D. McGuirt, Jr. 1963
Mr. A. Irwin McIntosh 1968
Mr. Edward B. McKee 1986
Mr. P. Andrew McKee III 2000
Mrs. Debbie G. McKelvey 1987
Mr. Ponnica McKenzie 2006
Mr. John T. McKinney, Jr. 1962
Mr. John J. McKinney 1967
Mr. Harold M. McLeod, Jr. 1958
Mr. James M. McLeod, Jr. 1961
Mr. Peden B. McLeod 1962
Dr. Thomas F. McLeod 1965
Mr. Gary L. McMahan 1968
Mr. Marion L. McMillan, Jr. 1959
Mr. Ralph R. McMillan 1971
Mr. Arthur R. McPherson 1962
Mr. Michael J. Meade 1973
Mr. James C. Meadors 1981
LT Walter Lee Meares 1990
Mr. Henry T. Medlock, II 1971
Mr. Robert H. Meek, Jr. 1967
Mr. Grover C. Meetze, III 1967
Mr. Moses Meide, Jr. 1969
Dr. J. Ramsey Mellette, Jr. 1961
Dr. J. Ramsey Mellette, Jr. 1961
Mr. William C. Melton 1959
Mr. Jeffrey A. Merriam 1969
Mr. Lloyd C. Merritt, Jr. 1962
COL Kevin P. Michaels 1987
Mr. James M. Miller, Jr. 1982
Mr. R. Alan Miller 1974
Mr. W. W. Miller, III 1968
Mr. Willie W. Miller, Jr. 1937
Mr. Ladson F. Mills, IV 2002
Mr. Jackson Mizell, Jr. 1969
Mr. Robert H. Mobley, Jr. 1971
LTC Kenneth Ray Monroe 1974
Mr. Walter M. Moody, Jr. 1968
Dr. Peter A. Moore 1969
Mr. Timothy E. Moore 1985
Mr. Robert B. Moreland, Jr. 1965
Mr. Jerold L. Morris 1965
Mr. J. Frank Morris 1968
Mr. Phillip T. Mottel 1982
Mr. Kevin M. Mullinix 1999
Mr. Butler B. Mullins 1971
Mr. G. Tommy Myers, Jr. 1966
1LT Mark T. Napper 1981
Dr. Harold E. Neal. Jr. 1977
Dr. C. Randall Neighbors 1960
Mr. William F. Nettles, III 1958
2nd LT Quincy B. Newman,
III 2001
Mr. Barry C. Newton 1962
Mr. W. Mark Newton 1967
Mr. George S. Nicholson, Jr. 1964
Dr. Bruce G. Nims 1972
LTC Charles E. Nix, Ret. 1949
LTC Charles E. Nix, Ret. 1949
Mr. Lee M. Nixon 2003
Mr. J. Richard Noble, Jr. 1964
Mr. Mark G. Noel 1964
Mr. Carter B. Noland, Jr. 1997
Mr. Louis L. Norcross 1968
Mr. Al J. Odom, Jr. 1966
MAJ Marzettis A. O'Neal 1981
MAJ Timothy P. Ormand 1988
Mr. L. Glenn Orr, Jr. 1962
Mr. Henry W. Orvin 1981
Dr. Timothy B. Osbon 1992
Mr. Robert W. Osborne 1959
Dr. James M. Overton 1969
The Hon. Hollis M. Owens,
Jr. 1943
Mr. Hollis M. Owens, III 1977
Maj. Phillip B. Owens 1978
LTC Roy L. Owens, Jr. 1975
Dr. James R. Owings, Jr. 1961
Mr. William J. Padget 1971
Mr. Lucas C. Padgett, Jr. 1968
Mr. Robert W. Page, III 1970
MAJ Mary V. Parker 1986
COL James A. Parris (Ret.) 1949
Dr. William T. Parsons 1971
2LT Jitendra V. Patel 1994
Mr. Dean A. Patrick 1953
Mr. D. Smith Patterson 1967
Mr. Dwight F. Patterson, Jr. 1961
Mr. Joseph F. Patterson 1969
Mr. L. Leon Patterson 1963
Mr. William C. Patterson 1964
Mr. Robert M. Paulling, III 1972
Mr. Robert M. Paulling, III 1972
Mr. Mark C. Payne 1993
Mr. Jerry W. Peace 1973
Mr. William C. Pearson, III 1969
CPT. Mark K. Peay 1984
Mr. William G. Peay 1983
LTC William E. Pepper, Sr. 1978
Mr. Gines Perez, Jr. 1972
Prof. John C. Perkins 1963
Mr. George T. Perrow, Sr. 1954
COL Randy Perry 1975
CPT Keith A. Peterson 1985
COL C. Ray Pettit, Jr. 1987
Mr. Reginald E. Pettus 1980
CPT G. Todd Phillips 1990
Rev. Jerry L. Phillips 1964
LTC Lanier B. Phillips (Ret.) 1967
Mr. James D. N. Pickens 2000
Mr. Robert O. Pickens, III 1965
Mr. Jan L. Pillar 1967
Dr. Richard D. Pinson 1972
LTC Paul M. Pittman, Jr.
(Ret.) 1966
Mr. P. Lewis Pitts, Jr. 1970
Dr. David T. Plaxico 1970
Mr. Kevin P. Polk 1988
Mr. William M. Ponder, III 1968
Mr. Charles H. Poole, III 1966
Mr. Ronald Lee Poole 1962
Mr. Robert H. Pope 1988
Mr. Bryant N. Poston 1984
Mr. Miles Phillips Powell 1960
The Honorable O. Eugene
Powell, Jr. 1962
Powell, Jr. 1962
Mr. Alex O. Powers 1985
Mr. Anthony C. Prestipino 1969
Mr. Ernest W. Prewett, Jr. 1959
Mr. Bill E. Price, Jr. 1987
Mr. Samuel M. Price, Jr. 1971
Mr. W. James Price 1968
Dr. James E. Proctor 1967
Mr. C. Allan Pruette 1958
Mr. Joshua B. Raffini 2004
Mr. Harmit S. Randhawa 1984
Dr. Chris W. Ratchford 1989
CPT Sarah Clapper Reddeg 2003
Dr. Mark T. Reed 1982
Mr. Gerald E. Reeve 1967
Mr. T. J. Reeves, Jr. 1985
Mr. John F. Register, Jr. 1966
LTC Paul V. Reinartz, Jr., Ret. 1955
Mr. James A. Ress 1972
Mr. George L. Reynolds, Jr. 1968
Mr. Travis M. Rhoads 1997
Mr. Richard H. Rhodes 1969
Mr. Milton Rhodes 1967
LTC Carl W. Richardson 1983
Mr. D. Lee Richardson 1983
Dr. Edward D. Richardson 1959
Dr. George B. Richardson 1940
Mr. Jerry Richardson 1959
Maj.Lester E. Richardson,
(Ret.) 1977
Dr. W. Bruce Richmond, II 1983
Mr. W. Ray Ridings 1951
Mr. C. Gregg Riley, III 1969
Dr. William H. Riley, III 1969
Dr. William H. Riley, III 1969
COL C. C. Riner, III, Ret. 1965
Dr. William E. Rivers 1968
Dr. Fred W. Robbins 1965
Mr. David S. Robinson 1965
MAJ E. Charles Robinson 1978
Dr. Linwood A. Robinson, Jr. 1969
Mr. Randal M. Robinson 1966
Dr. Richard L. Robinson 1961
LTC Scott A. Robinson 1992
Mr. Patrick W. Roche 1960
LTC Lance A. Rocks 1984
Mr. Dwain K. Rogers, Sr. 1958
Mr. Gary B. Rogers 1965
CPT Roshonda M. Rogers 2007
Mr. Timothy M. Rogers 1971
Dr. John T. Roper 1951
Mr. C. Garfield Rosengren 1969
COL Gabriel Rouquie, Jr. 1970
Mr. M. Webber Rowell, Sr. 1957
Mr. Michael L. Rudasill 1969
1LT Merle D. Russ 1973
Mr. D. Rex Russell 1988
Mr. J. Hugh Ryan, III 1993
COL T. Michael Ryan 1972
Mr. Trey F. Safrit 1981
Hon. Ronald M. Salley 1969
Mr. Frank D. Salters, Jr. 1975
Mr. James H. Sanders 1960
CPT Donald J. Sapp 1980
Mr. DuPre' Sassard 1936
Mr. Charles W. Saunders, Jr. 1964
Mr. Claude I. Schmid 1982
Mr. Claude I. Schmid 1982
2LT Adam B. Scholtz 1999
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Scholtz 1999
Dr. George M. Schreyer 1936
LTC James F. Schwartz 1989
Mr. William Schwartz 1984
Mr. Chris W. Schwendimann 1997
Col Floyd E. Scott, Jr. 1981
Dr. L. Thurman Scott, Jr. 1959
Mr. John C. Scurry, Jr. 1969
Mr. David J. Searcy 1968
Mr. Ernest B. Segars 1972
Mr. M. Hunt Self 1970
Mr. James R. Shaughnessy 1973
Mr. William E. Shaughnessy 1968
Mr. Robert E. Shealy, Sr. 1974
Mr. Thomas E. Shealy 1976
Dr. Kris M. Shekitka 1970
Mr. Philip W. Shields 2001
Mr. Robert W. Shirley, Jr. 1964
Mr. Robert G. Shorkey 1971
Dr. Donald W. Shuler 1971
Mr. John W. Shuler 1941
Mr. A. Harper Shull, III 1963
Mr. David M. Sidbury 1972
CPT Kevin J. Sill 2000
Ms. Deborah A. Simmons 1981
Mr. Thomas M. Simmons 1974
Mr. R. Calhoun Sims 1970
Mr. Eddie L. Singleton 1979
Mr. L. Wallace Sink 1959
LTC Pratya Lek Siriwat 1983
Mr. Paul R. Skidmore 1969
LTC W. Collier Slade 1987
Mr. Arthur J. Slayton, Jr. 1965
Dr. John C. Smiley, Jr. 1958
Dr. A. Clifton Smith, Jr. 1938
Mr. Dantzler E. Smith, Jr. 1968
Mr. David F. Smith 1983
Mr. Fredrick H. Smith 1962
Mr. F. Gerald Smith 1961
Dr. Herbert X. Smith 1971
CPT Hunter B. Smith 2005
Mr. John E. Smith, Jr. 1976
Mr. Kelvin L. Smith 1977
COL Lee C. Smith, Jr., Ret. 1958
Mr. Leroy A. Smith 1976
COL Robert J. Smith 1965
Mr. Stanley A. Smith 1986
Dr. Thomas C. Smith 1970
LT Travis R. Smith 1997
Mr. W. Bryan Smith, Jr. 1969
Mr. William A. Smith, Jr. 1971
Mr. G. David Smoak, Jr. 1959
Mr. J. Warren Snead 1984
Mr. Sheldon W. Snipe 1988
LTJG David W. Somers, III 1986
CPT Jeff D. Soracco 1985
Mr. Tim J. Southern 1992
LCDR Paul A. Soutter 1985
Dr. J. William Spakes, Jr. 1970
Mr. Henry S. Spann 1969
Mr. Craig S. Sparks 1983
Dr. R. Wright Spears 1933
Mr. H. Michael Spivey 1970
Mr. Jack C. Sprott 1969
Mr. James M. Sprott, Jr. 1964
CPT Tanner J. Spry 2002
Mr. Mark E. Stanek 1982
Mr. J. Alex Stanton, IV 1971
Mr. Bob J. Starnes 1952
Mr. R. Michael Starnes 1977
Mr. Harold F. Starr, III 1991
Mr. D. Scott Steinmeyer 1983
Dr. B. G. Stephens 1957
LT N. Gaye Stevens 1979
LTC Robert B. Steward 1978
Mr. W. Leonard Still 1941
Dr. Allen H. Stokes, Jr. 1964
Mr. Thomas E. Stokes, Jr. 1961
Mr. S. Butler Strain, III 2003
Mr. Watts B. Stroman 1963
Dr. Rodger E. Stroup 1968
Mr. Charles M. Stuart, Jr. 1965
Mr. James A. Stuckey, Jr. 1960
Dr. John S. Suber 1970
Mr. F. Terhune Sudderth 1974
LTC Randall D. Sullivan 1977
Mr. Thomas M. Sumerel, Jr. 1967
Dr. Thomas A. Summers 1956
LTJG Robert D. Surovchak 1989
Mr. Frederick K. Swiger, Jr. 1988
Mr. J. Lee Swofford 1941
Mr. Robert W. Sylcox 1974
Mr. George E. Tate 1941
Mr. Rex A. Taylor 1957
Mr. William W. Taylor, III 1973
Mr. Craig Templeton 1957
Mr. Craig Templeton 1957
Mr. Robert L. Tennyson 1967
Mr. Mark W. Thackston 1980
Dr. Brian W. Thomas 1983
Mr. T. Carter Thomasson, Jr. 1968
Mr. Daniel O. Thompson 1988
Mr. W. K. Thompson, Jr. 1943
Mr. James W. Thomson, Jr. 1964
Mr. Bryce E. Thorpe 1984
Mr. David D. Thorpe 1966
Dr. Walter P. Tiedeman, III 1959
Mr. B. Todd Tillirson 1996
COL B. E. Tillotson, Jr., Ret. 1940
Mr. J. Andy Timmerman, III 1987
Mr. Melvin D. Timmons, Jr. 1964
Dr. William F. Tinder 1960
Mr. Carl H. Todd 1951
Dr. Stefan J. Tolan 1988
Dr. Thomas W. Tolbert 1967
Mr. David E. Tooker 1967
Mr. James D. Traywick 1965
Mr. John M. Treanor 1979
Mr. Bradley D. Troutman 1980
Mr. Greg L. Troutman, Jr. 1976
COL Gregory L. Troutman,
Sr. 1953
Mr. William M. Tunno 1956
Mr. Alan J. Turner 1965
Dr. Nicholas H. Tuttle 1977
Mr. Timothy T. Tyler 1964
Mr. William B. Tyson, Jr. 1959
CDR Michael A. Uhall, Jr. 1976
2LT Frank B. Ulmer 1999
Mr. Bobby C. Usher 1958
LTC G. Cam Varner (Ret.) 1969
Mr. David M. Vetter 1982
Mr. Jerry Vevon 1978
Dr. Peter A. Vevon 1981
Mr. Jeremy P. Vigna 2000
Dr. Dale Villeponteaux 1968
Mr. Charles C. Wade 1962
Mr. Robert H. Walden 1935
Mr. Stephen G. Waldrop 1990
Mr. A. Stuart Walker, III 1968
Mr. Donald Walker, Jr. 1969
CPT Joseph Walker, III 2004
Mr. J. Jerry Wall 1967
Dr. John R. Wall 1972
Mr. Whit B. Wallace, Jr. 1967
Mr. William L. Wallace 1973
Mr. William C. Wallace, Sr. 1956
The Hon. John H. Waller, Jr. 1959
Mr. Furman K. Walter 1961
Mr. Donjoel P. Ward 1994
Mr. J. Ronald Ward 1969
Dr. William T. T. Ward 1941
LTJG Monica R. Warsaw 1985
Mr. E. Wayne Washam 1970
Mr. Henry L. Washington 1978
Mr. J. Richard Waters 1967
Mr. Edward C. Watford, Jr. 1967
Mr. Stanley B. Watson 1969
Mr. Richard C. Webb 1973
Mr. William P. Weeks 1984
Dr. Fred J. Welch, Jr. 1971
Mr. Brian A. West 1994
Mr. Brian A. West 1994
Mr. Douglas H. Westbrook 1970
Mr. Richard H. Whelchel 1976
Mr. R. Bruce Whelchel 1970
Mr. Donald K. White 1968
Mr. George H. White, Jr. 1998
Dr. George H. White 1972
Mr. J. Spratt White, IV 1963
Mr. Jeffrey L. White 1978
LTC John S. White (Ret.) 1977
Mr. J. Michael Whitmire 1972
Mr. Phillip M. Whittle 1987
Mr. Charles K. Williams, Jr. 1967
Mr. Christopher R. Williams 2007
Mr. Dennis W. Williams 1968
SGT Glenn Williams 1973
Mr. Harvey M. Williamson,
Jr. 1969
Bishop Will H. Willimon 1968
Dr. W. Allen Willis, Jr. 1968
Mr. Harold J. Willson, Jr. 1989
Mr. D. Lynn Wilson 1981
Rev. David A. Wilson 1969
Mr. Dwayne A. Wilson 1987
Mr. Glenn A. Wilson 1974
Mr. Harry C. Wilson, Jr. 1968
LTC Hogan M. Wilson (Ret.) 1963
Dr. John O. Wilson, Jr. 1941
CPT Mark E. Wilson 1993
Rev. Michael W. Wilson 1971
COL Patrick O. Wilson 1981
Mr. William C. Wilson 1982
Mr. Lee B. Wimberley 1981
Mr. Thomas D. Winfrey 1972
Mr. Willie R. Witherspoon 1989
Mr. Albert L. Wolfe 1969
Mr. E. Judson Wolfe 1972
MAJ Jeffrey K. Womack 1977
Mr. John A. Womack, Jr. 1967
1st LT Michael J. Wood 2007
LTC Sam S. Wood, Sr. (Ret.) 1936
Mr. Willis J. Woodham 1951
Mr. Bruce F. Woodson 1970
Ms. Stephanie K. Worlund 2006
Mr. Robert E. Wright 1970
Mr. Russell F. Wright 1971
Mr. Stephen L. Wright 1959
Mr. T. Russell Wright, Jr. 1996
Mr. William G. Wynn, Jr. 1971
Mr. V. Brooks Yarborough 2004
Mr. Duncan M. Yost 1971
MAJ Carl A. Young 1996
MAJ Henry C. Young, Jr. 1992
Dr. Mark C. Young 1978
Mr. Joe R. Younginer 1963
Dr. Thomas M. Zepp 1965
Mr. Douglas P. Zettlemoyer 1978
COL Wilbur T. Zettler, Ret. 1966
Mr. William C. Ziegler, Jr. 1967
Mr. Russell D. Zimmerman,
III 1965
 
 
 
This list was obtained from the Wofford College Alumni Office data base.  We apologize if it
is incomplete.
 
Josh Turner
President
President
The Campus Union Assembly
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
 
From: Morris, Faith H /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MORRISFH
Subject: MSG from Dr. Mathewson re Post-Debate Forum
Date: November 11, 2011 at 2:23 PM
To:
 
Dear Colleagues –
 
I will be moderating the third and final Faculty Forum centered on Saturday’s Presidential
Primary Debate. The forum will take place on Thursday of next week (the 17th) at 7pm in
Leonard, and it will be a post-debate analysis of the candidates’ discussion of foreign policy
issues.  Each panelist will play a brief clip from the debate and then offer a 5-7 minute
response. We will have a lively and enthralling Q& A session after the panelists speak (a
bold declaration, I know). 
 
For the forum to work, we obviously require faculty with expertise in the various foreign
policy issues to volunteer to be on the panel. Of course, we won’t know until Saturday
evening which foreign policy issues will actually be debated or what the candidates will
actually say -- which means, of course, that we won’t be able to assemble our faculty
volunteers until after the debate is finished.
 
What we do know right now, however, is that if you are reading this email, you are a
potential panelist, and I desperately want you to volunteer! (Except if the massively
important foreign policy issue of Canada should arise during the debate; I have that expert
response already prepared, and I shall deliver it to Thursday’s audience wrapped in my giant
Canadian flag.) 
 
If a topic arises during the debate that you think you’d like to discuss on the panel, please do
two things:
1.    Make a note about when, during the debate, the candidate says something you’d like to
discuss (i.e., Herman Cain at 8:35; or Mitt Romney at 8:41 and Rick Perry at 8:44). This
information is extremely important!
2.    Get in touch with me ASAP to let me know that you’d like to be on the panel, and
please give me a very brief description of the foreign policy issue you wish to discuss. 
3.    I will then get back in touch with you with further details, but one thing that I will need
you to do is sit down with Dave Whisnant for a few minutes on Monday or Tuesday. Dave
has generously volunteered to create video clips of the moments in the debate that the
faculty experts wish to play and discuss during the forum. 
Thanks in advance for all of your help. I think this will be a very interesting and informative
forum. 
 
Dan
-- 
Dan Mathewson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Religion
Assistant Professor of Religion
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 597-4560
mathewsondb@wofford.edu
http://webs.wofford.edu/mathewsondb/
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Thank you
Date: November 11, 2011 at 2:47 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Just wanted to say a quick thanks to all of you who helped us out so much this morning by
parking somewhere other than the admission lot or moved your car to make space for our
visitors. The morning went great, and we truly appreciate your willingness to help.
Sincerely, 
The admission office
----------
Jenni Lister
Wofford College
wofford.edu/admission
From: Corbin, Laura H. CorbinLH@wofford.edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Herculean Task Brilliantly Accomplished
Date: November 13, 2011 at 9:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:  The Wofford Community
From:  President Dunlap
Never did so few do so much for so many!  Several hundred people here at Wofford performed Herculean
tasks over the past several weeks to assure that thousands of people here on this campus and many
millions across the nation would see the dazzling beauty and skills of Wofford College.  Of those several
hundred, a few dozen -- especially in Communications, Security, IT, Athletics, Housekeeping, Maintenance
and Student Affairs -- worked tirelessly to show the college off at its very best.  Coordinating the entire
effort, Doug Gabbert deserves particular praise.  But it was a team effort and a team success. 
Congratulations to everyone and endless thanks.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 144, 2011
Date: November 14, 2011 at 9:29 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 14, 2011
Today's Events
Speaker, Hal Herzog, "Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat"
La Mesa Española
LET'S GO: Women's Hoops Home Opener Tonight
Campus Union Assembly Meeting
IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week: OXFAM Hunger Banquet
Upcoming Events
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
French film and Pizza Social
Kappa Alpha Theta's CASAnova Pageant
Yearbook Pictures
Wofford College Ducks Unlimited Fall Pig Roast
Free Practice LSAT
Sound Is What You Turn To
Wesley Fellowship Bible Study
English Eats
Announcements
Physician Visits From USC School of Medicine
Organ Donation Poll
Spread the Warmth
 
Today's Events
Speaker, Hal Herzog, "Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat"
Date/Time: 11/14/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Speaker Hal Herzog, Professor of Psychology at Western Carolina University, will talk about
Details: Speaker Hal Herzog, Professor of Psychology at Western Carolina University, will talk about
his book, "Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We Eat", a perspective on our complex relationship
with other species. Following this talk, Herzog will be at Hub City Bookshop at 5 p.m., to give a brief
talk and sign books. This event is co-sponsored by Philosophy and Environmental Studies.
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
La Mesa Española
Date/Time: 11/14/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed way? Join us at Phase V to chat about any topic
you may be interested in...en Española por supuesto! PLEASE NOTICE CHANGE OF DATE.
Contact: Rafael Valor
Email: valornavarror@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4906
LET'S GO: Women's Hoops Home Opener Tonight
Date/Time: 11/14/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Cost: Free with Wofford ID; General public: $5, $3 (kids 3-12)
Details: The Wofford women's basketball team opens the home schedule TONIGHT at 6 p.m. against
North Carolina Central. For complete schedule information be sure to log onto woffordterriers.com!
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Campus Union Assembly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/14/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us tonight at 6 pm in Olin Theater for Campus Union! 
Contact: Mary Lewis Griffin
Email: griffinml@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-727-8272
IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week: OXFAM Hunger Banquet
Date/Time: 11/14/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Center for Global and Community Engagement (Snyder Building)
Cost: Free
Details: Come to the kick-off event for IFYC's Hunger and Poverty Week! This event will be simulation
of how various social classes in society live, with our focus being on food availability. Food will be
provided, followed by discussion.
Contact: Arsalaan Salehani
Email: salehaniaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Upcoming Events
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 11:15:00 AM
Location: Java City in Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for lunch, fellowship, and a discussion
of the book of Jonah. ALL are welcome! See you there.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for dinner, fun, and fellowship. Enjoy a
free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First Corinthians! All are
welcome! See you there
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (864-542-7404
French film and Pizza Social
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115
Cost: Free
Details: The next French Film Series movie will be tomorrow on Tuesday, Nov. 15. We will have pizza
again at 6 p.m., in the Foreign Language Suite and then start the movie at 7 p.m. We will be watching
Azur et Asmar, a beautiful French animated movie. To help us with the food order please sign up by 3
p.m. on Nov. 15 by contacting Dr. Schmitz at scmitzcl@wofford.edu or Marie-Angel Rakotoniaina at
rakotoniainamb@wofford.edu. Hope to see you there!
Contact: Marie-Ange Rakotoniaina
Email: rakotoniainamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4938
Kappa Alpha Theta's CASAnova Pageant
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: $4
Details: Come join the sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta for the Red Carpet Premiere of our 2nd annual
CASAnova Faculty Pageant on Tuesday, Nov. 15. The pageant features celebrity judges Scott
Cochran, Kevin O'Quinn, and Beth Clardy. Faculty starring in the pageant and competing for the
honorable title of Mr./Ms. CASAnova are Roberta Bigger, John Fort, John Ware, Anna Zook, Thomas
Wright, and Ryan Johnson. The pageant will include a "formal" wear, talent, and interview portion.
There will also be special appearances by Wofford's Gospel Choir, David Moore, and Caroline
Sessions. Please see any sister for tickets. We hope to see you there!
Contact: Miranda Stockman
Email: stockmanme@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-980-1610
Yearbook pictures
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life & Burwell
Location: Campus Life & Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Come by and get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! You can get it taken Wednesday,
Nov. 16 or Thursday, Nov. 17. On Wednesday we will be set up in Burwell from 11 a.m. – 2 p.m. and
4:30 – 6 p.m. On Thursday, we will be in Campus Life from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m. and in Burwell from 4:30 -
6 p.m. 
Contact: Casey Calvert
Email: calvertcm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-590-1825
Wofford College Ducks Unlimited Fall Pig Roast 
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: $20 per ticket if purchase before the event, $30 at the door
Details: The Wofford College Ducks Unlimited Committee is having their annual fall banquet so come
out and support the wetlands! Live auction and raffle! Ticket includes admission, food, and drinks 
Contact: Garrett Rawl
Email: rawlag@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-920-0724
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Sound Is What You Turn To
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: "Sound Is What You Turn To/But They, Um" is a collaborative work of text (by Jennie
Neighbors) and sound (by Nathan Halverson) investigating the language of the Abu Ghraib "torture
memos" and the use of popular music and noise as torture.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Wesley Fellowship Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Common Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wesley Fellowship will be holding its weekly bible study Wednesday evening at 9 p.m. in the
Greene common room. Light refreshments will be served. Grab a friend, take a brief study break and
come join us in fellowship. 
Contact: Rob Levin
Email: levinrh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (843) 906-6472
English Eats
English Eats
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 11:45:00 AM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for English Eats. Faculty, majors, and minors in the English department will
gather for lunch and wide-ranging discussion. Bring a tray from upstairs, grab lunch at Player’s Corner,
or eat someone else’s.
Contact: John M. Ware
Email: warejm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4362
Announcements
Physician Visits from USC School of Medicine
Details: Dr. Jim Stallworth from USC School of Medicine in Columbia will be here on Tuesday, Nov. 15
at 7 p.m., Olin Theatre, to present information on the medical school and the admissions process.
Students will also have ample opportunity to ask questions relating to admissions, MCAT and the
program at USC School of Medicine. Contact Dr. John Moeller or Dr. George Shiflet for more
information.
Contact: George Shiflet
Email: shifletgw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4625
Organ Donation Poll
Details: Curious about Organ Donation? Take the Poll in the lobby of Burwell at lunchtime on Nov. 14,
and then attend the event on Thursday, Nov. 17, in the AAAS room at 7 p.m.
Contact: Amna Haq
Email: haqaj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (864)838-1517
Spread the Warmth 
Details: Please bring your used winter clothing items to the drop-off boxes in Burwell, Zachs, and
Phase V. I am collecting winter coats, jackets, scarves, hats, pants, gloves, etc. for those less fortunate
in the Spartanburg community. These clothing items will be donated to the homeless at the soup
kitchen in the beginning of December. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford News Request: IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week events
Date: November 14, 2011 at 3:49 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
This week has been designated Hunger and Poverty Week by the InterFaith
Youth Core.  Please participate in as many of our events as possible: 
 
Monday 11/14: OXFAM Hunger Banquet at 6:30 p.m. at the CGCE (Center
for Global and Community Engagement).
Tuesday 11/15: Speaker: Ms. Lou Landrum Director of Spartanburg Soup
kitchen in RMSC 122 at 11 a.m.
Wednesday 11/16: Film/movie clip screening about Hunger and Poverty in
RMSC 122 at 7 p.m.
Thursday 11/17: APO Homelessness Vigil at Barnet Park 6-830 p.m.
Saturday 11/19: IFYC volunteer day at Spartanburg Soup kitchen at 10 a.m.
 
These events are in commemoration of National Hunger and Poverty week
and are designed to raise awareness of these critical issues, especially within
our community.  Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
Arsalaan Salehani
--
President Wofford Tri-Beta Biology Honors Society
President Wofford Interfaith Youth Core
Wofford College
Class of 2012
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 15, 2011
Date: November 15, 2011 at 8:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 15, 2011
Today's Events
IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week: Speaker- Director of Spartanburg Soup Kitchen
Vanderbilt Accelerator Program
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
"Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Tonight
French Film and Pizza Social
Kappa Alpha Theta's CASAnova Pageant
Upcoming Events
Take Action to Reduce Poverty
Free Practice LSAT
Sound Is What You Turn To
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
United
Wesley Fellowship Bible Study
Managing the Arts: Jennifer Evins
WAC Trivia Night
Open Mic Night at Glendale
Announcements
Missing Flag and Flag Pole
Spread the Warmth
Wesley Fellowship Meeting
5K for Karl Online Registration Last Chances
Youth Leadership School
 
Today's Events
IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week: Speaker- Director of Spartanburg Soup Kitchen
IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week: Speaker- Director of Spartanburg Soup Kitchen
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 122 (the Pit)
Cost: Free
Details: Come here about local statistics and issues with hunger and poverty in Spartanburg and how
you can make a difference! The talk will be over in plenty of time for students to get lunch before 1 p.m.
classes.
Contact: Arsalaan Salehani
Email: salehaniaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Vanderbilt Accelerator Program
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Phase V Conference Room
Cost: Free
Details: Accelerator is an intensive immersion in business designed exclusively for undergraduates
and recent grads in all majors. During the month of June, students are immersed in real-world
consulting roles. Within competing teams and with instruction from Owen faculty, students are
challenged to solve real-world problems for global businesses. And in doing so, students shape their
careers and gain a unique advantage and perspective over their peers, in ways that a traditional
internship simply cannot come close to replicating. Learn more at
www.owen.vanderbilt.edu/accelerator! RSVP to accelerator@owen.vanderbilt.edu
Contact: Matthew Hammett
Email: hammettmk@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4265
@ the Table - Fellowship, Lunch, and Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 11:15:00 AM
Location: Java City in Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for lunch, fellowship, and a discussion
of the book of Jonah. ALL are welcome! See you there.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for dinner, fun, and fellowship. Enjoy a
free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First Corinthians! All are
welcome! See you there
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
"Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 6:45...NO FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS TODAY.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
French film and Pizza Social
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115
Cost: Free
Details: The next French Film Series movie will be tonight! We will have pizza again at 6 p.m., in the
Foreign Language Suite and then start the movie at 7 p.m. We will be watching Azur et Asmar, a
beautiful French animated movie. To help us with the food order please sign up by 3 p.m. today by
contacting Dr. Schmitz at scmitzcl@wofford.edu or Marie-Ange Rakotoniaina at
rakotoniainamb@wofford.edu. Hope to see you there!
Contact: Marie-Ange Rakotoniaina
Email: rakotoniainamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4938
Kappa Alpha Theta's CASAnova Pageant
Date/Time: 11/15/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: $4
Details: Come join the sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta for the Red Carpet Premiere of our 2nd annual
CASAnova Faculty Pageant tonight! The pageant features celebrity judges Scott Cochran, Kevin
O'Quinn, and Beth Clardy. Faculty starring in the pageant and competing for the honorable title of
Mr./Ms. CASAnova are Roberta Bigger, John Fort, John Ware, Anna Zook, Thomas Wright, and Ryan
Johnson. The pageant will include a "formal" wear, talent, and interview portion. There will also be
special appearances by Wofford's Gospel Choir, David Moore, and Caroline Sessions. Please see any
sister for tickets. We hope to see you there!
Contact: Miranda Stockman
Email: stockmanme@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-980-1610
Upcoming Events
Take Action to Reduce Poverty
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 219
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting on Nov. 16, to take action on reducing
poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we'll get an update from RESULTS staff on the latest actions in
Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of Congress to support for
policies that protect low-income Americans. This is an important time and we need more student voices
in this debate. Take this opportunity to make your voice heard!
Contact: Begona Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Sound Is What You Turn To
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: "Sound Is What You Turn To/But They, Um" is a collaborative work of text (by Jennie
Neighbors) and sound (by Nathan Halverson) investigating the language of the Abu Ghraib "torture
memos" and the use of popular music and noise as torture.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater in the Campus Life Building
Cost: $5 students, $12 adults
Details: Directed by Dan Day, Kerry Ferguson, and Dr. Mark Ferguson  Wednesday, Nov. 16 –
Saturday, Nov. 19 @ 8 p.m. AND Saturday, Nov. 19 @ 10 p.m. $1 Late Night Student Show Wofford
Theatre presents an evening of short plays which offers audiences an unusual variety of sharp
theatrical experiences: funny, sexy, terrifying, illuminating, confounding. The play festival consists of
five short plays, featuring the acting work of 17 students and Theatre Faculty members Mark Ferguson
and Dan Day.
Contact: Mark Ferguson
Email: fergusonma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4081
United
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: United is a non-denominational, student-led worship experience that weaves together music,
prayer, and scripture into a time of meaningful Christian worship. United is open to the entire college
community, and we hope you will join us for this great time of fellowship.
Contact: Joseph McAbee
Email: mcabeejh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-3266
Wesley Fellowship Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Common Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wesley Fellowship will be holding its weekly bible study tomorrow evening at 9 p.m., in the
Greene common room. Light refreshments will be served. Grab a friend, take a brief study break and
come join us in fellowship. 
Contact: Rob Levin
Email: Levinrh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (843) 906-6472
Managing the Arts: Jennifer Evins
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Students, faculty, and staff interested in learning more about arts and non-profit management
are invited to attend a talk by Jennifer Evins, CEO and President of the Chapman Cultural Center.
Evins leads a conglomerate of nine nonprofit "partners" including: Artists' Guild of Spartanburg, Ballet
Spartanburg, Carolina Foothills Artisan Center (Chesnee), Spartanburg County Historical Association,
Music Foundation of Spartanburg, Spartanburg Art Museum, Spartanburg Science Center,
Spartanburg Little Theatre, and Spartanburg Repertory Company. These organizations work together
through The Arts Partnership, and most of them reside at the Chapman Cultural Center.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
WAC Trivia Night 
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: WAC Trivia Night at 7 p.m. in the Pavilion. $100 Prize and a chance to win iPad at the end of
the semester. 
Contact: Kinsey McMillan
Email: mcmillankg@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-801-1579
Open Mic Night at Glendale
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Glendale Environmental Center
Cost: Free
Details: Success Initiative will be hosting an open mic night at the Glendale Shoals Amphitheater.
Students are encouraged to participate and/or watch. Transportation from campus to the environment
center will be provided, and there will be cookies and hot chocolate.
Contact: Nicholas Hewson
Email: hewsonna@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-978-0707
Announcements
Missing Flag and Flag Pole
Details: Anyone who has found a flag pole and One hundred dollar flag attached to it please return it to
Campus Safety. It has ‘gone missing’ from the back of Black Science Annex and is property thereof. No
questions asked!
Contact: Mark Olencki
Email: olenckims@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4176
Spread the Warmth 
Details: Please bring your used winter clothing items to the drop-off boxes in Burwell, Zachs, and
Phase V. I am collecting winter coats, jackets, scarves, hats, pants, gloves, etc. for those less fortunate
in the Spartanburg community. These clothing items will be donated to the homeless at the soup
in the Spartanburg community. These clothing items will be donated to the homeless at the soup
kitchen in the beginning of December. 
Contact: Kirsten Hulon
Email: hulonkr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-873-0519
Wesley Fellowship Meeting
Details: Wesley Fellowship will be holding its weekly bible study tomorrow evening at 9 p.m., in the
Greene common room. Light refreshments will be served. Grab a friend, take a brief study break and
come join us in fellowship. 
Contact: Rob Levin
Email: levinrh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-906-6472
5K for Karl Online Registration Last Chances
Details: This Saturday at 9:30 a.m., is the 2nd annual 5K for Karl (in front of Old Main). You can
register online at: https://www.wofford.edu/kappaSigma/5KforKarl.aspx.  You do not have to run / walk
the race in order to make a donation by registering! Karl Alexander was a vivacious young man that
touched the lives of many students in and out of the classroom as a caring and involved student,
member of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, and member of the Lacrosse club team. The loss of Karl to a
heart condition after his first year at Wofford College in the summer of 2010 impacted the campus
community but Karl’s positive spirit at Wofford will live on through a scholarship in his honor. 100% of
race proceeds will go to fund the Karl Alexander Memorial Scholarship to benefit a future scholar at
Wofford College. 
Contact: Dr. Dave Pittman
Email: pittmandw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4644
Youth Leadership School
Details: Youth Leadership School Date/Time: 11/19/11 8:30:00 AM Location: Furman University Cost:
$10 with the promo code "CLP" The Leadership Institute’s flagship school, nicknamed “the boot camp
of politics,” provides you with effective techniques to organize and lead mass based youth efforts for
candidates and causes of your choice. This school has been held at college campuses across the
country, and has launched more successful political careers than any other Leadership Institute training
program. You can register online: http://www.leadershipinstitute.org/training/School.cfm?
SchoolID=19175
Contact: Allen Lollis
Email: lollisja@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-981-3072
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.

From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 16, 2011
Date: November 16, 2011 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 16, 2011
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Organ Donation Education Event
Service and Civic Engagement
CPR Friday
Holiday Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
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For Sale by College
Qigong for Balance, Focus and Energy
Open Mic Night at Glendale
 
Today's Events
Yearbook Pictures
Yearbook Pictures
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell/Campus Life
Cost: Free
Details: Come by and get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! You can get it taken Wednesday,
Nov. 16 or Thursday, Nov. 17. On Wednesday we will be set up in Burwell from 11 a.m. – 2 p.m. and
4:30 – 6 p.m. On Thursday, we will be in Campus Life from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m. and in Burwell from 4:30 -
6 p.m. 
Contact: Casey Calvert
Email: calvertcm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-590-1825
Take Action to Reduce Poverty
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 219
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting today, to take action on reducing
poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we'll get an update from RESULTS staff on the latest actions in
Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of Congress to support for
policies that protect low-income Americans. This is an important time and we need more student voices
in this debate. Take this opportunity to make your voice heard!
Contact: Begona Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Full-Body Boot Camp @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:15!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Wofford College Ducks Unlimited Pig Roast
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Pavilion
Cost: $20 if purchase before the event, $30 at the door
Details: The Wofford College Ducks Unlimited Committee is having their annual fall banquet today so
come out and support the wetlands! Live auction and raffle! Ticket includes admission, free food and
beverages, and annual membership. Hurry and buy a ticket before it's too late!
Contact: Garrett Rawl
Email: rawlag@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-920-0724
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
IFYC Hunger and Poverty Week: Film/Movie clip on Hunger and Poverty
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 122 (the Pit)
Cost: Free
Details: Come watch a short movie clip or film about hunger and poverty, followed by a short
discussion.
Contact: Arsalaan Salehani
Email: salehaniaa@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: N/A
Sound Is What You Turn To
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: "Sound Is What You Turn To/But They, Um" is a collaborative work of text (by Jennie
Neighbors) and sound (by Nathan Halverson) investigating the language of the Abu Ghraib "torture
memos" and the use of popular music and noise as torture.
Contact: Deno Trakas
Email: trakasdp@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4573
What Does That Mean for Me? -Meaning of Life Edition
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 8:45:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian Student Association is hosting "What does that mean for me?" a men's only faith
group. This is an informal group open to guys of all faiths. This week we will be discussing the meaning
of life as it relates to one's faith. Come out and join us for this time of fellowship!
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
United
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: United is a non-denominational, student-led worship experience that weaves together music,
prayer, and scripture into a time of meaningful Christian worship. United is open to the entire college
community, and we hope you will join us for this great time of fellowship.
Contact: Joseph McAbee
Email: mcabeejh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-3266
Wesley Fellowship Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/16/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Common Room
Cost: Free
Details: Wesley Fellowship will be holding its weekly bible study this evening at 9 p.m., in the Greene
common room. Light refreshments will be served. Grab a friend, take a brief study break and come join
us in fellowship. 
Contact: Rob Levin
Contact: Rob Levin
Email: Levinrh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (843) 906-6472
Upcoming Events
English Eats
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 11:45:00 AM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Come join us for English Eats. Faculty, majors, and minors in the English department will
gather for lunch and wide-ranging discussion. Bring a tray from upstairs, grab lunch at Player’s Corner,
or eat someone else’s.
Contact: John M. Ware
Email: warejm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4362
Race to the White House -- Post-Debate Analysis
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Dan Mathewson will moderate the third and final Faculty Forum centered on last
Saturday’s Presidential Primary Debate. Faculty experts will show brief video clips of some of the key
moments of the debate, and then offer expert analysis of the content and themes of the candidates’
discussion. A question and answer period will follow. Panelists include Dr. Mark Byrnes, Dr. Jim Keller,
Dr. John Farrenkopf, Dr. Bill DeMars, and Dr. Dave Whisnant. 
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
WAC Trivia Night
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: WAC Trivia Night – 7 p.m. at the Pavilion. $100 Prize and chance to win an iPad. BYOB.
Contact: Kinsey McMillan
Email: mcmillankg@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-801-1579
Organ Donation Education Event
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room
Cost: Free
Details: Organ Donation Education Event: Come listen to a talk about the myths and misconceptions
of Organ Donation, by Valerie D Johnson RN BSN, speaker from LifePoint, the Organ Donation Service
of S.C. Student awareness on the importance of organ donation is imperative, so DO attend if you want
to learn more. Sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Delta and the Medical Humanities. Program – Nov. 17 at 7
p.m., AAAS Room. PIZZA AND SNACKS PROVIDED! Contact: Amna Haq haqaj@email.wofford.edu 
Contact: Amna Haq
Email: haqaj@email.wofford.edu
Email: haqaj@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-838-1517
Service and Civic engagement
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115/116
Cost: Free
Details: Service and Civic Engagement - A monthly series presented by students and faculty of the
Department of Foreign Languages Presentations: An Le - Helping to reduce obesity in Spartanburg;
Kaci Brasher - Project Transformation in Texas; Caroline Cunningham and Catherine Schmitz - Haiti
and “Food for the Poor.” Light refreshments at 6:45 p.m. Presentations 7 p.m. Foreign Languages
Suite, Olin 115-116. Sponsored by the Foreign Languages Dept. and the Center for Global and
Community Engagement. 
Contact: Begoña Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
CPR Friday
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 2:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free (for most)
Details: Thanks to Campus Union, students who sign up to get CPR certified can do so for free. Sign
up to get CPR certified in McMillan Theater, Nov. 18, from 2 – 6 p.m. Zaxby's will be served for the
participants at the end of the training. Contact Lamar Hunter if you would like to participate. 
Contact: Lamar Hunter
Email: hunteral@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-364-4712
Holiday Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/20/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for a thanksgiving celebration with your
friends. Enjoy a free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First
Corinthians! All are welcome! See you there.
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Announcements
5K for Karl Online Registration Last Chances
Details: This Saturday at 9:30 a.m., is the 2nd annual 5K for Karl (in front of Old Main). You can
register online at: https://www.wofford.edu/kappaSigma/5KforKarl.aspx. You do not have to run / walk
the race in order to make a donation by registering! Karl Alexander was a vivacious young man that
touched the lives of many students in and out of the classroom as a caring and involved student,
member of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, and member of the Lacrosse club team. The loss of Karl to a
heart condition after his first year at Wofford College in the summer of 2010 impacted the campus
community but Karl’s positive spirit at Wofford will live on through a scholarship in his honor. 100% of
community but Karl’s positive spirit at Wofford will live on through a scholarship in his honor. 100% of
race proceeds will go to fund the Karl Alexander Memorial Scholarship to benefit a future scholar at
Wofford College. 
Contact: Dr. Dave Pittman
Email: pittmandw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4644
For Sale by College
Details: 2008 Toyota Corolla LE, 4 Door Sedan; Gold color; 4 cyl. 1.8 Fuel injected; power steering,
door lock, brakes, and windows; cruise control; AM/FM stereo & CD player. 15,700 miles; certified
warranty valid until 12/30/14 or 100,000 miles. Asking Price $13,500. Contact: Smith Patterson
(pattersonds@wofford.edu), Development Office 597-4196/641-9981.
Contact: Smith Patterson
Email: pattersonds@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4196
Qigong for Balance, Focus and Energy
Details: Please join us Wednesdays at 5 p.m., in front of Gibbs Stadium. If it rains, we move into one
of the tunnels into the stadium. Everyone is welcome.
Contact: Jhon Akers
Email: akersjc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 5022
Open Mic Night at Glendale
Details: Success Initiative will be hosting an open mic night at the Glendale Shoals Amphitheater.
Students are encouraged to participate and/or watch. Transportation from campus to the environment
center will be provided, and there will be cookies and hot chocolate.
Contact: Nicholas Hewson
Email: hewsonna@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-978-0707
Lost and Found
Lost: The Alumni Office loaned a black tablecloth with Wofford on it and the seal in the fabric to
someone on campus and can't locate it. Can it please be returned?
Contact: Debbi Thompson
Email: debbi.thompson@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4208
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Campus Emergency Alert System Change
Date: November 16, 2011 at 2:37 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Campus Community
From:  Campus Safety/News Services
Re:       Campus Emergency Alert System Change
 
Wofford has changed its Emergency Alert System to RAVE, replacing e2Campus.
 
All members of the campus community are automatically in the system with your Wofford email
account.  Student cell numbers that are available in Banner also have been registered.  Please be
sure to update your data in the new RAVE system to include all forms of emergency alert
notification – text messaging (cell phones, PDAs, etc.) and email.
 
To update your information, go to my.Wofford.edu.  Click the RAVE channel icon in the
myWofford tab.
 
 
That will take you to a Terms of Use page.  Once you accept the Terms of Use, you will be taken
to your account, where you will be able to update your data (add or change telephone numbers,
carriers, etc.).
 
Please log in as soon as possible so that your information is updated as quickly as possible.
 
Non-myWofford users (such as parents or spouses) may manually register by going to
https://www.getrave.com/login/wofford and following the registration instructions.
 
If you have any problems accessing the site or making any changes to your account, or if you have
questions about the system, please contact Laura Corbin at laura.corbin@wofford.edu.
 
 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 17, 2011
Date: November 17, 2011 at 9:04 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 17, 2011
Today's Events
Wofford for Haiti
Managing the Arts: Jennifer Evins
Yearbook Pictures
Three Fitness Classes Today
Race to the White House -- Post-Debate Analysis
Service and Civic Engagement
Gallery Talk on African Art by Karen Goodchild
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Upcoming Events
CPR Friday
Bowling Club
B3 (Bikes, Boards, and Beats) - Wofford Ski and Snowboard Fundraiser
Terrier Dynasty Dinner Social
All Colleges Happy Hour (for faculty and staff only)
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
5K for Karl
Holiday Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Announcements
JOB: ACT Exam Tutor for High School Student
Need Volunteers for B3!
 
Today's Events
Wofford for Haiti 
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 8:00:00 AM
Location: Olin Hall 
Cost: Free
Details: Come and see the photo exhibit about a Journey of Hope to Haiti; this exhibition has been
Details: Come and see the photo exhibit about a Journey of Hope to Haiti; this exhibition has been
created following Catherine Schmitz and Caroline Cunningham’s mission trip to Haiti last summer. This
is also a part of the launching project Wofford for Haiti, which includes a fundraising by the French Club
to help children and their families build a better future. 
Contact: Catherine Schmitz
Email: schmitzcl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4512
Managing the Arts: Jennifer Evins
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Students, faculty, and staff interested in learning more about arts and non-profit management
are invited to attend this morning's talk by Jennifer Evins, CEO and President of the Chapman Cultural
Center. Evins leads a conglomerate of nine nonprofit "partners" including: Artists' Guild of Spartanburg,
Ballet Spartanburg, Carolina Foothills Artisan Center (Chesnee), Spartanburg County Historical
Association, Music Foundation of Spartanburg, Spartanburg Art Museum, Spartanburg Science Center,
Spartanburg Little Theatre, and Spartanburg Repertory Company. These organizations work together
through The Arts Partnership, and most of them reside at the Chapman Cultural Center.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Yearbook Pictures
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Come by and get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! Today we will be in Campus Life
from 11 a.m. – 1 p.m. Stay tuned for more options!
Contact: Casey Calvert
Email: calvertcm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-590-1825
Three Fitness Classes Today
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff Only @ 11:30, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Race to the White House -- Post-Debate Analysis
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Dan Mathewson will moderate the third and final Faculty Forum centered on last
Saturday’s Presidential Primary Debate. Faculty experts will show brief video clips of some of the key
moments of the debate, and then offer expert analysis of the content and themes of the candidates’
discussion. A question and answer period will follow. Panelists include Dr. Mark Byrnes, Dr. Jim Keller,
Dr. John Farrenkopf, Dr. Bill DeMars, and Dr. Dave Whisnant. 
Contact: Dan Mathewson
Email: mathewsondb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Telephone/Extension: 4560
Service and Civic engagement
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115/116
Cost: Free
Details: Service and Civic Engagement A monthly series presented by students and faculty of the
Department of Foreign Languages Presentations: An Le - Helping to reduce obesity in Spartanburg;
Kaci Brasher - Project Transformation in Texas; Caroline Cunningham and Catherine Schmitz  -Haiti
and “Food for the Poor.” Light refreshments at 6:45 p.m.; Presentations at 7 p.m. Foreign Languages
Suite, Olin 115-116. Sponsored by the Foreign Languages Dept. and the Center for Global and
Community Engagement 
Contact: Begoña Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Gallery Talk on African Art by Karen Goodchild
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Spartanburg Art Museum / Chapman Cultural Center
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Karen Goodchild, Associate Professor of Art History, will give a gallery talk on African
Masks and their traditional cultural uses at the Spartanburg Art Museum at 7 p.m., as part of ArtWalk,
and in support of the exhibition "Faces of Africa II: Selections from the James Mendes Collection."
Contact: Karen Goodchild
Email: goodchildkh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4601
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Date/Time: 11/17/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater in Campus Life
Cost: $5 students, $12 adults
Details: Directed by Dan Day, Kerry Ferguson and Dr. Mark Ferguson. Wednesday, Nov. 16 –
Saturday, Nov. 19 2011 @ 8 p.m. AND Saturday, Nov. 19 @10 p.m. $1 Late Night Student Show.
Wofford Theatre presents an evening of short plays which offers audiences an unusual variety of sharp
theatrical experiences: funny, sexy, terrifying, illuminating, confounding. The play festival consists of
five short plays, featuring the acting work of 17 students and Theatre Faculty members Mark Ferguson
and Dan Day.
Contact: Mark Ferguson
Email: fergusonma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 597-4081
Upcoming Events
CPR Friday
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 2:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free (for most)
Details: Thanks to Campus Union, students who sign up to get CPR certified can do so for free. Sign
up to get CPR certified in McMillan Theater on Nov. 18, from 2 – 6 p.m. Zaxby's will be served for the
participants at the end of the training. Contact Lamar Hunter if you would like to participate. 
participants at the end of the training. Contact Lamar Hunter if you would like to participate. 
Contact: Lamar Hunter
Email: hunteral@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-364-4712
Bowling Club
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Star Lanes
Cost: Free
Details: We will be having bowling club this week. Everyone is free. Come out for a study break or just
for something to do on a Friday afternoon. 
Contact: Sabrina Anderson
Email: andersonsr@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-493-4178
B3 (Bikes, Boards, and Beats) - Wofford Ski and Snowboard Fundraiser
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Front of Main Building
Cost: $5 presale, $7 at the door
Details: At this event you will get: Free monster and meeting the Monster Team. 2 slices of pizza to
listen to The Marcus King Band and Doug6 Listen to DJ Princ-L spin the tables to demo some sweet
stuff from Invert and The Great Escape able to demo the Wofford Ski and Snowboards freeboards and
Jibbline For a generous donation of 5 dollars, this will enter you into many of the door prizes available:
from hats, to Handlebar tickets, to free 2 day ski/snowboard rentals, to longboards. Free pizza and
subs, donated by Jimmy Johns, Pizza Hut, and Papa Johns.
Contact: Cody Chesneau
Email: chesneauce@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-592-7320
Terrier Dynasty Dinner Social
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: 582 Old Sage Street (street across from Phase V)
Cost: Free
Details: Terrier Dynasty kickoff event! Learn how to cook and eat free authentic Chinese food! You do
not need to study Chinese to attend, just bring your appetite.
Contact: Greyson Mann 
Email: manngc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 240-535-8035
All Colleges Happy Hour (for faculty and staff only)
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: A Spice of Life
Cost: Your own drinks/food
Details: Hello all! As many of you know, many faculty/staff (and their friends) from all higher education
institutions in the area gather the third Friday of each month to get to know one another and build
friendships across institutions.  This Friday, Nov. 18, we are meeting at around 5:30 p.m. at "THE
SPICE OF LIFE" (across from the Chapman Center). http://www.spiceoflifesc.com/ Last two Happy
Hours we had 20 people attending each month and we had a great time! Please, please, please! ...
take a minute to pass this email along to friends, colleagues (also at other institutions), and anybody
who may be interested in joining us. Hope to see many of you this Friday! Begoña Caballero (we will
miss Anne Cattla this time). 
Contact: Begoña Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Everybody Falls in Love With Me: An Evening of Short Plays
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater in Campus Life
Cost: $5 students, $12 adults
Details: Directed by Dan Day, Kerry Ferguson, and Dr. Mark Ferguson. Wednesday, Nov. 16 –
Saturday, Nov. 19 2011 @ 8 p.m. AND Saturday, Nov. 19 @10 p.m. $1 Late Night Student Show
Wofford Theatre presents an evening of short plays which offers audiences an unusual variety of sharp
theatrical experiences: funny, sexy, terrifying, illuminating, confounding. The play festival consists of
five short plays, featuring the acting work of 17 students and Theatre Faculty members Mark Ferguson
and Dan Day.
Contact: Mark Ferguson
Email: fergusonma@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 597-4081
5K for Karl
Date/Time: 11/19/2011 9:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: $20 online / $25 day of race
Details: The Kappa Sigma Fraternity will host a 5K for Karl race/walk and 1 mile fun run/walk on
Saturday, Nov. 19, at 9:30 a.m. (race packet pickup 8-9 a.m.) Karl Alexander was a vivacious young
man that touched the lives of many students in and out of the classroom as a caring and involved
student, member of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, and coach of the Lacrosse club team. The loss of Karl
to a heart condition after his first year at Wofford College in the summer of 2010 impacted the campus
community but Karl’s positive spirit at Wofford will live on through a scholarship in his honor. 100% of
race proceeds will go to fund the Karl Alexander Memorial Scholarship to benefit a future scholar at
Wofford College. 
Contact: Dr. Dave Pittman
Email: pittmandw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4644
Holiday Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/20/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for a thanksgiving celebration with your
friends. Enjoy a free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First
Corinthians! All are welcome! See you there
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Announcements
JOB: ACT Exam Tutor for High School Student
Details: A high school student needs a tutor to prepare for the ACT exam. Five or six 1-hour sessions.
Pay is $10/hour. This is a great way to earn some extra holiday cash. Interested? Contact
tlewis@pdadesign.com for details.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Need Volunteers for B3!
Details: Looking for volunteers for B3 (Bikes, Boards, and Beats). You will get a free shirt, food, drink,
and everything else at the event for free. You can also earn volunteer hours for this event. The event
will take place from 4 – 9 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18. We are also looking for one volunteer with video
experience. If anyone is interested, please contact Cody Chesneau at chesneauce@email.wofford.edu
today. 
Contact: Cody Chesneau
Email: chesneauce@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-592-7320
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 18, 2011
Date: November 18, 2011 at 8:45 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 18, 2011
Today's Events
Wofford for Haiti
"Friday Fitness @ 4:00" Doubleheader
All Colleges Happy Hour (for faculty and staff only)
Upcoming Events
5K for Karl
Catholic Mass
Holiday Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Yearbook Pictures
Announcements
For Sale By College
LET'S GO. What's Happening in Terrier Athletics this Weekend
Span 202 for Pre-Med & Pre-Health Care Students
 
Today's Events
Wofford for Haiti 
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 8:00:00 AM
Location: Olin Hall 
Cost: Free
Details: Come and see the photo exhibit about a Journey of Hope to Haiti; this exhibition has been
created following Catherine Schmitz and Caroline Cunningham’s mission trip to Haiti last summer. This
is also a part of the launching project Wofford for Haiti, which includes a fundraising by the French Club
to help children and their families build a better future. 
Contact: Catherine Schmitz
Email: schmitzcl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4512
"Friday Fitness @ 4:00" Doubleheader
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 4:00, Cardio/Kickbox @ 4:15!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
All Colleges Happy Hour (for faculty and staff only)
Date/Time: 11/18/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: A Spice of Life
Cost: Your own drinks/food
Details: Hello all! As many of you know, many faculty/staff (and their friends) from all higher education
institutions in the area gather the third Friday of each month to get to know one another and build
friendships across institutions.  This Friday, Nov. 18, we are meeting at around 5:30 p.m. at "The Spice
of Life" (across from the Chapman Center). http://www.spiceoflifesc.com/ Last two Happy Hours we
had 20 people attending each month and we had a great time! Please, please, please! ... take a minute
to pass this email along to friends, colleagues (also at other institutions), and anybody who may be
interested in joining us. Hope to see many of you this Friday! Begoña Caballero (we will miss Anne
Cattla this time). 
Contact: Begoña Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Upcoming Events
5K for Karl
Date/Time: 11/19/2011 9:00:00 AM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: $20 online / $25 day of race
Details: The Kappa Sigma Fraternity will host a 5K for Karl race/walk and 1 mile fun run/walk on
Saturday, Nov. 19, at 9:30 a.m. (race packet pickup 8-9 a.m.) Karl Alexander was a vivacious young
man that touched the lives of many students in and out of the classroom as a caring and involved
student, member of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity, and coach of the Lacrosse club team. The loss of Karl
to a heart condition after his first year at Wofford College in the summer of 2010 impacted the campus
community but Karl’s positive spirit at Wofford will live on through a scholarship in his honor. 100% of
race proceeds will go to fund the Karl Alexander Memorial Scholarship to benefit a future scholar at
Wofford College. 
Contact: Dr. Dave Pittman
Email: pittmandw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4644
Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 11/20/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: The campus Catholic Mass will be celebrated as usual on Sunday, Nov. 20 and Sunday, Nov.
27, at 5 p.m. in Mickel Chapel. In addition to being the Sunday after Thanksgiving, Nov. 27 is the first
Sunday in Advent and will be the first time that the new translation of the Roman Missal will be used.
All are welcome.
Contact: Doyle Boggs
Email: boggsdw@wofford.edu
Email: boggsdw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4182
Holiday Dinner, Fellowship, and Worship
Date/Time: 11/20/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: PSA House across from Wofford
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association (PSA) for a thanksgiving celebration with your
friends. Enjoy a free home-cooked meal, music, and a great Bible Study in the book of First
Corinthians! All are welcome! See you there
Contact: Andrew Strasburger
Email: strasburgerad@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-7404
Yearbook Pictures
Date/Time: 11/21/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Come by and get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! Monday we will be in the Burwell
Lobby from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. and from 5 - 6:30 p.m. (Lunch/Dinner). On Tuesday we will be in the
Commons from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. There will be more opportunities after Thanksgiving and before exams.
Contact: Casey Calvert
Email: calvertcm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-590-1825
Announcements
For Sale by College
Details: 2008 Toyota Corolla LE, 4 Door Sedan; Gold Color; 4cyl. 1.8 Fuel injected; power steering,
door locks, brakes, and windows; cruise control; AM/FM stereo & CD player. 15,700 miles; certified
warranty valid until 12/30/14 or 100,000 miles. Asking Price $13,500. Contact: Smith Patterson
(pattersonds@wofford.edu), Development Office 597-4196/641-9981.
Contact: Smith Patterson
Email: pattersonds@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4196
LET'S GO. What's Happening in Terrier Athletics this Weekend
Details: Here's a quick look at what's on tap in Wofford athletics this weekend: The lone home event of
the weekend tips off Saturday at 2 p.m., as the women's basketball team looks to start the year 3-0 as
they host Norfolk State inside the Ben Johnson Arena. The Wofford football team travels to
Chattanooga Saturday for a 2 p.m. kick against the Mocs. There is no TV for the game, but you can
listen on ESPN 1400/97.1 or online espnspartanburg.com. The men's basketball team begins a four
game road swing Saturday at 8 p.m. at Wisconsin. The game will be televised on ESPN3.com. For
complete details on these and all other events log onto woffordterriers.com.
Contact: Lenny Mathis
Email: mathisld@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4110
Span 202 for Pre-Med & Pre-Health Care Students
Span 202 for Pre-Med & Pre-Health Care Students
Details: The Spanish program is offering a special section of Span 202 in Spring 2012 for pre-med &
prehealth care professionals at 8:30 a.m. M-WF. Prerequisite = Span 201. Slots still available!
Contact: Laura Barbas Rhoden
Email: barbasrhodenlh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4513
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 21, 2011
Date: November 21, 2011 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 21, 2011
Today's Events
Yearbook Pictures
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
Campus Union Assembly Meeting
FAC Lighting Walk
Upcoming Events
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Athletics)
Announcements
Library Schedule for Thanksgiving Holiday
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
 
Today's Events
Yearbook Pictures
Date/Time: 11/21/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Come by and get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! Today we will be in the Burwell
Lobby from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. and from 5 - 6:30 p.m. (Lunch/Dinner). Tomorrow we will be in the
Commons from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. There will be more opportunities after Thanksgiving and before exams.
Contact: Casey Calvert
Email: calvertcm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-590-1825
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/21/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Full-Body Boot Camp @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:15!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Campus Union Assembly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/21/2011 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for one of our last assembly meetings of the semester. All are welcome to
attend! Contact a Campus Union delegate to help you write your own proposal! 
Contact: Mary Lewis Griffin
Email: griffinml@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-727-8272
FAC Lighting Walk
Date/Time: 11/21/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The Facility Affairs Committee will host a lighting walk tonight at 7 p.m. Come out and enjoy
doughnuts and coffee while helping improving the safety of Wofford's community by suggesting places
for new street lights! All are encouraged to attend. 
Contact: Brittany Walker
Email: walkerba@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4044
Upcoming Events
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Athletics)
Date/Time: 11/22/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: N/A
Details: The next New Faculty Mentoring Lunch will occur Tuesday, Nov. 22, from 11:30 a.m. until
12:45 p.m. in the Holcombe Room. The topic for the luncheon will be athletics and academics at
Wofford. This lunch series serves as a mentoring program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff
member is welcome to attend. Those attending can purchase lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining
Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a meeting at the 11 a.m. hour is welcome to join us after
his or her meeting concludes. 
Contact: Charlotte Knotts-Zides
Email: knottszidesca@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4534
Announcements
Library Schedule for Thanksgiving Holiday
Details: Tuesday, Nov. 22:  8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 23: 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 24 -
Saturday, Nov. 26:  CLOSED. Sunday, Nov. 27:  6 p.m. – Midnight.
Contact: Paul Jones
Contact: Paul Jones
Email: Jonesjp@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4301
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: The English Honors Society is having a holiday book drive! Grab a couple used books off your
shelf when you go home for break or find all those Humanities novels the bookstore wouldn't buy back
and donate them! We'll have bins in Milliken, the library, and the English suite (3rd floor Main) the week
after the Thanksgiving break.
Contact: Hannah Jarrett
Email: jarretthm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-622-9529
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Thanksgiving Vacation
Date: November 21, 2011 at 10:11 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:  All Wofford Staff
From:  President Dunlap
 
In recognition of all those who worked so tirelessly to make the presidential candidates’
debate such a success, I urge all campus offices to let the Thanksgiving holiday begin at
noon on Wednesday, November 23rd.  Those offices that must maintain a skeleton staff
should make provision to do so.  Happy Thanksgiving to all!
 
 
 
Benjamin B. Dunlap
President
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 597-4010
 
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 22, 2011
Date: November 22, 2011 at 8:38 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 22, 2011
Today's Events
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Athletics and Academics)
Yearbook Pictures
"Faculty/Staff Only” Fitness Class @ 11:30 Today
Upcoming Events
Catholic Mass
Announcements
Library Schedule for Thanksgiving Holiday
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Name the Tuesday Terrier Contest
 
Today's Events
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Athletics and Academics)
Date/Time: 11/22/2011 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: N/A
Details: The next New Faculty Mentoring Lunch will occur today, Tuesday, Nov. 22, from 11:30 a.m.
until 12:45 p.m. in the Holcombe Room. The topic for the luncheon will be athletics and academics at
Wofford. This lunch series serves as a mentoring program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff
member is welcome to attend. Those attending can purchase lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining
Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a meeting at the 11 a.m. hour is welcome to join us after
his or her meeting concludes. 
Contact: Charlotte Knotts-Zides
Email: knottszidesca@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4534
Yearbook Pictures
Date/Time: 11/22/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Commons
Location: The Commons
Cost: Free
Details: Come by and get your picture taken for this year's yearbook! We will be in the Commons from
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. There will be more opportunities after Thanksgiving and before exams. 
Contact: Casey Calvert
Email: calvertcm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-590-1825
"Faculty/Staff Only" Fitness Class @ 11:30 Today
Date/Time: 11/22/2011 11:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: "Faculty/Staff Only" this morning. No other fitness classes will be offered this week.
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Upcoming Events
Catholic Mass
Date/Time: 11/27/2011 5:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Catholic Mass will be held at 5 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 27, in Mickel Chapel. All are welcome.
Contact: Doyle Boggs
Email: boggsdw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4182
Announcements
Library Schedule for Thanksgiving Holiday
Details: Tuesday, Nov. 22:  8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 23: 8:30 a.m. – Noon. Thursday, Nov. 24 -
Saturday, Nov. 26:  CLOSED. Sunday, Nov. 27:  6 p.m. – Midnight.
Contact: Paul Jones
Email: Jonesjp@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4301
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: The English Honors Society is having a holiday book drive! Grab a couple used books off your
shelf when you go home for break or find all those Humanities novels the bookstore wouldn't buy back
and donate them! We'll have bins in Milliken, the library, and the English suite (3rd floor Main) the week
after the Thanksgiving break.
Contact: Hannah Jarrett
Email: jarretthm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-622-9529
Name the Tuesday Terrier Contest
Details: The Tuesday Terrier needs your help! You know him, you love him, you earn prizes every
week for finding him. He is part of the Wofford family, yet he has never had a name. Contest starts Nov.
28 and ends Dec. 9. Click the link below for rules and to find out how you can win a $100 Visa Gift
Card: http://www.wofford.edu/tags/WeNeedYou
Contact: Ashley Rowe
Email: roweaw@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4192
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Clear Shipp/DuPre lots; using handicapped parking permits
Date: November 22, 2011 at 12:57 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL.  If you have questions, please contact
Randy Hall, director of Campus Safety at halljr@wofford.edu.
 
 
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
 
 
 
To:       Members of the Wofford College Community
From:   J. Randy Hall, Director of Campus Safety
Date:    November 22, 2011
         
 
Students and employees are asked not to park in the Shipp Hall and the DuPre Hall parking
lots between 5:00 pm on Wednesday and 5:00 pm on Saturday. If the lots are cleared, the
Physical Plant staff will be able to repaint the lines in the lots. 
 
Students who are going to leave their vehicles on campus during the break are encouraged
to park them in the lot behind Marsh Hall because we can control access to this lot.
 
Students are also reminded that it is illegal for them to use a handicapped parking permit
that belongs to another person even if that person is a relative.  The Campus Safety
Department has been reminded that the College complies with all ADA regulations. 
Therefore, the officers will be checking handicap parking stickers next week.  Please contact
me if you have any questions about them.
 
Best wishes for a Happy Thanksgiving!
 
Randy Hall
 
 
 
 
Randy Hall
Director of Campus Safety
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 597-4351/(864) 597-4359(f)
halljr@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: INVITATION FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Faculty/Staff Holiday Party, Dec. 7, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Date: November 23, 2011 at 11:31 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 28, 2011
Date: November 28, 2011 at 9:11 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 28, 2011
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
Wofford FCA
Campus Outreach Freshmen Bible Study
Upcoming Events
Faculty Talk
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Sex Jeopardy
Free Practice LSAT
Jingle Bell Jog 5k/ 1 mile Fun Run
Announcements
Rep from Emory University's Candler School of Theology on campus
Pre-January Interim Meetings
Fundraising Raffle for Habitat for Humanities
 
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/28/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30,Full-Body Boot Camp @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:15! 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Wofford FCA
Date/Time: 11/28/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Don't forget to come out to FCA tomorrow night at 8:12! Our very own Eric Breitenstein &
Details: Don't forget to come out to FCA tomorrow night at 8:12! Our very own Eric Breitenstein &
James Lawson will be speaking! Come join us for worship and devotion. Bring a friend! 
Contact: Taylor Thomas
Email: thomastm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-519-8262
Campus Outreach Freshmen Bible Study
Date/Time: 11/28/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Outreach invites all freshmen to our weekly Bible Study in Greene Lobby at 9 p.m.
tonight. Bring your Bible and bring a friend. We'll have some of your favorite home-made rice Krispy
treats and lots of fellowship. Andre might tell a few jokes too!
Contact: Weston Caswell
Email: caswellcw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-503-9880
Upcoming Events
Faculty Talk
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Kenneth J. Banks, Department of History: 'A Rogue Merchant: The Atlantic World of
Captain Thomas Allen.' This talk traces the international dealings of an Anglo-American ship captain
based in the war-torn West Indies of the 1750s. Allen's web of trade suggests that such Anglo-
American expatriate merchants were important, even central, to the emergence of the first de facto free
trade zone in the Americas during the mid-18th century. 
Contact: Alan D. Chalmers
Email: chalmersad@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4360
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its last meeting of the semester Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
room 104 of Phase V. All students are welcome, finance and accounting majors and non-majors alike.
Come learn about the fund and watch as we present stock and other investment recommendations for
the fund portfolio.
Contact: Thomas DeLoache
Email: deloachewt@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-560-2588
Sex Jeopardy
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Game Room
Cost: Free 
Details: Competitive? Know a lot about sex? Come enter the Residence Life Sex Jeopardy this
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Game room to test your knowledge. There will be cash prizes for the
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Game room to test your knowledge. There will be cash prizes for the
winners and refreshments available during the competition itself. 
Contact: ReAnne Hinton
Email: hintonrs@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-730-8745
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Jingle Bell Jog 5k/ 1 mile Fun Run
Date/Time: 12/3/2011 10:00:00 AM
Location: Old Main
Cost: $20
Details: Register today for the Jingle Bell Jog! The profits benefit the Amanda Riley Foundation, a child
cancer organization that brings smiles to kids battling cancer! Sign up online at active.com, keyword
jingle bell jog or on the day of the event! Participate in the 5k or 1 mile fun run for only $20 and receive
a long sleeve shirt! The event will begin at 10 a.m. in front of Old Main, Dec. 3. Come dressed in
holiday spirit! To learn more about the Foundation, visit http://amandarileyfoundation.org/
Contact: Carly Egan
Email: egance@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 770-344-7046
Announcements
Representative from Emory University's Candler School of Theology on Campus
Details: A representative from Emory University’s Candler School of Theology will be available to meet
with students from 1 – 5 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 30. Kerr Ramsay will meet with students in half-hour
appointments in the Chaplain’s Office, Room 03, of Main Building. Appointments may be made through
Abbey Bedenbaugh at bedenbaughal@wofford.edu. Mr. Ramasay will also have a light lunch with pre-
ministerial students at Noon in Room 07. Please contact Abbey by 5 p.m. Tuesday if you plan to attend
the lunch.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Pre-January Interim Meetings
Details: On Tuesday, Nov. 29, some Interim 2012 project sponsors will hold mandatory meetings from
11 a.m. – 12 p.m. See http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=20954 for meeting locations.
Sponsors will distribute syllabi, collect releases and forms, and discuss reading assignments for the
first day of Interim. These meetings are required for the projects listed at
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=20954. Contact your project sponsor with any
questions. 
Contact: Interim Office
Contact: Interim Office
Email: interim@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Fundraising for Habitat for Humanity
Details: AWARE is holding a fundraiser from Nov. 28 to Dec. 8 for Twin Tower's Habitat for Humanity
Project. A donation of $2 each or 5 tickets for $5. Prizes include $15 gift cards to Krispy Kreme, Panera
Bread, Starbucks, and iTunes with Grand Prizes of $25 gift cards to Best Buy and Bath and Body
Works! Come by Zach's from noon until 1 p.m. on Nov. 29 to buy tickets. You can also email me at
cowartkm@email.wofford.edu or Colleen Socha at sochacc@email.wofford.edu to buy tickets or find us
around campus! The drawing will be held on Dec. 8 so make sure to buy your tickets soon!
Contact: Katie Cowart
Email: cowartkm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-641-8418
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 29, 2011
Date: November 29, 2011 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 29, 2011
Today's Events
Faculty Talk
"Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Tonight
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Sex Jeopardy
WAC Movie Night Presents: Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2
Pre-Dental Society Meeting
Hot Chocolate Study Break
Upcoming Events
Guest Lecturer in Sacred Architecture
La Mesa Española
Free Practice LSAT
Santee Cooper Lecture Series, Speaker Rick Bass
Annual Wreath Decorating Competition
Announcements
Rep from Emory University's Candler School of Theology on campus
Pre-January Interim Meetings
For Sale by College
Schedule for Winter Lighting on Thursday Night
The Quintessential Cup is seeking designers for $100 Gift Card
 
Today's Events
Faculty Talk
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Kenneth J. Banks, Department of History: 'A Rogue Merchant: The Atlantic World of
Captain Thomas Allen.' This talk traces the international dealings of an Anglo-American ship captain
Captain Thomas Allen.' This talk traces the international dealings of an Anglo-American ship captain
based in the war-torn West Indies of the 1750s. Allen's web of trade suggests that such Anglo-
American expatriate merchants were important, even central, to the emergence of the first de facto free
trade zone in the Americas during the mid-18th century. 
Contact: Alan D. Chalmers
Email: chalmersad@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4360
"Fitness @ 5:30" Doubleheader Tonight
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, NO Faculty/Staff Class Today!
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its last meeting of the semester today at 7 p.m. in room
104 of Phase V. All students are welcome, finance and accounting majors and non-majors alike. Come
learn about the fund and watch as we present stock and other investment recommendations for the
fund portfolio.
Contact: Thomas DeLoache
Email: deloachewt@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 704-560-2588
Sex Jeopardy
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Game Room
Cost: Free
Details: Competitive? Know a lot about sex? Come enter the Residence Life Sex Jeopardy Tonight!
Come at 7:30 p.m., to the Game room to test your knowledge. There will be cash prizes for the winners
and refreshments available during the competition itself. 
Contact: ReAnne Hinton
Email: hintonrs@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-730-8745
WAC Movie Night Presents: Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 8:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: WAC invites you to come out to McMillan Theater in the Campus Life Building at 8 p.m., to
watch Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2! Space is limited, so make sure you arrive early to
get a seat! Free popcorn will be provided. 
Contact: Sara Fowler
Email: fowlerse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Pre-Dental Society Meeting
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 8:30:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 8:30:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 326
Cost: Free
Details: Any students interested in Pre-Dental should come to this information meeting. We will
discuss several upcoming events and help underclassmen with any questions they may have! 
Contact: Irene Halkias
Email: halkiasim@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-561-2728
Hot Chocolate Study Break
Date/Time: 11/29/2011 10:00:00 PM
Location: Out front of Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Outreach invites you to enjoy a hot cup of Coco at 10 p.m. outside the front doors of
Roger Milliken Science Center. Take a break from all your studies for a few minutes of fun, fellowship,
and refreshment... or just grab a cup to go. 
Contact: Weston Caswell
Email: caswellcw@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-503-9880
Upcoming Events
Guest Lecturer in Sacred Architecture
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel Building, Room 204
Cost: Free 
Details: Duncan Stroik is considered to be one of today's foremost educators and practitioners in
American sacred architecture. He received his architectural education from the University of Virginia
and Yale University. In 1990, he was invited to help implement a new curriculum in classical
architecture at the University of Notre Dame. He is presently working as the lead architect for the new
St. Paul the Apostle Catholic Church building in downtown Spartanburg. His lecture is sponsored by
the Art History Department and the Catholic Newman Club. 
Contact: Peter Schmunk
Email: schmunkpl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4599
La Mesa Española
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 4:45:00 PM
Location: Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Come and join us for the last Mesa Española of this semester. We will have a quiz show about
Spanish language and culture with some small prizes for the best Spanish speakers.
Contact: Rafael Valor
Email: valornavarror@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4906
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 386-847-6975
Santee Cooper Lecture Series, Speaker Rick Bass
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Rick Bass, an American writer and environmental activist will speak as part of the Santee
Cooper Lecture Series on Sustainability and Energy. He will read from two of his books, "Oil Notes"
and "The Heart of the Monster" during the event, which is presented by the Environmental Studies
Program. 
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
Annual Wreath Decorating Competition
Date/Time: 12/1/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: The Row
Cost: Free
Details: Any student organization, group of students, or individuals wishing to participate in the Wreath
Decorating competition, can pick up a wreath from the Campus Life Office, starting today. Bring your
decorated wreaths to the Winter Lighting event by 9 p.m. The Winners will be announced at the event.
Cash prizes will be awarded to the top three. 
Contact: Mary Lewis Griffin
Email: griffinml@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-727-8272
Announcements
Representative from Emory University's Candler School of Theology on Campus
Details: A representative from Emory University’s Candler School of Theology will be available to meet
with students from 1 – 5 p.m., on Wednesday, Nov. 30. Kerr Ramsay will meet with students in half-
hour appointments in the Chaplain’s Office, Room 03, of Main Building. Appointments may be made
through Abbey Bedenbaugh at bedenbaughal@wofford.edu. Mr. Ramsay will also have a light lunch
with pre-ministerial students at noon in Room 07. Please contact Abbey by 5 p.m. on Tuesday if you
plan to attend the lunch.
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Pre-January Interim Meetings
Details: Today from 11 a.m. – 12 p.m., some Interim 2012 project sponsors will hold mandatory
meetings. See http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=20954 for meeting locations. Sponsors
will distribute syllabi, collect releases and forms, and discuss reading assignments for the first day of
Interim. These meetings are required for the projects listed at
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=20954. Contact your project sponsor with any
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=20954. Contact your project sponsor with any
questions. 
Contact: Interim Office
Email: interim@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
For Sale by College
Details: 2008 Toyota Corolla LE, 4 Door Sedan; Gold Color; 4 cly. 1.8 Fuel injected; power steering,
door locks, brakes and windows; cruise control; AM/FM stereo & CD player. 15,700 miles; certified
warranty valid until 12/30/14 or 100,000 miles. Asking price $13,500. 
Contact: Smith Patterson
Email: pattersonds@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4196 or 641-9981
Schedule for Winter Lighting on Thursday Night
Details: We are very excited to host the annual Winter Lighting festivities this Thursday night. Get a
group together and participate in the wreath decorating competition with CRC or the gingerbread house
building competition with WAC! Schedule for Winter Lighting.
Thursday, Dec. 1
5:35 p.m. - Candlelight Carols (Leonard Auditorium) 
6:35 p.m. - Lighting of Campus Tree & Menorah (Steps of Old Main)
7 p.m. - Men’s Basketball Game in Benjamin Johnson Arena
9 p.m. - Lighting of the Row Contest
9:15 p.m. - WAC Christmas/Holiday Party
12 a.m. - Row Closes
Contact: Mary Lewis Griffin
Email: griffinml@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-727-8272
The Quintessential Cup is Seeking Designers for $100 Gift Card
Details: The Quintessential Cup is an idea for a new cup (Tervis Tumbler) that students can use for
free refills at Zach's, Burwell, Phase V, and Basketball Concessions. This cup will help cut down on
waste and promote sustainability. We are looking for designers to create a design that will wraparound
the inside of this cup. Email me at didokds@email.wofford.edu for a template. You are limited to four
colors. You have less than a week to get a preliminary sketch or final design to us. Students will vote
for the best design at SI Deliverable Day on Tuesday Dec. 6, in the Campus Life Commons, and the
winning designer will receive $100 Visa Gift Card. This design should be unique from any other cups
sold on campus, it should incorporate various elements of Wofford, and you should take full advantage
of the space allotted for the design. Designs are due as PDF or any standard image file by midnight on
Saturday, Dec. 3, to the email address listed below.
Contact: Daniel Didok
Email: didokds@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 267-235-2311
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM DR. RICHARDSON: Holiday contributions for Aramark employees
Date: November 29, 2011 at 11:23 AM
To:
This time of year it has become customary for the staff and faculty of Wofford to express our
appreciation to those Aramark employees that serve us in the Burwell dining room.  Ted Monroe
and I will begin taking contributions this week to distribute to workers as a gesture of holiday
cheer.  Please seek us out before the last day of class (Dec. 9th) to make your contribution. 
Thanks.
 
  --Eddie
 
Wm. Eddie Richardson, Ph.D.
Professor
Department of Accounting, Business and Finance
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC 29303-3663
864.597.4532
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 30, 2011
Date: November 30, 2011 at 9:26 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 30, 2011
Today's Events
Representative from Candler School of Theology, Emory University on campus today
Take Action to Reduce Poverty
Guest lecturer in Sacred Architecture
La Mesa Española
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight!
Free Practice LSAT
Santee Cooper Lecture Series, Speaker Rick Bass
Upcoming Events
Computer/Computational Science Talks
Candlelight Carols
Gingerbread Competition
Habitat for Humanity Build Day
Announcements
The Quintessential Cup is seeking designers for $100 Gift Card!
TAGS Name the Terrier Contest
Fundraising for Habitat for Humanity
Register to Vote!
Angel Tree
 
Today's Events
Representative from Candler School of Theology, Emory University on campus today
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 12:00:00 PM
Location: 03, 07 Main Building
Cost: free
Details: A representative from Emory University’s Candler School of Theology will be available to meet
with students from 1 to 5 p.m. today. Kerr Ramsay will meet with students in half-hour appointments in
the Chaplain’s Office, Room 03, of Main Building. A couple of slots are still available through Abbey
Bedenbaugh at bedenbaughal@wofford.edu. Mr. Ramsay also will have a light lunch with pre-
ministerial students at noon in Room 07. 
Contact: Abbey Bedenbaugh
Email: bedenbaughal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4050
Take Action to Reduce Poverty
Take Action to Reduce Poverty
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 219
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting today to take action on reducing
poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we’ll get an update from RESULTS staff on the latest actions in
Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of Congress to support for
policies that protect low-income Americans. This is an important time and we need more voices in this
debate. All students, faculty and staff welcome! Take this opportunity to make your voice heard!
Contact: Begoña Caballero
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
Guest Lecturer in Sacred Architecture
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 4:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel Building, Room 204
Cost: free 
Details: Duncan Stroik is considered to be be one of today's foremost educators and practitioners in
American sacred architecture. He received his architectural education from the University of Virginia
and Yale University. In 1990, he was invited to help implement a new curriculum in classical
architecture at the University of Notre Dame. He is presently working as the lead architect for the new
St. Paul the Apostle Catholic Church building in downtown Spartanburg. His lecture is sponsored by
the Art History Department and the Catholic Newman Club. 
Contact: Peter Schmunk
Email: schmunkpl@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4599
La Mesa Española
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 4:45:00 PM
Location: Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Come and join us for the last Mesa Española of this semester. We will have a quiz show about
Spanish language and culture with some small prizes for the best Spanish speakers.
Contact: Rafael Valor
Email: valornavarror@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4906
"Fitness @ 5:30" Tripleheader Tonight!
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free
Details: AB-LAB @ 5:30,FULL-BODY BOOT CAMP @ 5:45, ZUMBA/CARDIO FUNK @ 6:15 ! 
Contact: Steve Traylor
Email: traylorse@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4069
Free Practice LSAT
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 6:30:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Lizzie Lambert at
lambertee@email.wofford.edu to reserve your spot for the LSAT. Everyone is welcome!
Contact: Lizzie Lambert
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Email: lambertee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 3868476975
Santee Cooper Lecture Series, Speaker Rick Bass
Date/Time: 11/30/2011 7:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Rick Bass, an American writer and environmental activist, will speak as part of the Santee
Cooper Lecture Series on Sustainability and Energy Issues. He will read from two of his books, "Oil
Notes" and "The Heart of the Monster," during the event, which is presented by the Environmental
Studies Program. 
Contact: John Lane
Email: laneje@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4518
Upcoming Events
Computer/Computational Science Talks
Date/Time: 12/1/2011 11:00:00 AM
Location: OL 213
Cost: 0
Details: Drs. Brian Malloy, Brian Dean, and Amy Apon from the Computer Science Department at
Clemson University will speak about "The Role of Video Games in Education," "Interdisciplinary
research in computational science," and "Opportunities for Graduate Study in Computer and
Computational Science at Clemson University."
Contact: Angela Shiflet
Email: shifletab@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4528
Candlelight Carols and Winter Lighting 
Date/Time: 12/1/2011 5:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Join the Wofford community and choral groups (Men’s Glee Club, Women’s Choir, Wofford Men and
Goldtones) as Chaplain Ron Robinson hosts a warm and beautiful time of traditional carols, seasonal
readings and candlelight. Candlelight Carols will begin at 5:35 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium, followed at
6:35 p.m. by the annual Winter Lighting of the campus Christmas tree and the Menorah on the steps of
Main Building. The holiday events will be suspended at 7 p.m. so that the campus community may
attend the men’s basketball game in the Benjamin Johnson Arena. At 9 p.m., Fraternity Row will be
ablaze with holiday lights for the annual decoration contest. A Christmas/Holiday Party will follow until
midnight.
Contact: W. Gary McCraw
Email: mccrawwg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4597
Gingerbread Competition
Date/Time: 12/1/2011 9:00:00 PM
Location: Top of the Row
Cost: 
Details: The gingerbread house contest is sponsored by WAC. It is open to any individual, and the first
and second place winners will receive $100 and $50 gift certificates, respectively. Gingerbread house
kits are provided in Student Affairs. However, contestants are not limited to only the contents of the kit,
they are encourage to incorporate other items into their houses to make a unique creation. Houses
they are encourage to incorporate other items into their houses to make a unique creation. Houses
should be brought to the top of the Row by 9 p.m. for judging during Winter Lighting.
Contact: Sara Fowler
Email: fowlerse@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-812-2472
Habitat for Humanity Build Day
Date/Time: 12/3/2011 1:00:00 PM
Location: Off-campus build site (less than 5 minutes away)
Cost: Free
Details: Would you enjoy participating in some community service and taking your mind off of end of
semester worries by doing some manual labor? If so, then you should participate in the Habitat for
Humanity Build Project this weekend! You can work all day or you can pick to work during either the
morning shift (8:30 a.m.-noon) or the afternoon shift (1-4 p.m.). No construction experience is required.
If you would like to volunteer, please email Joseph McAbee. 
Contact: Joseph McAbee
Email: mcabeejh@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-542-3266
Announcements
The Quintessential Cup is seeking designers for $100 Gift Card!
Details: The Quintessential Cup is an idea for a new cup (Tervis Tumbler) that students can use for
free refills at Zach's, Burwell, Phase V, and Basketball Concessions. This cup will help cut down on
waste and promote sustainability. We are looking for designers to create a design that will wraparound
the inside of this cup. Email me at didokds@email.wofford.edu for a template. You are limited to four
colors. You have less than a week to get a preliminary sketch or final design to us. Students will vote
for the best design at SI Deliverable Day on Tuesday Dec. 6th in the Campus Life Commons, and the
winning designer will receive $100 Visa Gift Card. This design should be unique from any other cups
sold on campus, it should incorporate various elements of Wofford, and you should take full advantage
of the space allotted for the design. Designs are due as PDF or any standard image file by midnight on
Saturday, Dec. 3, to the email address listed below. 
Contact: Daniel Didok
Email: didokds@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 267 235 2311
TAGS Name the Terrier Contest
Details: The TAGS Tuesday Terrier needs a name, and we're looking to you to help! Submit a name
and corresponding slogan for a chance to win a $100 Visa Gift Card. For rules and more information,
please visit www.wofford.edu/TAGS/NameTheTerrier.
Contact: Ashley Rowe
Email: TAGS@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4192
Fundraising for Habitat for Humanity
Details: AWARE is holding a fundraiser from Nov. 28 to Dec. 8 for Twin Tower's Habitat for Humanity
Project. A donation of $2 each or 5 tickets for $5. Prizes include $15 gift cards to Krispy Kreme, Panera
Bread, Starbucks, and iTunes with Grand Prizes of $25 gift cards to Best Buy and Bath and Body
Works! To donate, you can email me at cowartkm@email.wofford.edu or Colleen Socha at
sochacc@email.wofford.edu or find us around campus! We will also be taking donations for the tickets
sochacc@email.wofford.edu or find us around campus! We will also be taking donations for the tickets
Monday, Dec. 5, in Burwell from 5:30-6:30. The drawing will be held on Dec. 8, so make sure to buy
your tickets soon! 
Contact: Katie Cowart
Email: cowartkm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-641-8418
Register to Vote!
Details: Wofford College Republicans will be hosting a Voter Registration Drive on Thursday and
Friday (Dec. 1 & 2) from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the lobby of Burwell and the Commons in Campus Life.
Stop by during your lunch break if you aren't a registered voter to fill out your application! This event is
open to everyone, from any state and from any political background. Contact College Republicans for
more information!
Contact: Allen Lollis
Email: lollisja@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: (864) 981-3072
Angel Tree
Details: Dear faculty, staff, and students, It’s that time of year again! Twin Towers is sponsoring an
Angel Tree for disadvantaged youth in the Spartanburg area. This year, we have chosen SAFE Homes-
Rape Crisis Coalition as our charity. You can help give the children who are affiliated with this
organization an amazing Christmas. Making a Christmas wish come true is easy: 1. Stop by Campus
Life and pick an angel from the tree. 2. Purchase a gift from your child’s list. (Please make sure that the
toy is new, the organization is not accepting used gifts.) 3. Drop off your gift (unwrapped with the child's
name attached) in the workroom on the first floor of Old Main by Dec. 13. Help us put a smile on a
deserving child’s face this Christmas. Contact Meggan DeVeaux (deveauxmm@email.wofford.edu) if
you have any questions or need more information. Happy Holidays! Twin Towers 
Contact: Meggan DeVeaux
Email: deveauxmm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 8436976832
Lost and Found
Found: A pair of eyeglasses was found in RMSC221. You can pick them up in RMSC231 with Ms.
Thomas
Contact: Susan Thomas
Email: thomassm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4646
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Update on Emergency Notification from Tuesday
Date: November 30, 2011 at 2:14 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       Campus Community
From:  Randy Hall, director of Campus Safety
 
Wofford College Campus Safety has investigated the report of a hold up on Monday night in the
gravel lot on Evins Street.
 
It has been determined that no crime occurred on campus. The investigation has revealed that four
Wofford students were robbed on Monday night at a location about two miles from campus.
 
The safety and security of our students, faculty and staff are paramount concerns. We urge you to
take appropriate precautions both on and off campus. Should you encounter suspicious
activities/persons or should you become a victim of a crime off campus, you should immediately
contact the appropriate law enforcement agency by calling 911.  If you are on campus, contact
Campus Safety at 597-4911 or call 911.
 
We reiterate that you may request an escort by Campus Safety if you are walking alone on campus
at night by calling 597-4911.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
Wofford College
429 N. Church St.
Spartanburg, SC  29303
Office: 864-597-4180
Fax: 864-597-4179
Cell: 864-809-8963
Cell (personal): 864-316-1326
laura.corbin@wofford.edu
www.wofford.edu
